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O. INTRODUCTION 

Three types of manifolds, spherical, fiat, and hyperbolic, are paradigms of 
geometric behavior. These are the Riemannian manifolds of constant positive, 
zero, and negative sectional curvatures, respectively. (The positive and negative 
sectional curvatures may be assumed, after scaling, to be + 1 and -1.) There 
is an equivalent synthetic geometric definition of them in terms of coordinate 
charts for a manifold M. Namely, a spherical, flat, or hyperbolic structure 
on M is an atlas of coordinate charts {(Un' .t;,)lo: E J} for M, where each 
.t;, ( Un) is an open subset of the (unit) sphere Sn , Euclidean space R n , or (real) 
hyperbolic space H n , respectively, such that 

r 0 f- I : f (U n U ) -+ r (U n U ) 
J y " "" Y J y " Y 
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is the restriction of an isometry of Sn, R n , H n (as the case may be) for all 
pairs Cl, I' in the indexing set J . 

Mostow proved [50] the following remarkable uniqueness result for hyper-
bolic structures. 

Mostow's Rigidity Theorem. Let M be a compact (connected) topological mani-
fold whose dimension is greater than 2. Then M can support at most one hyper-
bolic structure; i.e., if M J and M2 are hyperbolic manifolds that are homeomor-
phic to M, then M J and M2 are isometrically equivalent. In fact, this conclu-
sion is implied by the weaker assumption that 1lJ M J and 1l J M2 are isomorphic 
groups, and any isomorphism is induced, up to conjugacy, by an isometry. 

We prove, in this paper, the following existence theorem for hyperbolic struc-
tures. (We sometimes paraphrase results in this section.) In its statement, 
O( 1 , m) denotes the Lie group consisting of all square (m + 1) x (m + 1) ma-
trices A with real number entries that satisfy the equation ADAt = D , where 
D is the diagonal matrix with DJJ = -1 and D jj = 1 when i > 1 . 

Corollary 10.4. A compact (connected) topological manifold M rn , whose dimen-
sion m is different from 3 and 4, supports a hyperbolic structure if and only 
if 

(i) 1l J M is isomorphic to a discrete cocompact subgroup of O( 1 , m), and 
(ii) the universal covering space of M is contractible, i.e., 1lj M = 0 for all 

j> 1. 

It is standard terminology to call a connected manifold M aspherical if 1l jM 
vanishes for all j > 1 . If M J and M2 are aspherical manifolds, then any iso-
morphism from 1lJ M J to 1l J M2 is induced by a homotopy equivalence from 
M J to M 2 • (This is a well-known consequence of the classical Eilenberg Ob-
struction Theory.) Using this fact, we deduce Corollary 10.4 from the following 
result (whose paraphrased statement also includes some other consequences of 
Theorem 10.1). 

Corollary 10.3. Let M J and M2 be a pair of compact aspherical manifolds. 
Then any isomorphism from 1l JM J to 1llM2 is induced (up to conjugacy) by a 
homeomorphism from M J to M2 provided M J has a hyperbolic structure I and 
the dimension of MI is different from 3 and 4. 

It is well known that if Corollary 10.3 were true when dim MI = 3, then 
the Poincare Conjecture is true. (Because of [44] and [47], the connected sum 
of MI3 with a counterexample to Poincare's Conjecture would contradict the 
3-dimensional statement of Corollary 10.3.) Although we calculate the surgery 
L-groups (cf. Theorem 9.5) for all complete hyperbolic manifolds M (even 
when dim M = 3 or 4), surgery theory is not applicable in dimensions 3 or 

1 We have recently shown, cf. [66], that Corollary 10.3 remains true under the weaker assump-
tion that Ml admits a Riemannian structure whose sectional curvatures are all negative. 
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4. Hence, we are unable to verify the statement of Corollary 10.3 when the 
dimension of M is either 3 or 4. 

It is common to impose a completeness condition on a Riemannian mani-
fold M, namely, that any pair of points in M lies on a common geodesic. 
Completeness is implied by compactness; but when M is noncompact, it is an 
important extra assumption. For instance, the Smale-Hirsch immersion theo-
rem, cf. [36], implies that any connected, noncompact, parallelizable manifold 
can support all three of these special structures: spherical, flat, and hyperbolic. 
But the completeness hypothesis imposes stringent constraints on the topology 
of M m • In particular, if M m has a complete constant sectional curvature Rie-
mannian structure, then its universal covering space is homeomorphic (in fact, 
isometrically equivalent after perhaps a scaling) to Sm , R m , or H m ,and 1C \ M 
is isomorphic to a discrete subgroup of the Lie groups O( m), O( m) ~ Rm , or 
O( 1 . m) , depending on whether the sign of the sectional curvature of M m is 
positive, zero, or negative (cf. [35]). 

There is a second geometric condition (weaker than compactness) that is 
frequently imposed on a Riemannian manifold M , namely, that M have finite 
volume. Gromov and Margulis (cf. [32]) showed that a complete hyperbolic 
manifold M with finite volume is the interior of a compact manifold with 
boundary M. Furthermore, the boundary a M supports a flat Riemannian 
structure. We call M the Gromov-Margulis manifold compactification of M. 
Their compactification actually exists when the hyperbolic condition is replaced 
by the weaker assumption that the sectional curvatures of M all lie in a closed 
interval of (strictly) negative numbers. For instance, M exists for any complete 
(connected) negatively curved locally symmetric space with finite volume. In 
this case, each component of a M is aspherical but need not support a flat 
Riemannian structure. 

Prasad [56] showed that Mostow's rigidity theorem holds when the com-
pactness condition on M is weakened to the assumption that M is complete 
(connected) and has finite volume. 

Mostow-Prasad Rigidity Theorem. Let M\ and M2 be a pair of complete (con-
nected) hyperbolic manifolds each of which has finite volume. Then any isomor-
phism of 1C\M\ to 1C\M2 is induced (up to conjugacy) by an isometry from M\ 

to M2 , provided dim M\ > 2. 

Recall that a proper map f: X -+ Y between topological spaces is a continu-
ous map such that f-\(K) is compact whenever K is a compact subset of Y. 
The notions of proper homotopy and proper homotopy equivalence are defined 
in a similar fashion. The next result is our analogue of the Mostow-Prasad 
rigidity theorem. 

Corollary 10.5. Let M be a complete (connected) hyperbolic manifold with fi-
nite volume whose dimension is different from 3, 4, and 5. Let N be any 
topological manifold that is properly homotopically equivalent to M. Then N 
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and M are homeomorphic. Infact, any proper homotopy equivalence is properly 
homotopic to a homeomorphism. 

To prove Corollary 10.5, we first extend the proper homotopy equivalence 
f: N -+ M to a homotopy equivalence 7: N -+ M, where N is a mani-
fold compactification of N. We use Siebenmann's thesis [61] (which requires 
dim M > 5) together with [16] to do this. Then we use [21] to homotope 
7 so that its restriction to f) N is a homeomorphism. This also requires 
dimM> 5. On the other hand, Freedman and Quinn [31] have recently shown 
that surgery theory works for 4-dimensional manifolds provided their funda-
mental groups are virtually poly-Z. Hence, Corollary 10.5 is probably true 
even when dim M = 5 . 

The following result is valid even when M has oo-volume. 
Theorem 10.1 (special case). Let f: N -+ M be a proper homotopy equivalence 
that is a homeomorphism over the complement of a compact subset of M , where 
M is a complete (connected) hyperbolic manifold with dim M > 4. Then f 
is homotopic to a homeomorphism via a homotopy that is constant over the 
complement of a larger compact subset of M . 

Our results, stated above, are derived from surgery theory (cf. [64] and [43]), 
which we make into an effective method by calculating the surgery obstruction 
groups Ln(7C 1M) when M is a complete (connected) hyperbolic manifold. Our 
calculation, Theorem 9.5, is the main result of this paper. Although Ln(7C 1M) 
is algebraically defined, it is accomplished by a motley assortment of techniques, 
but mainly by a combination of topological control theory with some special 
geometric and dynamical properties of M. 

We also combine Theorem 9.5 with our earlier work [25] on the stable pseudo-
isotopy space of M (as extended in the appendix) to obtain an understanding 
of the homotopy type of Top M "through a stable range of dimensions" when 
M is a complete (connected) hyperbolic manifold. (The group of all homeo-
morphisms of M with compact support is denoted by TopM .) Some notation 
is needed to express a sample of our results. Let X Top(SI X R m- I ) denote the 
Cartesian product of a countably infinite number of copies of Top(S I X R m- I ) • 

In particular, a point in X Top(SI X R m- I ) is a sequence 1; of homeomor-
phisms in Top(SI X R m - I ). Then EBTop(SI X R m- I ) denotes the subspace of 
X Top(SI X R m - I ) consisting of all sequences 1; such that 1; is the identity 

homeomorphism except for a finite number of indices i. The outer automor-
phism group of 7C I M is denoted by Out 7C 1M. There is a canonical homomor-
phism from Top M to Out 7C I M that associates to a homeomorphism f the 
automorphism of 7C I M that it induces (this automorphism is well defined up 
to conjugation). We denote the kernel of this homomorphism by Topo M . We 
can now state a representative sample of our results about Top M . 

Corollary 10.13. Let M m be a compact (connected) hyperbolic manifold whose 
dimension m is greater than 10. Then ToPoM m and EBTop(SI X R m - I ) 
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are weakly homotopically equivalent "through a stable range of dimensions"; 
i.e., there exists a continuous group homomorphism from EB Top(SI X R m - I) 
to Topo M m that induces an isomorphism on the homotopy groups 7ri' for all 
indices i S (m - 4)/3. Furthermore, Mostow's rigidity theorem implies that 
Top M is isomorphic to a semidirect product Topo M )<lOut 7r 1 M and Out 7r 1 M 
is a finite (discrete) group. 

Combining this result with the information about 7ri Top(SI X R m- I ) con-
tained in Lemma 10.15 (based on works of Waldhausen [63] and Hatcher and 
Wagoner [34]) yields the following calculation. 

Corollary 10.16 (special case). If M m is a compact (connected) hyperbolic man-
ifold whose dimension m is greater than 10, then 7r; Top M 0 Q = 0, provided 
1 SiS (m - 4) / 3. Furthermore, 7ro Top M is isomorphic to a semidirect prod-
uct Z:; )<lOut 7r 1 M, where Z:; denotes the countably infinite abelian group of 
exponent 2. 

We also obtain results about Diff M , which is the group of all diffeomor-
phisms of M with compact support. For example, [17, Theorem 4.5] combined 
with Theorem 9.5 and [25, Corollary 7.2] yields the following result. 

Corollary 10.17. If M m is a compact (connected) hyperbolic manifold whose 
dimension m is greater than 10, then 

7r Diff M m Q9 Q = { EB~I H(s+I)_4j(M m ,Q) ifm is odd, 
sO, if m is even, 

provided 1 S s S (m - 4)/3. 

(The stable range in Corollaries 10.13, 10.16, and 10.17 depends on works 
of Igusa [37]. Works of Waldhausen [63], Hatcher [33], and Borel [5] also play 
important roles in these results.) 

We also apply Theorem 9.5 to a third problem: homotoping a continuous 
map to a block bundle projection. Frank Quinn [57, 58] developed a general 
theory for attacking this problem, and Theorem 9.5 makes his theory effective 
when the range of the map is a compact hyperbolic manifold. This leads to our 
Theorem 10.7 (see §1O for its statement). 

We now outline the proof of Corollary 10.3. We follow the same general 
outline as in [23] and [25]. The groups K i (Z7r 1 M) , for i S 1 , were computed 
in [23], and the weak homotopy type of the stable pseudo-isotopy space of M 
was analyzed in [25]. The proof has two main ingredients: 

I. the foliated control theorem for structure spaces proved in [29], and 
II. the dynamics of the geodesic flow (cf. [2]) together with other geometric 

ideas. 
Our foliated control theorem [29] extends the un foliated control results of [11] 
and [59]. Unlike our results in [23], [25], and [26], where we needed control 
theorems for foliations with only I-dimensional leaves, the proof of Corollary 
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10.3 (as well as our results in [24]) requires a foliated control theorem for 
foliations with higher dimensional leaves. 2 

The geometry of M (i.e., that M is a hyperbolic manifold) enters the proof 
by allowing us to equip the following constructions with extra structures and 
then enables us to analyze these structures. Let SM denote the unit sphere 
bundle of M, SxS(M) the fiberwise product of SM with itself (i.e., SxS(M) 
is the bundle associated to SM whose fiber at x consists of all ordered pairs of 
unit length vectors tangent to M at x), and C(M) the associated bundle whose 
fiber at x consists of all unordered pairs of unit length vectors tangent to M at 
x. (Except when confusion is possible, we will denote the total space of a bundle 
and the bundle itself by the same symbol.) Note that C(M) is the orbit space 
of S x S(M) under the canonical fiberwise involution that transposes ordered 
pairs of vectors. Hence, its fiber is the space Sm-l X Sm-l / '" , where '" denotes 
the equivalence relation generated by (x, y) '" (y ,x) , where x, y E Sm-l . 

To abbreviate the many complications that arise in the proof of Corollary 
10.3, we now assume that M m is orientable and odd dimensional, i.e., m = 
2k + 1 for some positive integer k > 1. The fiber of C(M) is a stratified 
space having two strata, .91 and {g, consisting of agreeing and disagreeing 
pairs, respectively. Note that the bottom stratum .91 can be identified with the 
diagonal in S2k x S2k and hence is diffeomorphic to S2k , while {g is a 4k-
dimensional manifold. The fiber is also an orientable Z[!]-homology manifold 
having index one. Let C2k+m(M) and C4k+m(M) denote the bundles associated 
to SM with fibers .91 and {g, respectively. Then C2k+m(M) and C4k+m(M) 
are the two strata of a stratification of C(M). 

Using the fact that M is a hyperbolic manifold, we can equip C(M) with 
extra structures. Since C(M) has an asymptotically defined flat structure, it 
has a foliation !T that restricts to smooth foliations g;k+m and 9;;k+m for 
C2k+m(M) and C4k+m(M) , respectively. We use the hyperbolicity of M to 
"mark" the leaves of g;k+m and 9;;k+m. Each leaf of the foliation of the 
bottom stratum is marked with an asymptotic vector field, while each leaf of 
the foliation of the top stratum is marked by a single geodesic. Both types of 
markings vary smoothly from leaf to leaf. 

Consider a homotopy equivalence h: N --+ M , where N is a compact topo-
logical manifold. Let C· denote the pullback of the bundle C(M) via hand 
h·: C· --+ C(M) be the induced map on the total spaces of the bundles. We 
construct a compactly supported homotopy h;, t E [0 , 1], with h; = h· and 
such that h: is a homeomorphism over the bottom stratum C2k+m(M) as well 
as over the complement of a tubular neighborhood for C2k+m(M) in C(M). 
We also arrange for h: to be "blocked up" over this tubular neighborhood. To 
get such a homotopy, we first flow h* over the bottom stratum in the direction 

2 The generalization of Corollary 10.3, in [66], uses only a foliated control theorem for foliations 
with one (and zero) dimensional leaves. 
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of the asymptotic vector fields that mark the leaves of .s+;k+m ' thereby gain-
ing l-dimensional foliated control for h* over C2k+m(M). Then we apply the 
structure space foliated control theorem from [26] or [29] for the I-dimensional 
foliation of C2k+m (M) consisting of flow lines (in fact, C2k+m (M) can be iden-
tified with SM and the flow with the geodesic flow) to construct the homotopy h; over the bottom stratum. To get h; over the top stratum (away from a tubu-
lar neighborhood for C2k+m)' we use the markings by geodesics on the leaves of 
9.;k+m together with the structure space foliated control theorem for arbitrary 
dimensional leaves but of a special geometric type, proved in [29]. Finally, h; 
is extended over the rest of the tubular neighborhood of the bottom stratum 
by using the fibered version of the foliated control theorem for foliations with 
l-dimensionalleaves, also proved in [29]. 

The homotopy equivalence h is normally bordant to idM. (This was first 
proved in [18], although our proof of Corollary 10.3 is independent of [18].) 
This induces a stratified normal bordism from h* to idC(M)' If the fiber of 
C(M) were a manifold, we could use standard surgery techniques to "desus-
pend" the homotopy h; , i.e., to produce a homotopy hi: N -+ M, t E [0 , 1] , 
such that ho = h and hI is a homeomorphism. (In this case, we would basi-
cally use the fact that crossing a normal map with the identity map on a simply 
connected index-one manifold does not change it surgery obstruction.) But the 
fiber of C(M) is, in general, only an index-one Z[!]-homology manifold. (Note 
that the fiber of C(M) is the complex projective plane when k = 1.) 

To overcome this complication, we replace M by its hyperbolic thickening 
HM (see [23] and [25]), which is a special case of the warped product construc-
tion due to Bishop and O'Neill [4]. Recall that HM is a complete hyperbolic 
manifold diffeomorphic to M x R. (If M is the orbit space of the action of 
a subgroup r of 0(1, m) acting on H m by isometries, then HM is the orbit 
space of the isomorphic subgroup f of O( 1 , m + 1) acting on H m+ I , where f 
is the image of r under the representation ~: O( 1 , m) -+ O( 1 , m + 1) defined 
in blocked matrix form by 

where A E 0(1, m).) The advantage of HM over M is that S(HM) con-
tains a canonical codimension-zero (closed) disc subbundle called its asymptotic 
northern hemisphere bundle. The boundary of (the total space of) this bundle 
is a codimension-one sphere subbundle called its asymptotic equator bundle. 
The construction of C(M) is modified to produce a bundle C' = C' (HM) 
over H M whose fiber at x E H M consists of all unordered pairs of vectors 
[u, v] tangent to HM at x but constrained so that both u and v lie in the 
asymptotic equator bundle. The fiber of C' is still an index-one Z[! ]-homology 
manifold (it is, in fact, homeomorphic to the fiber of C(M)), and C' is also 
stratified with two strata as before. The bottom stratum C~k+m+1 can be iden-
tified with the total space of the asymptotic equator bundle. Hence, C~k+m+ I is 
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the boundary of the total space of the asymptotic northern hemisphere bundle. 
This is the reason for passing from M to HM because it allows us to isolate 
the "transferred surgery obstruction" over the top stratum and to show that it 
equals the original surgery obstruction. 

Of course, h is no longer a homotopy equivalence with range M , but rather a 
proper homotopy equivalence h: N --+ H M = M x R that is a homeomorphism 
over the complement of M x [-1,1]. It is still normally bordant to idHM , 

via a normal bordism with compact support. We can also construct a proper 
homotopy h;, as above, so that it is constant over the complement of M x 
[-2,2]. Since h; is almost a homeomorphism, the surgery obstruction for the 
normal bordism between hand idHM is in the image of 

(0.1) 8: [Mm x I x IreW ; GjTop] --+ Lm+2(1C,M) , 

where 8 is part of the surgery exact sequence (cf. [64, 43]). Consequently, e 
is an epimorphism. In fact, it is an isomorphism. (It was first shown in [18] 
that e is a split monomorphism, but our arguments are independent of [18].) 
A fibered version of these arguments is used to show that e is an isomorphism 
when, in formula (0.1), I x I is replaced by In and Lm+2 by Lm+n ' provided 
both n ~ 2 and m + n ~ 6. (We showed, in [23], that Wh(1C,M x A) = 0 
for any finitely generated free abelian group A. Hence, the apparently different 
"torsion-decorated L-groups" all agree on 1C, M .) It follows from the surgery 
exact sequence [64, 43] that .9(Mm x D n reW) has cardinality one, provided 
both m + n ~ 5 and n ~ 1. But .9(M) is in one-to-one correspondence 
with a subset of .9(M x D4 reW) by [43]. Hence, the cardinality of .9(M) 
is also one. Because of the definition of .9(M) (cf. [64, 43]), this means that 
any homotopy equivalence h: N --+ M is homotopic to a homeomorphism, 
completing the sketch of the proof of Corollary 10.3. 

Even though M was assumed to be compact, we were forced to analyze 
the noncompact hyperbolic manifold HM in proving Corollary 10.3. This is 
analogous to the corresponding situation in [23] where, in order to show that 
Wh 1C, M vanishes even when M is a compact hyperbolic manifold, we were 
forced to consider HM. This considerably complicates our proof of Corollary 
10.3, as it did the proofs in our earlier papers [23] and [25], since metric control 
results for noncompaCl manifolds are more delicate. We develop, in §§2 and 
3, metric lemmas needed to apply our basic control theorem for a structure 
set [29], enabling the construction of the homotopy h; posited above. The 
lemmas are, in fact, strong enough to allow us to prove our main result for 
arbitrary complete (connected) hyperbolic manifolds. 

We now briefly describe the contents of each section. The basic properties 
of the bundle C(M) are developed in §1, where M is an arbitrary complete 
(connected) hyperbolic manifold. We show that C(Mm) is a stratified space 
(with two strata) equipped with a foliation g- by m-dimensionalleaves that 
respects the stratification. This foliation comes from the fact that C(M) has 
a natural flat bundle structure. Each leaf is equipped with a marking. The 
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markings are of two types, depending on the stratum in which the leaf lies. 
Each leaf of the top stratum is marked by a geodesic, and the union of all these 
geodesics is a submanifold called the core of the top stratum. The top stratum 
is a fiber bundle over its core with contractible fiber. 

We equip each stratum of C(M) with a Riemannian metric in §2. These 
metrics are naturally determined by the hyperbolic metric on M. Each leaf L 
of the foliation !7 is equipped with a primary and a secondary Riemannian 
metric. The primary metric is induced from the Riemannian metric on the 
stratum in which L lies, and the secondary metric is determined by the fact 
that the bundle projection C(M) --+ M restricted to L is an immersion. We 
also introduce a shelling of the top stratum by codimension-one submanifolds 
consisting of all points x that are a constant distance d from the marked 
geodesic as measured in the leaf containing x using its secondary metric. The 
intersection of each of these shells with the leaves of !7 foliates the shell by 
new leaves that are locally isometrically equivalent to the Riemannian product 
Sm-2 X R, where R is the flat line and Sm-2 is the round sphere of radius r 
(which depends on d) with limd--++oo r = +00 . 

We verify, in §3, the hypotheses of the foliated structure set control theo-
rem [29] in the framework of this paper; i.e., we show that certain foliations 
are (P, a)-flat on particular sets. These foliations include that of the shells 
mentioned above, the foliation of the total space of the asymptotic northern 
hemisphere subbundle by the flow lines of the geodesic flow, and the foliation 
of the core of the top stratum by its geodesic markings. In this verification, 
we make systematic use of Margulis' Lemma. We extend some of these results 
(usually in addenda) to arbitrary negatively curved complete (connected) lo-
cally symmetric spaces. The extended results are needed in the appendix. Since 
some of the constructions in §§1-3 are used later in a more limited setting, we 
introduce specialized notation for them. §3 ends with a table explaining this 
specialized notation in terms of the general notation. 

In sketching the proof of Corollary 10.3, we mention the need for a gener-
alization of the result that surgery obstructions are unchanged when a normal 
map is multiplied with the identity map on Cp2 . §4 is devoted to formulating 
and proving the necessary generalization. 

Also in the outline of the proof of Corollary 10.3, we posit the existence of a 
homotopy h;· . We formulate, in §5, a result, Theorem 5.5, that can be used to 
produce h; . §6 contains the formulation of two splitting theorems, Theorems 
6.2 and 6.6, needed to prove Theorem 5.5. Theorem 6.6 is proved in [29], 
while the proof of Theorem 6.2 is a generalization of arguments in [21] and will 
appear in [30]. (Theorem 6.2 is not needed to prove Corollary 10.3.) 

The asymptotic transfer is constructed in §7. It is an adaptation to homo-
topy equivalences of similar constructions, with the same name, made in [23] 
and [25] for h-cobordisms and psuedo-isotopies, respectively. The asymptotic 
transfer is an indispensible ingredient in the proof of Corollary 10.3. 
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We complete the proof of Theorem 5.5 in §8 by applying results from earlier 
sections. 

The main result of this paper, Theorem 9.5, is proved in §9. It yields a 
calculation of the surgery obstruction groups (L-groups) of the fundamental 
groups of complete (connected) hyperbolic manifolds of arbitrary dimension. 
The key ingredients in its proof are Theorems 4.3 and 5.5. 

We give applications of Theorem 9.5 in §10. Many of these results were 
mentioned earlier in this introduction. 

The appendix contains proofs of results, used in § 10, about stable pseudo-
isotopy spaces. The result about .9{M) was announced in [25] and generalizes 
[25, Theorem 6.0], while the result on .9Diff{M) is related to a theorem an-
nounced in [22]. 

This paper contains the proofs of the results announced in [27]. The pos-
sibility of a topological analogue to Mostow's rigidity theorem was suggested 
to one of the authors two decades ago by Robert H. Szczarba. Positive evi-
dence for the truth of our topological rigidity result was provided by the earlier 
works of Mishchenko [49], Kasparov [41, 42], and Farrell and Hsiang [18, 20]. 
Also, Nicas and Stark [54, 55] and Nicas [53], previous to our work, calcu-
lated L n {1C 1M 3) ® Z[!] for certain interesting classes of nonsufficiently large 
hyperbolic 3-dimensional manifolds M3 . 

1. GEOMETRIC PRELIMINARIES 

Let Dn denote the closed unit ball in Euclidean n-dimensional space Rn; 
i.e., 

(I.I ) n n 2 
D ={XER Ix·x=lxl :51}, 

where X· Y and Ixl denote the Euclidean inner product and norm, respectively. 
Consider the open unit ball model (Poincare model) for hyperbolic n-space 
Hn; i.e., as a smooth manifold, H n is IntDn with Riemannian metric h{ , ) 
defined by 

( 1.2) h (X Y) = 4X· Y 
x' (1 _ Ix12)2 ' 

where X and Yare vectors tangent to R n at x E Hn. Let Iso H n denote 
the group of all isometries of Hn; Iso H n is the Lie group 00 (1 ,n). Recall 
that each isometry of H n extends to a unique diffeomorphism of Dn giving 
a canonical differentiable action of the Lie group Iso H n on Dn. Since Sn-I 
is the boundary of Dn , this action restricts to a canonical action of Iso H n 

on Sn-I. Let Z2 denote the cyclic group of order 2 (i.e., the additive group 
of the ring of integers mod 2) and Fn denote the orbit space of the action of 

S n-I Sn-I h h f Z Sn-I Sn-I . h Z2 on x , t ere t e generator 0 2 acts on x via t e 
diffeomorphism 

( 1.3) (x,y)~{y,x) 
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fi h ( ) S n-l Sn-l . or eac x ,y EX; 1.e., 

( 1.4) 

Since the diagonal action of Iso H n on Sn-l X Sn-l commutes with the action 
of Z2 described in formula (1.3), we have a canonical induced action of Iso H n 

on Fn' 
Note that Fn is the set of all unordered pairs of points in Sn-l . While Fn 

is not a manifold, it is a compact smoothly stratified space with two strata. The 
bottom stratum SII consists of all unordered pairs where the two points in the 
pair agree; i.e., SII is canonically homeomorphic to the diagonal in Sn-l X Sn-l 
(which is also the fixed point set of the action of Z2 on Sn-l X Sn-l ) via the 
quotient map. The top stratum 91 consists of all unordered pairs where the 
two points in the pair disagree. Note that the action of Iso H n on Fn preserves 
this stratification. 

Let M be a (connected) complete (real) hyperbolic n-dimensional manifold. 
Then there exists a discrete torsion-free subgroup r of Iso H n such that M 
and the orbit space H n jr are isometrically equivalent. Hence, we identify M 
with H n jr and 7tlM with r. Let F(M) denote the orbit space of H n x Fn 
under the diagonal action of r; i.e., 

(1.5) F(M)=HnxrFn. 

Note that F(M) is the total space of the fiber over M with fiber Fn that is as-
sociated to the universal covering space of M. Thus, F(M) is also a smoothly 
stratified space having bottom stratum SII(M) and top stratum 91(M) , where 

(1.6) SII(M) = H n xrSll and 91(M) = H n xr 91. 

Furthermore, F(M) is equipped with a foliation !T determined by the flat 
bundle structure (1.5). This foliation restricts, because of formula (1.6), to 
smooth foliations g;; and 9; for the strata SII(M) and 91(M) , respectively. 
Let us explicitly describe the leaves of !T. For any point Uo in F(M), pick 
as point (xo' wo) in H n x Fn such that Uo = p(xo ,wo) , where 

(1.7) p: H n x Fn -+ F(M) 

is the canonical quotient map. Then the leaf L of!T containing Uo is the Uo 
image of the level surface H n x {wo} (in H n x Fn) under p; i.e., 

(1.8) Luo = {p(x . wo)lx E Hn}. 

Note that Luo is contained in SII (M) or 91(M) if and only if Uo is an element 
of SII (M) or 91(M) , respectively. 

We now show that each leaf L of !T is equipped with an extra piece of 
geometric structure called a marking. These markings are of two types: if L is 
in 91(M) , then it is marked by a geodesic "line" I in L; if L is in SII(M) , 
then it is marked by an "asymptotic" vector field v( ) on L. We proceed to 
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describe these markings. Let L = p(Hn x w), where WE Fn and W = [va' vd 
with each ViE Sn-I and 

(1.9) [Va' vd denotes the image of the ordered pair (va' VI) in 
S n-I Sn-I 

X Z2 ' 

i.e., [va' vd is the "unordered pair." 
First consider the case where va 1= VI; i.e., L is a leaf of ~. Consider the 

unique circle (or straight line) in R n passing through va and VI and meeting 
Sn-I perpendicularly at these points. Let i be the intersection of this circle 
(line) with Hn. It is the unique geodesic line in H n that connects va to VI • 

Then the marking I for L is the image of i x {w} under p; i.e., 

( 1.10) 1= p(i x {w}). 

(Note that I need not be homeomorphic to R or even to the circle SI .) 

Next we consider the case where va = VI; i.e., L is a leaf of ~. We 
mark L with the "asymptotic" vector field v() (with domain L) whose value 
at p(x, w) (where x E H n ) is determined by the following procedure. First 
construct the unique circle (or straight line) in R n that passes through x and 
va and intersects Sn-I perpendicularly. Then 

(1.11) V(p(x, w)) = dp(u) , 

where Ux is the vector tangent to H n x {w} such that dq(u) is the unit length 
vector in H n tangent to the constructed circle (line) at x and that points into 
that arc of this circle (line) that is contained in D n and connects x to va. 
Here 
(1.12) q: H n x Fn ____ H n 

denotes projection onto the first factor. 
We now look at these markings from a different point of view. First we 

identify the lower stratum .91 (M) with SM, i.e., to the total space of the 
tangent unit sphere bundle of M. We do this by constructing a r-equivariant 
diffeomorphism J from SHn to H n x .91. Let V be a unit length vector 
tangent to H n at a point x in H n . Then 
( 1.13) J (v) = (x , w) , where w = [u , u), 

and u is defined as follows. Construct the unique circle (or straight line) in R n 

having V as a tangent vector and intersecting Sn-I perpendicularly. Then u is 
the point of intersection of this circle (line) with Sn-I such that V points into 
the arc of the circle (line) connecting x to u. This is clearly a r-equivariant 
diffeomorphism. Hence, it induces the posited identification. Under this iden-
tification, ~ is the weakly unstable foliation of the geodesic flow gl on SM. 
The tangent vectors to the flow lines of l form a vector field on SM, which, 
restricted to each leaf L in ~ , is the "asymptotic" vector field described above 
that marks L. 
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Next we identify PM with a submanifold of 9(M). Here PM denotes 
the total space of the real projective (n - 1 )-space bundle associated to the 
tangent bundle TM; i.e., PM is the orbit space of the free action of Z2 on 
SM, where the generator of Z2 acts via v 1-+ -v for each vector v in SM. 
Our identification is determined by the following r-equivalent embedding g 
of PHn into H n x 9. Let [v] in PHn be the equivalence class of a unit 
length vector v tangent to H n at a point x in H n • Then 

(1.14) g([vD = (x, w), where w = [u 1 ,u2], 

and the unordered pair [u 1 ' u2] is defined as follows. Construct the unique 
circle (or straight line) in R n having v as a tangent vector and intersecting 
Sn-l perpendicularly. This circle (line) intersects Sn-l in the pair of points 
[u 1 ,u2]· 

Furthermore, 9(M) is the total space of a smooth fiber bundle with base 
space PM and fiber H n- 1 (its structure group has a natural reduction to 
O( n - 1) because of the "O-section" PM) via a smooth retraction map 

(1.15) Pd:9(M)-+PM, 

which we get from a r-equivariant map lid: 9(Hn) -+ PHn constructed as 
follows. Let (x, [u 1 ,u2D be a point in 9 Hn. First construct the unique 
circle (or straight line) in R n that intersects Sn-l perpendicularly in {u 1 ,u1} 
(recall u1 i= u2 ). Let I be the arc of this circle (line) contained in H n (i.e., 
its intersection with Hn). Next construct an (n - I)-sphere (or (n - I)-plane) 
S in R n that intersects both Sn-l and I perpendicularly and contains x (if 
x ~ I, S is unique). Then 

( 1.16) 

where y is the point at which I and S intersect and v is a unit length vector 
tangent to I at y. The following fact is easily verified. In its statement, 
q: SM -+ PM denotes the canonical covering projection. 

Lemma 1.1. If L is a leaf of the foliation g;, then I = L n PM is its mark-
ing and L = P"d1(l). where Pd: 9(M) -+ PM is the fiber bundle in (1.15). 
Furthermore, let v be any vector in SM such that q( v) ELand let 7 de-
note its orbit under the geodesic flow; i.e., 7 = {ivlt E R}. Then q maps 7 
homeomorphically onto the marking I. 

We also have the following result. 

Lemma 1.2. PM is a closed subset of F(M). 
Proof. Since Pd: 9(M) -+ PM is a retraction, PM is a closed subset of 
9(M). Consequently, it is sufficient to show that a sequence of points in 
PM cannot converge to a point in SM . In fact, since PHn and SHn are both 
r-invariant, it suffices to show that a sequence of points (xn' w n) in PHn can-
not converge to a point (x, w) in SHn • On the contrary, suppose this happens. 
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Then xn converges to x and wn converges to w, since F(Hn) = H n xFn . Let 
wn = [un' v n] and w = [v, v] (recall that SHn = .91 (Hn) = H n x .91). Then 
both un and vn converge to v. Since (xn' wn) E PHn , xn E in' where in is 
the intersection of H n with the circle (or straight line) in R n that intersects 
Sn-I perpendicularly in {un' vn}. Since both un and vn converge to v, the 
length of in converges to 0 and hence IXnl converges to 1. On the other hand, 
IXnl converges to lxi, which is less than 1, since x E H n • This contradiction 
completes the proof of Lemma 1.2. 

We have thus far expressed our constructions using, for the most part, the ter-
minology of synthetic geometry. But we will also need its differential geometric 
formulation. For this we recall the following dictionary. The totally geodesic 
k-dimensional submanifolds of H n are the intersections P n H n , where P is 
a k-sphere (or k-plane) in R n that intersects Sn-I perpendicularly. In par-
ticular, the geodesic lines in H n are the intersections P n H n of the above 
type, where P is a circle (or straight line). The ideal boundary of H n is Sn-I . 
Recall that a point on the ideal boundary is an equivalence class of geodesic 
rays in H n , where two rays are equivalent if they are asymptotic, i.e., if they 
are a finite Hausdorff distance apart. In fact, if the geodesic ray r represents 
a point of the ideal boundary of H n , then the intersection of the closure of r 
with Sn-I is the corresponding point on Sn-I . 

Next we describe F(M) in terms of the unit tangent bundle SM of M. 
To do this, let S2(M) denote the orbit space of the diagonal action of r on 
H n (Sn-I Sn-I) .. X X , I.e., 
(1.17) S2(M) = H n xr (Sn-I x Sn-I). 

(Recall that r also acts diagonally on Sn-I X Sn-I. ) Since the natural action 
of Z2 on Sn-I X Sn-I described in (1.3) commutes with the diagonal action of 
r on Sn-I X Sn-I , we have an induced action of Z2 on S2(M) whose orbit 
space is F(M). On the other hand, denote the space consisting of all pairs of 
unit length vectors tangent to M at a common point by S2M; i.e., 
(1.18) S2M = {u ,v E SMlq(u) = q(v)} , 

where q: SM -+ M is the bundle projection. Note that S2M is the total 
space of a smooth fiber bundle with fiber diffeomorphic to Sn-I X Sn-I and 
bundle projection denoted by q2' The cyclic group Z2 acts on the total space 
of this bundle as a fiber preserving group of diffeomorphisms. Denote the orbit 
spaced of this actions by FM. It is the total space of a fiber bundle over M 
with fiber Fn and is smoothly stratified with top and bottom strata denoted by 
§g M and .91 M , respectively, where .91 M is the fixed point set of the action 
of Z2 and §g M is the complement of .91 M in F M . The points in F Mare 
the unordered pairs [VI ,v2] of vectors VI' v2 in SM with q(v l ) = q(v2). 

We, of course, identify SM with .91 M via the correspondence 
(1.19) V 1-+ [v,vJ, 
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where v E SM. We canonically identify S2M, F M, .s;( M , and 9 M (to-
gether with their bundle projections to M) with the spaces S2(M) , F(M), 
.s;(M) , and 9(M) , respectively, by constructing a r x Z2-equivariant diffeo-
morphism J: S2Hn --t H n x (Sn-I x Sn-I) . Let VI' v2 be a pair of unit length 
vectors tangent to H n at a point x in H n • Then 

(1.20) 

where ui (i = 1,2) is the point in Sn-I represented by the geodesic ray 
{YVi (t)lt ~ O}. We use here the notation of formula (3.3) in [23]; namely, for 
each vector v in SM, Yv denotes the geodesic in M such that 

(1.21 ) 

Note that our identification of SM with .s;( M and .s;( (M) , respectively, are 
consistent under the above identification of FM to F(M). Also, J induces 
the following embedding of PM into 9 M; namely, 

( 1.22) [v] f-+ [v, - v] , 

where v E SM. Furthermore, the fiber bundle map P d of (1.15) corresponds 
to the following map 9 M --t PM also denoted by Pd' It is induced by the 
r-equivalent map Pd: 9 H n --t PHn given by 

(1.23) Pd[v 1 ,v2] = [v], 

where v in SHn is uniquely defined by the following properties: 

(1.24) 

(i) the geodesic rays {Yv(t)lt ~ O} and {YV1 (t)lt ~ O} are 
asymptotic as are the rays {Yv(t)lt :::; O} and {Yv2 (t)1 
t ~ O} ; 

(ii) q(v) equals the orthogonal projection of q(v l ) = q(v2 ) 

onto the geodesic line {y v (t)lt E R} . 

Under our identification, the leaves of the foliation sr of F M are the graphs 
of the asymptotic vector fields. To be precise, let the unordered pair [u, v] be a 
point in FHn = H n x Fn and p: FHn --t FM denote the covering projection. 
Then the leaf L of g; containing p[u, v] is described by 

( 1.25) L = {p[u(x) ,v(x)]lx E Hn} , 

where u( ) and v( ) are the vector fields on H n consisting of all vectors 
asymptotic to u and v, respectively. (See [23, p. 547] for the precise definition 
of the asymptotic vector field v ( ) .) If u i- v , let w be a vector in SHn such 
that Yw(O) and -Yw(O) are asymptotic to u and v, respectively. Then L is 
marked by 

( 1.26) 

On the other hand, if u = v, then the "asymptotic" vector field that marks 
L is the image of the asymptotic vector field v ( ), defined on H n , under the 
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derivative of the composite of the canonical identification of H n to H n x [v , v] 
and the covering projection p: H n x Fn ~ FM. 

2. METRIC PROPERTIES OF FM 
The Riemannian metric h( , ) on M (determined by formula (1.2)) induces 

canonically a Riemannian metric h( , ) on S2M that generalizes the canoni-
cally induced Riemannian metric h( , ) on SM described in [23, p. 547]. Let 
w, (t), w 2(t): (-e, e) ~ S2M be C' curves tangent at t = 0 to vectors 1'/" 
1'/2 in TwS2M, where w = w, (0) = w 2(0). Note that wj(t) = (uj(t) ,vj(t)), 
where (for i = 1 or 2) 

Uj(t) , vj(t): (-e, e) ~ SM 

are unit length vector fields along a C' curve aj(t) in M, where aj(t) = 
q2(W j (t)) and a, (0) = 0'.2(0) = q2(W), (Recall that q2: S2M ~ M is the 
bundle projection.) Let Uj , Vj (i = 1,2) denote the covariant derivatives of 
uj(t), vj(t), respectiv;ely, along aj(t) when t = O. Then 

(2.1) hw(1'/" 1'/2) = hx(n,(O) ,n2(0)) + !hx(U" U2 ) + !hx(V" V2), 

where x = a, (0) = q2(W), Since Z2 acts on S2M via isometries, h induces a 
Riemannian metric on each stratum of F M . The Riemannian metric of g M 
is also denoted by h while the Riemannian metric on .9f'M = SM is h; i.e., 
it is the Riemannian metric induced on SM from h as described in [23, p. 
547]. 

Lemma 2.1. The following inequalities hold for any vector 1'/ tangent to a leaf of 
the foliation !T of F M . 

2h(dq(1'/) , dq(1'/)) ~ h(1'/, 1'/) ~ h(dq(1'/) , dq(1'/)) , 

where q: g M ~ M denotes the bundle projection. 
Proof. This result is a consequence of [23, Lemma 3.1]. It suffices to consider 
the case where M is H n . Then there exist vectors u, v in SHn such that 1'/ 
is the tangent vector, at t = 0, to a curve wet) = [u(a(t)) , v (a(t))] , where aCt) 
is a smooth curve in H n and u( ), v( ) denote the vector fields asymptotic 
to u, v, respectively. (See [23, p. 547].) Since dq(1'/) = n(O), our result 
follows from (2.1) and the estimate on the length of the covariant derivative of 
an asymptotic vector field given in [23, Lemma 3.1]. 

Note that each leaf L of !T has two natural Riemannian metrics denoted 
by hand h. The primary Riemannian metric h is the restriction of the 
Riemannian metric h on F M to L while the secondary Riemannian metric 
h is induced from the Riemannian metric h on M via the covering projection 
q: L ~ M. (Here q denotes the restriction to L of the bundle projection 
q: FM ~ M.) With this terminology, Lemma 2.1 has the following obvious 
reformulation. 
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Corollary 2.2. For any leaf L of g- and any vector '1 tangent to L, we have 
that 

We next discuss some elementary properties of hyperbolic space that are 
needed to analyze the metric properties of the fiber bundle p d: :;g M ~ PM . 
Fix a geodesic line I in H n , and for each positive real number r ,let C, denote 
the shell in H n of radius r and axis I; i.e., 

(2.2) C, = {xldistance from x to I is r}. 

Given two distinct positive real numbers ro and r1 ' there is a canonical diffeo-
morphism f: C'I ~ C,o defined by 

f(x) = y provided the geodesic line containing both x and y 
(2.3) meets I perpendicularly at a point which is not on the segment 

between x and y. 

We have the following two results whose proofs are routine exercises in hyper-
bolic geometry. 

Lemma 2.3. Put on the shell C, the Riemannian metric inherited by being a sub-
manifold of Hn. Then C, is a complete Riemannian manifold that is isometri-
cally equivalent to the Riemannian product S x R, where S is the (n - 2)-sphere 
of constant sectional curvature equal to (sinh r) - 2 and R is the flat line. 

Lemma 2.4. Given a positive real number 0:, there exists a positive real number 
p such that f: C ~ C is a strong P-Lipshitz map; Le., for each vector '1 

'I '0 

tangent to C'I' we have that 

provided 0: ~ ro < r l ~ ro + 0:. 

We proceed to associate to the bundle Pd::;g M ~ PM and each positive 
real number r a subbundle 

(2.4) 

whose fibers are diffeomorphic to Sn-I . The total space :;g,M of this bundle 
is defined as follows. 

Definition 2.5. The total space :;g,M consists of all points x in :;g M such 
that the distance in L between x and Pd(x) is r, where L is the leaf of 
~M containing x and the distance is measured in terms of the secondary 
Riemannian metric h on the leaf L. 

Note that Iso H n acts transitively on :;g,Hn and that p d: :;g H n ~ PHn is 
Iso H n -equivariant. These facts together with the arguments used in proving 
Lemma 1.2 yield the following result. 
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Lemma 2.6. The space 9 rM is a smooth submanifold of 9 M and a closed 
subset of F M. Furthermore, p d: 9 r M -+ PM is a smooth fiber bundle whose 
fiber is diffeomorphic to Sn-l . 

Definition 2.7. For each positive real number r, let fi,M denote the subspace 
of 9 M consisting of all points x such that the distance in L between x and 
Pd(x) is r, where L is the leaf in g;M containing x and the distance is 
measured in terms of the primary Riemannian metric h on the leaf L. 

Lemma 2.S. There is a continuous and strictly increasing function r -+ f (whose 
domain is the positive real numbers) such that 

(i) 9;M = §,M , 
(ii) r/,fl::; f ::; r, and 

(iii) 0::; V+s) - f ::; s 
for all r, s > 0 . 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case where M = Hn. With respect to the 
Riemannian metric h on 9 H n , Iso H n acts on 9 H n as a group of isome-
tries each of which respect the foliation g;. That is, if L is a leaf of g; and 
)' E Iso H n , then )' (L) is also a leaf of g; ,and )' restricted to L is an isometry 
of L to )'( L) if both leaves are given their primary Riemannian metric. (This 
is also true if both leaves are given their secondary Riemannian metrics.) Con-
sequently, Iso H n leaves §,Hn invariant since PHn is an Iso H n -invariant 
set. Pick a point x in §,Hn , and let f be the distance of x to Pd(x). Then 
x E 9;Hn. Since (IsoHn)x = 9;Hn (see the remark following Definition 
2.5), 9;Hn is a subset of §,Hn . Continuing this line of reasoning, one easily 
sees that 9;Hn fills up all of §,Hn ; i.e., 

(2.5) 

From Corollary 2.2, we deduce the truth of (ii) and (iii) above. The fact that 
the function f is both increasing and continuous is a consequence of (iii). 

The intersection of the leaves of the foliation g; with the submanifold §,M 
induces a foliation i,. of fi,M. Also, §,M inherits a Riemannian metric 
from the Riemannian metric h on 9 M. Denote this Riemannian metric by 
h also. 

Lemma 2.9. Let L be a leaf of the foliation i,. of fi,M. Equip L with the 
leaf topology and the Riemannian metric inducedfrom §,M. Then there exists 
a regular covering space p L: C., -+ L, where C., is the codimension-one shell in 
H n defined by formula (2.2) such that h is a local isometry. Furthermore, the 
following inequalities are true: 

(i) ,flr? r? r/,fl and 
(ii) ,flf? r? f , 

where f is the function posited in Lemma 2.8. 
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(Recall that Lemma 2.3 shows that C, is isometrically equivalent to the 
Riemannian product of the flat line and the round sphere of radius sinh r .) 

Proof. We first note that (i) is a formal consequence of (ii) because of Lemma 
2.8. Let p: g H n -+ :;g M denote the covering projection and £7 be the leaf 
of g; containing L. Then there exists a leaf £7 of the foliation g; of :;g H n 
such that p(£7) = £7 and 

(2.6) 

is a regular covering space (with £7 and £7 given the leaf topology), where 
p 2' denotes the restriction of p to 2". Furthermore, p 2' is a local isometry 
when the two leaves are both equipped with either their primary or secondary 
Riemannian metrics. Arguing in this manner, we see that to prove Lemma 2.9 
it suffices to consider the case where M = H n • 

Let 7 be the geodesic line that marks £7 = £7. In terms of the secondary 
Riemannian metric h on £7, the pair (£7,7) is isometrically equivalent to 
the pair (Hn ,l), where I is a geodesic line in H n via an isometry 

(2.7) 

- n Since L = £7 n :;grH ,we have by Lemma 2.8 that 

(2.8) 

The leaf L also has two natural Riemannian metrics. We denote the primary 
one by h and the secondary one by h. They are induced from the primary 
and secondary Riemannian metrics hand h on £7, respectively. In terms 
of h, f induces an isometry from L to Cf • Let c;L denote the subgroup of 
Iso H n that leaves L invariant. Then GL acts on L via isometries in both the 
primary and secondary Riemannian metrics on L. Using the strong transitivity 
properties of this action on L, we can explicitly compare h with h. In this 
way, we can deduce that L is isometrically equivalent to C" where r satisfies 
the inequalities posited in (ii). The details are left to the reader. 

3. LEAVES OF SMALL INJECTIVITY RADIUS 

Recall that each shell firM is equipped with the foliation §;. obtained by 
intersecting the leaves of g; with 9,M . Furthermore, the core PM of :;g M 
also inherits a I-dimensional foliation denoted by :§ , in the same way; i.e., the 
leaves of :§ are the intersections of the leaves of g; with PM. The following 
result, in which p: SM -+ PM is the covering projection, is an immediate 
consequence of the discussion in §§ 1 and 2, namely, of Lemma 1.1, Corollary 
2.2, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 2.9. The details of its proof are left to the reader. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let p(v) be a point in PM, where v E SM, and let.:? be the 
leaf of .9d containing p( v). Then the "geodesic line" I that marks 2' is the 

- - t -leaf of :§ containing p(v). Also, I = p(l), where I = {g vlt E R},. i.e., I 
is the orbit of v under the geodesic flow l. Furthermore, let w be a point 
in firM such that Pd(w) = p(v) and L the leaf of ~ containing w. Then 
L = p - I (I). Also, we have the following dichotomy in which p L: C., -+ L is the 
regular covering space posited in Lemma 2.9: 

(i) if I is not compact, then h is an isometry; 
(ii) if I is compact, then L is also compact and the radius of injectivity of 

L is greater than the minimum of 2 sinh r and one quarter of the arc 
length of the simple closed geodesic 7. 

We now analyze the foliation :§ of SM defined by 

(3.1) the leaves of :§ are the orbits of the geodesic flow i on SM . 

But first we recall, and then use, the following notation from [3, §8]. Let x E M 
and y E H n be points such that p(y) = x, where p: H n -+ Hn/r = M 
denotes the covering projection. Furthermore, let Y E r . 

(3.2) 

(i) Inj Rad(x) is the injectivity radius of M at x ; 
(ii) d/y) is the distance between y and y(y) ; 

(iii) dr(y) = minYEr_id dy(Y) = 2 InjRad(x) ; 
(iv) fl denotes the positive number fl(n) posited in Mar-

gulis' Lemma applied to H n (cf. [3, Theorem, p. 
101]). 

Given a positive number flo < !fl, define sets MJJo and (SM)/10 as follows: 

(3.3) 
(i) M = {x E MI Inj Rad(x) < flo} , 

/10 
(ii) (SM) = q-I(M" ) , 

/10 ,..0 

where q: SM -+ M denotes the bundle projection. If a is a piecewise smooth 
path in a Riemannian manifold, then 

(3.3.1) (i) lal denotes the arclength of a , and 
(ii) image a denotes the image of a. 

An elementary packing argument yields the next result, which is used to prove 
Lemma 3.1.2. 

Remark 3.1.1. To each positive integer n is associated a positive constant Cn 
such that the following statement is true. If XI ,x2 ' ••. ,Xi is any finite sequence 
of points on the (n - 1 )-sphere of radius 1, then there exist distinct indices 
S , t E {1 ,2, ... ,i} such that 
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Lemma 3.1.2. To each positive integer n is associated a positive number Kn 
such that the following statement is true. Let a be any piecewise smooth loop in 
M (with lal:5 1) and v E So.(O)M be any vector. Then there exists a piecewise 
smooth loop a in SM such that 

(i) a(O) = v ; 
(ii) q 0 a is freely homotopic to the concatenation of a with itself a positive 

(integral) number of times; 
(iii) lal:5 Knlali/(n+l) where n = dimM. 

Proof of Lemma 3.1.2. Let A: So.(O)M --+ So.(O)M be the holonomy map deter-
mined by parallel translation around a. For each positive integer j , let a j be 
the loop in SM that is the unit length vector field along a curve in M con-
structed by first parallel translating v around a, j times, and then connecting 
A j (v) to v by the shortest great circle arc in S 0.(0) M . The loop a will be one 
of these loops aj choosen so that (iii) holds ((i) and (ii) hold for all aj ). To 
choose j, consider the function ¢: (0. + 00) --+ R defined by 

2 I I -I/n (3.3. ) ¢(x) = a X + Cnx . 
where n = dim M and Cn comes from Remark 3.1.1. (We may assume that 
lal > O. If lal = 0, then all the aj automatically satisfy (iii).) The minimum 
value K~lall/(n+l) of ¢ occurs at xO' where 

(3.3.3) Xo = (Cn/nlal)n/(n+l) and K: = (n + I)(Cn/n)n/(n+I). 

Because of Remark 3.1.1, given any positive integer i, there exists an integer 
j ,with 1 :5 j :5 i , such that 

(3.3.4) lajl :5 lalU) + CnU)-I/n :5 ¢U)· 

Consequently, letting i = [x01 + 1 , we see that there exists a positive integer j 
such that 

(3.3.5) 

(3.3.6) 

Consequently, when we let Kn be the maximum of 

(3.3.7) 2K: and (n + l)(n/Cn)I/(n+l) . 

a can be chosen to satisfy all three properties posited in Lemma 3.1.2. 
If A and B are subsets of a metric space X, then d(A. B) denotes the 

distance between these two sets and (by convention) d(A. 0) = 00. 

Lemma 3.1.3. Given any pair of positive numbers p and 110' there exists a 
positive number 111 (with 111 < 110) such that d(Mfl, . M - Mfl[)) ~ p. 
Proof. Consider the geodesic flow i on SM. Since the absolute value of 
the sectional curvatures of M are bounded from above, there exists a positive 
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number P such that the following inequality holds for any piecewise smooth 
path a in SM and any (fixed) number to E [0, P] : 
(3.3.8) IgtO 0 al < Pial. 
Let a be any piecewise smooth essential loop in M (with lal ::; 1) such that 

(3.3.9) d(a(O) ,M - Mil) < p. 
Then there exists a vector v E Sa(O)M such that q(gtOv) E M - M#o for some 
to E [0, P). Let a be the loop in SM that is associated to a and v via 
Lemma 3.1.2, and a = q 0 lo 0 a. Then a has the following three properties: 

(i) a is an essential loop in M ; 
(3.3.10) (ii) a(O) E M - M#o ; 

(iii) lal::; pKnlaIJ/(n+J) , 

where K n comes from Lemma 3.1.2. Since a is essential, the other two prop-
erties imply that lal ~ lio where 

(3.3.11) 

Consequently, f.l J can be any positive number smaller than the minimum of 
J. d J "2 f.lo' f.lo' an "2. 

The next result is a consequence of [32], cf. [3, pp. 110-113]. 

Lemma 3.2. Assume that M has dimension greater than I. Let M #0 and 
SM #0 denote the closures of M#o and (SM) #0 in M and SM, respectively. 
Then M #0 and SM #0 (are either empty or) are codimension-zero submanifolds 
with nonempty boundaries of M and SM , respectively, whose interiors are M JI.o 

and (SM) #0. Furthermore, each connected component of M #0 is of one of the 
following two types: 

(i) homeomorphic to N x [0, + 00) with N a complete flat Riemannian 
manifold (where 1l J N injects into 1l J M), or 

(ii) a closed tubular neighborhood T of a simple closed geodesic y whose 
length I is less than 2f.lo. 

(Components of type (i) are called "cusp type" components, and those of type (ii) 
are called "tube type" components.) 

We proceed to formulate the main result of this section. A subset T of 
SM is called a (closed) tube of radius e if there exists a closed orbit y of the 
geodesic flow such that 

(3.4) T = {y E SMld(y, y) ::; e} 

and T is a closed tubular neighborhood of y. (In (3.4), d( , ) denotes the 
metric on SM determined by the Riemannian metric Ii ( , ).) The interior of 
T is denoted Int T and is called an open tube. 
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We now recall, from [27] and [28], an important technical property of a 
smooth foliation 7 with j-dimensionalleaves of an n-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold N n whose Riemannian metric is denoted by ( , ) N. The main 
result of the present section verifies this property in an important case. Thus, 
the foliated control theorem for structure sets, cf. [28], is applicable in this case. 
In the following definition, ( , ) denotes the standard inner product on R n • 

Definition 3.2.1. Given a pair of positive real numbers (P ,0'), the foliation 7 
is uniformly (P, a)-flat on a subset Y of N n provided there exists a positive 
real number do and a continuous function r: [0, do] --+ [0. +00), with r(O) = 0 
and r(do) > I, such that the following properties are satisfied. 

(a) For each point y in Y and each number d in the interval (0.°0 ), there 
isasmoothchart gy:BjxBn- j --+N with gy(O.O)=y,where B j and B n- j 

are the closed balls of radii p and d centered at the origin in R j and R n- j , 

respectively. 
(b) These charts respect the foliation 7; i.e., for each y E Y and each 

q E B n- j , gy(Bj x q) is contained in a leaf of 7. 
(c) The charts gy' y E Y, satisfy the following Lipschitz inequalities: 

(v .v)/r(do) ~ (dgy(v) .dgy(V»)N ~ r(do)(v .v). 

where v is any vector tangent to B j x B n- j , and 

when v is tangent to Bj x q for some point q in B n- j • 

(d) The Taylor expansions of the change of coordinate maps are constrained 
as follows. Let y and z be any pair of points in Y. Then there are smooth 
maps 

. B n- j B n- j v. --+ • 

satisfying (d.I), (d.2), and (d.3). 
(d.l) g;logz(p.q)=(I(p)+u(p.q).L(q)+v(q» for all points (p,q) in 

the domain of g;1 0 gz. 
(d.2) The map I is an isometry, while L is the composite of a linear map 

L' with a translation and IL'I ~ r(do) . 
(d.3) For each q E B n- j , let du( . q) denote the function that assigns to 

each point p E B j the matrix of the derivative of the function u( • q) at p. 
Let dv ( ) denote the function that assigns to each p E B n - j the matrix of the 
derivative of the function v( ) at p. Then the distances (in the CO metrics) 
from the functions u( • q), du( . q), v( ), and dv( ) to the corresponding 
zero maps is less than Po', 0', r(d)d, and r(do)d, respectively. 
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Theorem 3.3. Given a positive number p, there exists a positive number Ilo' 
with Ilo < ! Il , such that the following statement is true. Given a positive number 
Ill' with III ~ Ilo' there exists an arbitrarily small positive number e and a 
sequence of tubes r: of radius 8 in SM centered about closed orbits Y; of the 
geodesic flow gl such that 

(i) the tubes T; are pairwise disjoint; 
(ii) T; n SM /-II = 0, for each index i; 

(iii) for any positive number a, the foliation ;§ of SM is uniformly (p ,a)-
flat on C, where C is the complement of the union of (SM) /-II with all 
the open tubes Int T; in the sequence; i.e., 

C = SM - (( YlntT;) U (SM)/-II) ; 

(iv) length Y; E [21l1 ' 2P] . 

Theorem 3.3 is a straightforward consequence of the following result. 

Lemma 3.4. Given positive real numbers ro' rl , and 8 satisfying the inequality 
ro < rl , there exists a positive number J such that the following statement is 
true for any vector v in SM. If d(iOv ,v) < J for some number to E [ro' rd, 
then there exists a vector Vo in SM such that 

(i) d(glv. glvO) < 8, for all t E [0, rl], and 
( •• ) II 
11 g Vo = Vo 

for some number tl E (0, to + 28). 

We briefly outline how Lemma 3.4 is used to prove Theorem 3.3, leaving the 
details to the reader. Pick Ilo sufficiently small so that any closed orbit y of the 
geodesic flow i on SM , whose length is a number in the interval [21l1 ' 2P + 1] 
(where III ~ Ilo ), is disjoint from SM /-II • Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1.3 together with 
the discussion in [3, pp. 110-113] guarantee the existence of Ilo. If the length 
of y is further constrained to lie in the interval [21l 1 ' 2P] , then we show (using 
Lemma 3.4) that for e sufficiently small the set T defined by formula (3.4) 
is a closed tubular neighborhood of y contained in the complement of SM /-II • 

Furthermore, these neighborhoods are pairwise disjoint as we vary y. A final 
application of Lemma 3.4 verifies Theorem 3.3(iii). 

The proof of Lemma 3.4 depends on the following two facts about hyperbolic 
geometry whose verification is left to the reader. In these remarks, Iso H n 

denotes the group of all isometries of H n • For each semisimple element y E 
IsoHn, Min(y) is the subset of H n defined by 

(3.5) Min(y) is the set of points where dy ( ) assumes its minimal 
value. 
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Remark 3.4.1. Given a pair of positive real numbers ro and rl with rl > ro' 
there exists a positive number G such that for any vector v E SHn , d (gt V , y' v) 
> G for all t E [ro ,rd and any parabolic element y E Iso H n ,where y' denotes 
the derivative of y. 

Remark 3.4.2. Given positive real numbers ro' rl , and t5 with rl > ro ' there 
exists a positive number G such that d(iv, y'v) > G for all t E [ro' rd and 
any hyperbolic element y E Iso H n provided v E SHn satisfies the inequality 
d(qv, Min(y)) > t5, where q: SHn -+ H n is the canonical bundle projection. 

We also use the following result (in proving Lemma 3.4), which is an imme-
diate consequence of the fact that Iso H n acts transitively on SHn • 

Remark 3.4.3. Given positive numbers ro' rl ' and G with rl > ro' there exists 
a positive number t5 so that the following statement is true. Let v and w be 
vectors in SHn satisfying 

d(qv ,qw) < t5 and d(qgtov, qgtow) < t5 

for some to E [ro' rd. Then d(gtv, iw) < G for all t E [0, rd. 

Proof of Lemma 3.4. Suppose d(gtov, v) < t5 for some small positive num-
ber t5 (how small will be determined in the course of this proof). Let v be a 
vector in SHn that maps to v under the derivative p' of the covering pro-
jection p: H n -+ M n = H n jr. Then there exists an element y E r such that 
d(gtov, y'v) < t5 . By picking t5 smaller than the number G posited in Remark 
3.4.1, we see that y must be a hyperbolic isometry. 

Because of Remark 3.4.2, given GI > 0, there exists a vector w in SHn and a 
positive number tl such that qw E Min(y), d(qv, qw) < GI ' and y'w = gtlw, 
provided t5 is sufficiently small. Since d(yqv, yqw) < GI ' we see that 

(3.6) d(qgtov, qi'w) < t5 + GI ' It I - tol < 2t5 + 3G I ' and conse-
quently, d(qiOv, qgtow) < 2t5 + 3G I • 

By Remark 3.4.3, we see that if GI and t5 are chosen to be sufficiently small, 
then 

(3.7) 

for all t E [0, rl ]. Putting Vo = p' w , one easily completes the proof of Lemma 
3.4 by using (3.7). 

We will need, in the appendix, that Theorem 3.3 remains valid for any 
(strictly) negatively curved complete (and connected) locally symmetric space 
M. We now indicate what modifications in the above discussion are needed 
to verify this. Let X denote the universal covering space of M and r its 
group of deck transformations. In particular, M = x/r. As before, SM is 
the total space of the unit sphere bundle of M , and :Y is the foliation of SM 
defined by (3.1). The Riemannian metric h( , ) on SM is again defined by the 
formula in [23, p. 547]. The quantities Inj Rad(x) , dy(Y) , and dr(y) (where 
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x EM, Y EX, and )I E r) are likewise defined by (3.2), and J.l will again 
denote the positive number J.l(n) posited in Margulis' Lemma (cf. [3, Theorem, 
p. 101]), where n = dimX. We have normalized the metric on X so that all 
its sectional curvatures satisfy the inequalities -1 ~ K < O. The sets M/JO and 
(SM)/JO (where 0 < J.lo < !J.l) are defined by the formulas in (3.3), and Iso(X) 
denotes the Lie group consisting of all isometries of X. It is well known that 
Iso(X) contains no "mixed" isometries; i.e., any parabolic isometry is strictly 
parabolic. (See [3, p. 77] for terminology.) Then both Lemmas 3.1.3 and 3.2 
remain true but with statement (i) of Lemma 3.2 modified as follows: 

The connected component has the form N x [0, + 00) where 
(3.8) N is an aspherical manifold (without boundary) whose funda-

mental group is virtually polycyclic and injects into 1t 1 M . 

(The fact that 1t 1 N is virtually polycyclic follows from the discussion in [3, 
§10.3] and [48, Lemma 2.2].) 

Using the fact that Iso(X) acts transitively on SX, one can show that Re-
marks 3.4.1-3.4.3 remain valid when, in their statements, Iso(Hn) is replaced 
with Iso(X). Since Lemma 3.4 is a consequence of these remarks and The-
orem 3.3 is a consequence of Lemma 3.4, we see that they both remain valid 
(without change in their statements) for an arbitrary negatively curved complete 
(connected) locally symmetric space M. 

This finishes our first digression. We now return to the situation where M 
denotes a complete (connected) real hyperbolic manifold. We do need a second 
analogue of Theorem 3.3, namely, where SM is replaced by PM. We proceed 
to formulate it. Let q: PM --+ M denote the bundle projection and define a 
subset (PM)/Jo' for each positive number J.lo < !J.l, by the equation 

-I 
(3.8.1) (PM)/Jo=q (M/Jo)· 

Let )I be a closed leaf of the foliation ~ of PM (recall that )I is homeomorphic 
to SI ). Then a subset T of PM is called a (closed) tube of radius e (centered 
about )I) if 

(3.8.2) T = {y E PMld(Y,)I) ::; e} 

and T is a closed tubular neighborhood of )I. (In (3.8.2), d( , ) denotes the 
metric on PM determined by the restriction of the Riemannian metric h on 
FM to PM. Note that the covering projection SM --+ PM is a local isometry.) 
The interior of T is denoted by Int T and is called an open tube. The proof 
of Theorem 3.3 is easily modified to yield the following result. 

Addendum 3.4.4. Theorem 3.3 remains valid when in its statement SM, 
(SM)/J" .'9' are replaced by PM, (PM)/J" ~, respectively, and the phrase 
"closed orbits )Ii of the geodesic flow l" is replaced with "closed leaves )Ii of 
~ ." 

The next result is an immediate consequence of Addendum 3.4.4. 
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Corollary 3.5. Let K be a compact subset of PM and P a positive number such 
that any closed leaf of:§ that meets K has length greater than 2p. Then the 
foliation :§ is uniformly (P. a )-flat on K for any positive number a. 

We need a third and final digression. For this we return to the situation where 
M denotes any (strictly) negatively curved complete (and connected) locally 
symmetric space. Let HM denote the enlargement of M that was defined 
in [23, p. 542]. It is a special case of the warped product construction due to 
Bishop and O'Neill in [4, §7]. As a smooth manifold, HM is M x (-1.1). 
The Riemannian metric B( • ) on HM is defined by [23, (2.1)]. Consider the 
diffeomorphism .: M x R -+ M x (-1 . 1) defined by 
(3.8.3) .(x . t) = (x. sinh(tanh t)) • 

where x E M and t E R. Let B ( . ) be the Riemannian metric on M x R 
such that • is an isometry. B( . ) is explicitly described in the following 
formula: 
(3.8.4) ~ 2 2 

B(x.t)(X. Y) = (cosh(sinht)) bx(Xo. yo) + (cosht) rs. 

where X, Yare vectors tangent to M x R at (x. t) and Xo ' Yo' r. s are the 
obvious "components" of X, Y defined by [23, (2.2) and (2.4)]. The manifold 
M x R equipped with B( . ) is called the expansive model of the enlargement 
of M because of the following consequence of (3.8.4). 

Remark 3.5.1. There exists a positive number c such that B(X. X) ~ 
ItlP(X • X) for any vector X tangent to M x R at a point (x. t) provided 
It I ~ c. Here P( • ) denotes the product of the given Riemannian metric on 
M with the Euclidean metric on R. 

Let S+ HM denote the asymptotic northern hemisphere of the unit sphere 
bundle SHM (recall that S+ HM is a subspace of SHM). It is defined by [23, 
(0.12)]. Let q: S+ HM -+ HM = M x R denote the bundle projection. Before 
stating our final digression, we must formulate some terminology. The geodesic 
flow l on SHM leaves S+ HM invariant, and all its closed orbits y lie in 
8(S+ HM) (see [23, p. 547]). If T is a tube of radius e (in SHM) about y, 
then TnS+ HM is also called a tube of radius e (in S+ HM) provided the pair 
(T n S+ HM . T n 8(S+ HM)) is homeomorphic to the pair (:T x [0. I].:T x 
0), where :T is a (closed) tubular neighborhood of y in 8(S+ HM). The 
corresponding open tube refers to Int T n S+ H M and, by abuse of notation, 
will sometimes be denoted Int T' ,where T' = Tn s+ HM. The foliation of 
S+ HM , whose leaves are the orbits of gt , will still be denoted by :§. If C is 
a subset of S+ HM , the notion of :§ , being uniformly (a. a)-flat on C, is the 
obvious generalization to a foliation of a manifold with boundary of Definition 
3.2.1. 

The following modified version of Lemma 3.4 is true for SHM. 

Addendum 3.5.2. Fixing a positive real number c, Lemma 3.4 remains valid 
when the following changes are made in its statement. Replace SM with 
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SHM, where M denotes a complete, connected (strictly) negatively curved 
locally symmetric space. We additionally constrain the vector v to be tangent 
to HM=MxR at a point in Mx[-c,c]. 

This addendum is a consequence of the generalized version of Lemma 3.4 
mentioned in our first digression together with the following two additional 
facts. Let X denote the symmetric space that is the total space of the universal 
cover of M. 

Remark 3.5.3. For any positive c, IsoX actscocompactlyon q-I(XX[-C,c]). 
Let f: X x R -+ R denote projection onto the second factor. Using Remark 

3.5.3, the next result is analogous to Remark 3.6. 

Remark 3.5.4. Given positive real numbers c, ro ' r l , and t5 with r l > ro ' 
there exists a positive number e such that Idf(iv) - df(v)1 > e for all t E 
[ro "1], provided either Idf(v)1 ~ t5 or v is tangent to HX = X x R at a point 
x such that t5 ::;; If(x)1 ::;; c. 

As Theorem 3.3 was a consequence of Lemma 3.4, so our third (and final) 
digression is a consequence of Addendum 3.5.2. 

Addendum 3.5.5. Fixing a positive number c , Theorerm 3.3 remains valid when 
the following changes are made in its statement. Replace SM with S+ HM, 
where M denotes a complete, connected (strictly) negatively curved locally 
symmetric space. Replace SMJ1.' with q-I(MJ1.1 x R) and redefine C by the 
new formula 

C=(joq)-I([-C,C])- ((ylntTi) Uq-\MJ1.' XR)). 

Recall that q: S+ HM -+ HM is the bundle projection and f: HM = M x R -+ 

R is projection onto the second factor. 

Theorem 3.6. Given a compact subset K of M and a pair of positive numbers 
p and a, there exists a positive number ro such that the following statement is 
true. For any number r, with r ~ ro' the foliation ~ is uniformly (p ,a)-flat 
on q -I (K) n firM, where q: F M -+ M denotes the bundle projection. Recall 
that ~M is the shell of radius r about its core PM (measured in the primary 
leaf metric (see Definition 2.7)). 

Before we can prove Theorem 3.6, we need some preliminary results. Given 
a compact subset K of M and a real number r, let Kr denote the subset of 
M defined by the equation 

(3.9) Kr = {xix E M ,d(x ,K)::;; r}. 

Since K 5P is compact, there is only a finite number of free homotopy classes of 
loops in M represented by piecewise smooth loops a in K 5P ' where lal < 5p . 
Consequently, there exists a positive number J1. 1 ' with J1.1 < J1.0' such that the 
following statement is true. 
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Remark 3.7. Let a and a be freely homotopic piecewise smooth loops in M 
and t' be a positive number satisfying 

(i) image a is contained in K 5p ' 
(ii) lal < Sp , and 

(iii) lal < t' < III . 
Then image a is contained in a "cusp type" component of Mr' 

Pick a positive number 112 < III (using Lemma 3.1.3) such that 

(3.9.1) 

and note that this implies that 

(3.10) d(~ ,~) > Sp 

for any pair of distinct components ~, ~ of M /-12' We say that a piecewise 
smooth path a: [0,1] -+ PM is (P' ,o')-controlled relative to JJ if there exists 
a piecewise smooth path rt: [0,1] -+ PM such that 

(3.10.1) 
(i) image " is contained in a leaf of JJ ; 

(ii) Irtl < p' ; 
(iii) d(rt(t) , aCt)) < 0' for all t E [0,1]. 

The following is clearly true. 

Remark 3.8. Given a uniform (P, a)-flatness structure for the foliation JJ on 
a subset Y of PM, there exists a positive number 0' such that any piecewise 
smooth path a in Y, which is (! p ,o')-controlled relative to JJ , is contained 
in the image of some chart of the structure. 

We will now construct a family of charts for 9,Hn , which we will later use in 
proving Theorem 3.6. One easily finds a smooth embedding ~: V x B2 -+ ~ H n 

having the following properties: 

(3.11) 

(i) B2 is a closed ball in R 2n - 2 centered at 0 (let P2 denote 
the radius of B2 ) and V = Vo X VI ,where Vo and 
VI are open subsets of Sn-2 and R , respectively, and 
Sn-2 denotes the (n - 2)-dimensional sphere of radius 
T , where v'2 ~ T ~ 1/v'2 (cf. Lemma 2.9). 

(ii) For each point y E B2 ' ~(V X y) is contained in some 
leaf Ly of ~ ,and ~Iuxy is an isometry onto an open 
subset of L y • 
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Let (fi: B - U be a smooth codimension-zero embedding, where B = Bo X BI ' 
satisfying 

(3.12) 

(i) Bo and BI are closed balls centered at 0 in Rn- 2 and 
R , respectively (let Pi denote the radius of Bi ' where 
i = 0 or 1); 

(ii) (fi = (fio X (fil ' where (fio: Bo - Uo and (fil: BI - UI ; 
(iii) d(fio and d(fil are both isometries at O . 

..-... n '" -Let 4>: B x B2 - 9 1 H be the composite of 4> and 4>; i.e., 

(3.13) 

For each element g E Iso H n , consider the composite chart 
........ n 

(3.14) go 4>: B x B2 - 9 1H . 
The following result is easily proved. 

Lemma 3.9. Given a positive number a, there exists a positive number p such 
that the charts {go4>lg E lsoHn} determine a uniform (P, a)-flatness structure 
for the foliation ~ on all of 9JI H n by restricting the domain B x B2 of the charts 
to a Cartesian product of two concentric smaller balls. (Recall that B = Bo X BI 
is not a ball, but each Bi is.) 

To construct charts on ~Hn, we must first consider the natural diffeo-
..-... n n ~ morphism J,: gl H - 9,H defined as follows. Let L be the leaf of .7 , 

equipped with its secondary Riemannian metric, containing a point x E 9JI H n 

and I the line that marks L. Then 
f,(x) = y , provided y E L n ~Hn and a geodesic line in L 

(3.15) containing x and y meets I perpendicularly at a point which 
is not on the segment between x and y. 

Since Ln9J1H n is isometrically identifiable to the Riemannian product Sn-2 X 

R, J, has the following dilation property relative to such an identification, 
provided n > 3 . 

Remark 3.10. The diffeomorphism J, is Iso H n -equivariant and satisfies the 
following ~qualities and inequalities, where u is any vector tangent to Sn-2 X t 
for some t E R and v is any vector tangent to y x R for some y E Sn-2: 

Idf,(u)1 = a,lul and Idf,(v)1 = bnlvi ' 

where a, and b, satisfy 

and 

1 cosh f b M2 cosh f ---< <v~-Vicosh} - n - cosh} 

1 sinh f M2 sinh f ---<a <v~--Vi sinh} - n - sinh } , 
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where r ~ f is the function posited in Lemma 2.8. This remark can be readily 
verified using the argument given in the proof of Lemma 2.9. 

Let 'II,: g, x B2 -+ B X B2 be defined by 

'II, (x . y. z) = (x/a,. y/b,. z). 
where g, = {(x. y) E Rn- 2 x Rllxl ~ a,po' Iyl ~ bnP I }· 

(3.16) 

The following result is a consequence of Lemma 3.9 and Remark 3.10. 

Lemma 3.11. Given positive numbers P and a. there exists a positive number 
ro such that for any number r ~ ro the charts {g 0 f, 0 <p 0 'II,lg E IsoHn} 
determine (by restricting the domain g, x B2 of the charts) a uniform (P. a)-
flatness structure for the foliation ~ on all of 9,Hn . 

Let p: 9,Hn -+ 9,M denote the covering projection and B2(c5) , B(c5) 
denote the closed balls of radius c5 > 0 centered at 0 in R2n- 2 , Rn- I , respec-
tively. (Note that if c5 ~ P2' then B2(c5) is a subset of B2 and B(P) c g, if 
r> ro') For each element g in IsoHn and each positive number c5 ~ c50 ' let 
Cg(c5) be the subset of 9,Hn defined by 

(3.17) Cg(c5) = go f, 0 <p 0 'II,(B(P) x B2(c5)). 

For each subset S of fi,M and any positive number c5 ~ c50 ' define a subset 
Iso(Hn • S . c5) of Iso H n by 

(3.18) Iso(Hn • S . c5) = {g E Iso HnICg(c5) n p -I (S) :I 0}. 

With this notation, we have the following immediate consequence of Lemma 
3.11. 

Addendum 3.12. Let S be a subset of 9,M, where r ~ ro and ro is the 
number posited in Lemma 3.11 and dependent on the pair of positive numbers 
(P • a). If there exists a positive number c5 ~ c50 such that Cg(c5) n yCg(c5) = 0 
for all y E r - {id} and all g E Iso(Hn . S . c5), then we obtain a uniform 
(P • a)-flatness structure for the foliation ~ on S by restricting the domain 
P, x B2(c5) of the maps in the set 

{p 0 g 0 f, 0 <p 0 'II,lg E Iso(Hn • S . c5)}. 

Proof of Theorem 3.6. Pick a number '0 that is bigger than the number ro of 
Lemma 3.11 and satisfies the inequality 

(3.18.1) cosh('o/V2) > lOOPI #2 • 

where #2 comes from (3.9.1). Then '0 is the number" ro " whose existence is 
posited in Theorem 3.6. Now fix a number r satisfying r ~'o' and let the sets 
Sand S' be defined by 

-I - ,-I -(3.18.2) S = q (K) n~,M and S = q (Ksp) n~,M. 
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Since S' is compact, there exists a positive number 113 (with 113 < 1l2) such 
that 

(3.1S.3) q ° Pd(S') n MIl3 is the empty set. 

Let if 112 denote the union of all the "cusp type" components of M 112 and Y 
denote the subset of PM defined by 

(3.1S.4) Y=q-\if -M )nPM. 
112 113 

Applying Addendum 3.4.4 (in which III is replaced by 1l3)' we see that the 
foliation :§ of PM is uniformly (P, a)-flat on Y. Let 6' be the positive 
number determined by this flatness structure via Remark 3.S. Using (3.1S.1) 
and the fact that S' is compact, a continuity argument yields the existence of 
a positive number 6 (where 6 is smaller than the number 60 in Addendum 
3.12) so that the following is true. 
Rema,k 3.13. If Cg (6) n yCg (6) is not empty for some g E Iso(Hn ,S ,6) and 
some y E r - {id} , than there exists a piecewise smooth loop a:: [0,1] -+ fi,M 
such that 

(i) 1a:1 < 5p ; 
(ii) q ° a: is an essential loop in M; 

(iii) Ipd ° a:1 < !1l2; 
(iv) P d ° a: is (! p ,6' )-controlled relative to :§; 
(v) image a: is contained in S' . 

We now deduce Theorem 3.6 from Addendum 3.12 by showing that its hy-
potheses are satisfied for the number 6 in Remark 3.13. If not, then there 
exists a loop a: satisfying Remark 3. 13(i)-(v). Observe that the loops q oa: and 
q ° P d ° a: are freely homotopic (via the homotopy q ° 't ° a: , where 't: 9 M -+ 
9M is the radial deformation retraction of 9M onto PM with 'I = Pd). 
Consequently, q ° P d ° a: is an essential loop in M . Also, I q ° P d ° a: I < ! 112 and 
Iq ° a:1 < 5p since dq is distance nonincreasing. Remark 3.4.3 together with 
these two facts and (3.1S.3) shows that image Pdoa: is contained in Y. Remark 
3.S together with Remark 3.13(iv) now yields that image Pdoa: is contained in 
the image of some chart. Consequently, Pd ° a: and, therefore, q ° Pd ° a: are 
null homotopic loops. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 3.6. 

We use a variant of Theorem 3.6 in proving our main result. We now for-
mulate this variant. Note that HM is a real hyperbolic manifold since Mis; 
cf. [23, Lemma 2.1]. Let F H M denote the codimension-two submanifold of 
FHM consisting of all unordered pairs [VI' v2], where each Vi E f)S+ HM . 
Recall that f)S+ HM is the total space of the asymptotic equator bundle of 
SHM (cf. [23, p. 545]). Let 9 rHM denote the intersection of FHM and 
!i,HM; i.e., 

(3.19) ::grHM = FHMnfirHM. 
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Consider the fiber bundle projection 

(3.20) Pd: 9,HM -+ PHM 

described by (1.15) and Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8. Note that p;;I(PM) = :;grHM, 
where we consider PM to be a subset of PHM by identifying M with M x 0 
in HM=MxR. Thus, 

(3.21 ) 

is a fiber bundle that is the restriction of the bundle in (3.20) to the codimension-
two submanifold PM of PHM. Consequently, :;grHM is a codimension-two 
submanifold of 9,HM. Each leaf of the foliation ~ that meets :;grHM is 
totally contained in :;g rHM; therefore, these leaves determine a foliation of 
9 rHM , which we denote by :§ r' Hence, the charts posited in Theorem 3.6 for 
the foliation ~ of 9,HM can be used to induce uniform flatness structures 
for the foliations :§ r on the relevant subsets of :;g rHM . In particular, we have 
the following variant of Theorem 3.6. 

Corollary 3.13.1. Given a compact subset K of HM and a pair of positive num-
bers p and a , there exists a positive number r 0 such that the following statement 
is true. For any number r, with r ~ ro' the foliation :§ r is uniformly (p ,a)-flat 
on q-I(K) n:;grHM, where q: F HM -+ HM denotes the bundle projection. 

Let P'M be the submanifold of F HM consisting of all unordered pairs of 
vectors [X, Y] tangent to HM = M x R such that Xo = -Yo' where we use 
the notation of [23, p. 542]; i.e., if X is tangent to M x R, then Xo = dPI (X), 
where PI and P2 denote the projections onto the first and second factors of 
M x R , respectively. Note that P'M contains PM; in fact, P'M nF M = PM , 
where we identify (as before) M as M x 0 inducing identifications of PM and 
FM to subspaces of F HM. Let T denote the open subset of F HM , which 
is the complement of P'M; i.e., 

(3.22) T = FHM - P'M. 

and define a smooth retraction 

(3.23) 

as follows: Pr[X. Y] = Z, where 

Zo Xo + Yo 
- = and dP2(Z) = dP2(X) = dP2(Y)' 
IZol IXo + Yol 

(3.24) 

Here we identify 8S+ HM with the set of unordered pairs [X, X], where X E 
8S+ HM. (Note that if X and Yare vectors in 8S+ HM that are tangent to 
M x R at points x and y, respectively, and such that P2(X) = P2(y) , then 
dP2(X) = dP2(Y).) 
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Let Y denote the complement of {)S+ HM in F M; i.e., 

(3.25) Y = F HM - {)S+ HM . 

Let Py: Y -+ PM denote the bundle projection that is the restriction of 

(3.26) 

to y. 
Given a positive number e, define the subsets eY (and eY) of y to consist of 

all points x such that the distance from x to p y (x) , measured in p; 1 (p y (x)) , 
is less than or equal to e (and equal to e), respectively. Similarly, we define 
the subsets e' (and e t) of " using Pr in place of Py' If 0 and e are a pair 
of positive numbers with 0 < e , define sets ",e y and ",e' to be the closures of 
(e Y) - ("Y) and (e') - (,,')' respectively. 

The following three facts are easily verified. 

Lemma 3.14. (i) Given positive numbers p and 0, there exists a positive number 
Q such that 

-1 ",u ct y;;2 q (M x [-P ,PD, 
where q: F HM -+ HM = M x R is the bundle projection. 

(ii) Given a positive number Q, there exists a positive number 0 such that 
",ncty = 0. 

(iii) Given positive numbers p, e, and 0, there exist positive numbers e' 
and Q such that 

-1 -1 ",uCyn(qopy) (M-Me,));;2q ((M-Me)x[-P,PD, 

where q: PM -+ M is the bundle projection. 

We end this rather long section with two final comments. The first is a local 
flatness statement for the foliation .'T of the manifold M, where the leaves 
of .'T are the points of M. (Note that a closed ball of radius P> 0 in RO is 
a single point.) In this result, M is any (strictly) negatively curved complete 
(and connected) locally symmetric space. Let X denote the total space of the 
universal cover of M. Using the fact that IsoX acts transitively on X, the 
following result is obviously true. 

Lemma 3.15. Given positive real numbers p, a, and e, the foliation .'T is 
uniformly (P , a)-flat on M - Me . 

We now return to the situation where M is restricted to be a complete 
(connected) real hyperbolic manifold. To each positive number r, we associate 
the manifold Wr defined by 

(3.27) Wr = grHM x (0, + 00) 

equipped with the product of the Riemannian metric on g rHM and the Eu-
clidean metric on (0, + 00). Wr has a foliation sr; whose leaves are Cartesian 
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products L x (0, + 00) , where L is a leaf of ~" Corollary 3.13.1 has the 
following consequence. 

Addendum 3.15.1. Given a compact subset K of HM and a pair of positive 
numbers p and a, there exists a positive number ro such that the following 
statement is true. For any number r, with r ~ ro' the foliation !T,. is uniformly 
(P, a)-flat on the set (q-I(K) n~,HM) x (0, + 00), where q: F HM -+ HM 
denotes the bundle projection. 

There is a natural diffeomorphism 

(3.28) f,: W, -+ F HM - (PM U 8S+ HM) 

defined by the equation 

(3.29) - -I f,(x , t) = J;(f, (x)), 

where J; was defined in (3.15) (cf. (3.19)). Notice that if L is a leaf of !T,., 
then f,(L) is contained in a leaf of the foliation g- of FHM. We now state 
the final results of this section. It is a consequence of Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 
2.4. 

Lemma 3.16. Given a positive real number a, there exists a real number p, 
with P ~ 1 , such that 

Plvl ~ Idf,(v)1 ~ Ivl/v1 
provided v is tangenttoa leafofthefoliation !T,. at a point (x,t) in ~,HMx 
(0, + 00), where r + a ~ t ~ r (and r ~ a). When a ~ 1, P can be taken to 
be e3a • 

Some of the constructions of §§ 1-3 are denoted differently in §§4-9 and the 
appendix. We end §3 with a table listing the notation of §§4-9 and A in terms 
of that of §§1-3. In this table, M = HM' , where M' is a (connected) locally 

TABLE 1. Reconciliation of notation 

Construction Notation of §§4-9 and A Notation of §§ 1-3 

1. Asymptotic northern D(T(M» S+HM' 
hemisphere bundle of HM' 

2. Asymptotic equator S(T(M» as+HM' 
bundle of HM' 

3. Twisted square C(T(M» FHM' 
of S(T(M» 

4. Core of the top S(T(M» PM 
stratum of C(T(M» 

S. I-dimensional foliation W ~ 
ofS(M) 

6. I-dimensional foliation ~ W 
of D(T(M» 

7. I-dimensional foliation ~s W 
of S(T(M» 
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symmetric space whose sectional curvatures are all negative. In fact, M' is 
(real) hyperbolic in entries 3, 4, and 5. 

4. THE TRANSFERRED SURGERY OBSTRUCTION 

In this section, we prove a generalization of the theorem due to C. T. C. Wall 
[64] that states that surgery obstructions are unchanged by taking products with 
the complex projective space CP2. Let k be an even positive integer, and let 
C2k equal the orbit space Sk xSk /¢, where Sk is the k-dimensional sphere and 
¢: Z2 x (Sk xSk) -+ Sk xSk is the group action defined by ¢(l ,(x, y)) = (y ,x) 
and ¢(O, (x ,y)) = (x, y). Note that C 4 = CP2. A special case of the main 
theorem of this section (see Theorem 4.3) says that surgery obstructions remain 
unchanged under products with C2k . The fact that C2k is not a manifold when 
k > 2 gives rise to difficulties both in formulating such a product theorem and 
in proving it. 

Notation. Nand M denote compact manifolds with dim(N) = dim(M) ~ 5. 
The universal covers of Nand M come equipped with orientations. Let 
h: (N ,8N) -+ (M ,8M) denote a degree one normal map such that h: 8N -+ 
8M is a homotopy equivalence. Set 1C = 1C I (M), and let WI: 1C -+ Z2 denote 
the homomorphism induced by the first Steifel-Whitney class for T(M). Let 
a(h) E L!(1C, WI) denote the Wall obstruction to completing surgery (up to 
homotopy equivalence) on h modulo h18N, where m = dim(M) (cf. [64]). 
<!k+1 -+ M denotes a real vector bundle over M that has Rk+1 for fiber. 
D (<!k+ I) is a smooth subbundle of <!k+ I that has the (k + 1 )-dimensional disc 
as fiber. S(<!k+I) is the spherical fiber bundle associated to D(ek+l ) (that 
is, each fiber of S (<!k+ I) is the boundary of the corresponding disc fiber of 
D(<!k+I)). Set S X S(<!k+l) = UPEM Sp(<!k+I) X Sp(<!k+I) , where Sp(<!k+l) is the 
fiberofS(<!k+I)-+M over pEM. Let ¢:Z2xSxS(<!k+I)-+SXS(<!k+I) be 
the group action defined by ¢(l, (x, y)) = (y,x) and ¢(O, (x, y)) = (x, y). 
Set C(<!k+I) equal to the orbit space S x S(<!k+I)/¢. Let h* D(<!k+l) -+ N, 
h* S(<!k+l) -+ N, h* C(<!k+I) -+ N denote the pullbacks along h: (N ,8N) -+ 
(M ,8M) of the bundles D(<!k+l) -+ M, S(<!k+l) -+ M, C(<!k+I) -+ M. Note 
that the map h: (N ,8N) -+ (M ,8M) lifts to canonical maps D(h): h* D(<!k+l) 
-+ D(<!k+I), S(h): h*S(<!k+l) -+ S(<!k+I), C(h): h*C(<!k+l) -+ C(<!k+I). 

4.1. Surgery on C(h): h*C(<!k+l) -+ C(<!k+I). Note that C(<!k+l) is a strat-
ified space having two strata. The lower stratum is just the fixed point set of 
the action ¢. This can be identified with S (<!k+ I) by equating each S p (<!k+ I) 
with the diagonal of each product S p (<!k+ I) X S p (<!k+ I) . Thus, the lower stratum 
of C(<!k+I) is just S(<!k+I) , and the upper stratum equals C(<!k+I) _ S(<!k+I). 
There is a neighborhood for S(<!k+l) in C(<!k+l) that is equal to the total space 
of a fiber bundle r -+ S(<!k+I) that has cone(Rpk-l) for fiber, where Rpk-I 
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is (k - I)-dimensional real projective space. We also have that h*C(ek+') is 
a stratified space having h* S(ek+') for lower stratum and having h* C(ek+') -
h*S(ek+') for upper stratum. The bundle r ~ S(ek+') pulls back along the 
map S(h): h*S(ek+') ~ S(ek+') to a bundle denoted h*r ~ h*S(ek+') , the 
total space of which is a neighborhood for h*S(ek+') in h*C(ek+'). The fol-
lowing properties are satisfied by the maps C(h): h*C(ek+') ~ C(ek+') and 
S(h): h*S(ek+') ~ S(ek+'). 

(a) S(h): (h*S(ek+') , h*S(ek+')'8N) ~ (S(ek+'),S(ek+')'8M) is a degree 
one normal map of compact manifold pairs such that S(h): h* S(ek+' )'8N ~ 

S(ek+')'8M is a homotopy equivalence. 
(b) C(h)lh*S(ek+') = S(h). 
(c) For each P E h * S (ek+') , we have that the restriction of C( h) to the fiber 

h*rp is a homeomorphism of h*rp onto the fiber rS(h)(p)' 

(d) Set Y = C(ek+') - rO , 8, Y = t, 82Y = C(ek+')'8M - rO , t\Y = 8, Y n 
82 Y , where rO , t are the topological interior and boundary of r in C (ek+') . 
Set X = h*C(ek+') - h*ro, 8,X = h*t, 82X = h*C(ek+')'8N - h*ro, t\X = 

8,Xn82X, where h*ro, h*t are the topological interior and boundary of h*r 
in h*C(ek+'). Then 

C(h): (X ,8,X ,82X, t\X) ~ (Y ,8,Y ,82Y, t\ Y) 

is a degree one normal map of compact manifold 4-tuples such that 

is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. 
There are two types of surgeries that we allow to be performed on C (h) : 

h*C(ek+') ~ C(ek+'). We may do surgery along the lower stratum of C(h) 
as follows. Choose a framed embedding sj x Dk+m- j c h * S (ek+') that repre-
sents an element in the homotopy group kernel of S (h). After varying C (h) 
through a homotopy, each level of which satisfies 4.I(a)-(d), we may assume 
that the restriction C(h)ISj X D k +m - j is a constant map with value equal to 
P E S(ek +'). It follows from 4.1(c) that a trivialization 

h* j k+m-j k-' r,sJXDk+m-J ~ (S x D ) x cone(RP ) 

is provided for the bundle h*r over sj X Dk+m- j by the restricted map C(h): 
h*r'SJXDk+m-J -+ r p' Thus, we have a type of "framed embedding" sj x 
Dk+m- j x cone(Rpk-') c h*C(ek+') along which we can do surgery by cut-
ting out the interior of sj X D k+m- j X cone(Rpk-') and gluing 

D j +' x 8(Dk+m - j X cone(Rpk-')) 
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to 
h*C(ek+l ) - Int(Sj X D k+m- j X cone(Rpk-l» 

along the identification 

8Dj +1 X 8 (Dk+m- j x cone(Rpk-l» = sj X 8(Dk+m- j X cone(Rpk-I». 

(Here 

8(Dk+m- j xcone(Rpk-I»=8Dk+m-j xcone(Rpk-I)UDk+m-j x8 cone(Rpk-I) , 

and 8 cone(Rpk-l) is the base of the cone (Rpk-I).) The resulting space 
is also a stratified space having two strata, the lower stratum being equal to 
the result of doing surgery to h * S (ek + I) along the framed embedding sj X 

D k+m- j C h* S(ek+I ). 

The other type of surgery on C(h): h*C(ek+l ) --+ C(ek+l ) that we allow is 
called surgery along the upper stratum of C(h). This consists of performing 
ordinary framed surgeries on the normal map C (h): (h * C (ek+ I) - h * -r) --+ 

(C(ek+l ) - -r) (see 4.1(d». 
Whichever of the two preceding types of surgery we apply to C (h) , we shall 

always perform these surgeries away from h * C (ek+ I) 18N' The result of perform-
ing a finite sequence of such surgeries to C (h) will be a new map F: 8+ W --+ 

C(ek+l ) together with a stratified normal cobordism F: W --+ C(ek+l) satisfy-
ing the following properties. 

(e) W is a stratified cobordism (with just two strata) from 8_ W = h * C (ek+ I) 
to 8+ W. The lower stratum of W, denoted WI' has a neighborhood in W 
that is equal to the total space of fiber bundle y --+ WI such that Y18_ WI = h * -r . 

(f) F(WI ) = S(ek+I ). Moreover, for any p E WI' the restricted map Flyp 
is a homeomorphism from the fiber y p onto the fiber -r F(p) • 

(g) F: (WI' 82 WI) --+ (S(ek+I ) , s(ek+I )18M) is a normal cobordism of S(h): 

(h*S(ek+I ) , h*S(ek+I )18N) --+ (S(ek+l ) ,S(ek+I )18M)' Here 

82 WI = c1osure(8WI - 8_ WI - 8+ WI)' 

Moreover, F: (Z, 81Z, 82Z ,I\Z) --+ (Y, 81 Y ,82Y, I\Y) is a normal cobordism 
of the map C(h): (X, 81X, 82X, 1\ X) --+ (Y ,81 Y, 82Y, 1\ Y) given in 4.1(d). 
Here Z = W - yO, 81Z = y, 82Z = c1osure(8Z - 81Z - 8_ W - 8+W), 

I\Z = 81 Z n 82Z ,where yO is the topological interior of y in Wand y is the 
topological boundary of y in W. 

(h) All of the cobordisms 82 WI' 82Z, 1\ Z are product cobordisms. 

4.2. The transferred surgery obstruction. Note that D(h): h*D(ek+l ) --+ 

D(ek+l ) is a normal null-cobordism for the normal map S(h): h*S(ek+l) --+ 

S(ek+I ). Thus, by the 1C-1C theorem of C. T. C. Wall [64], if k ~ 2, there 
exists a completion of surgery for S(h): h*S(ek+l) --+ S(ek+l ) that extends to a 
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completion of surgery for D(h): h* D(~k+l) -+ D(~k+I), where all of these surg-
eries are performed away from h* D(ek+I)18N' That is, there exists a normal 
cobordism 

k+1 k+1 k+1 k+1 G: (V ,81 V ,82V, 1\ V) -+ (D(~ ) ,S(~ ) ,D(~ )18M ,S(~ )18M) 

of the normal map D(h) satisfying the following properties. 
(a) The normal cobordism G: (82 V ,1\ V) -+ (D(~k+1)18M ,S(~k+I)18M) is a 

product cobordism. 
(b) 8_ G = D (h) , and 8+ G is a homotopy equivalence of 4-tuples. 
Choose any stratified normal cobordism F: W -+ C(~k+I) of the stratified 

normal map C(h): h*C(~k+I) -+ C(~k+I) that satisfies the following properties. 
(c) F satisfies 4.1(e)-(h). 
(d) There exists a normal cobordism G as in 4.2(a), (b) such that GI81 V = 

F I WI' (Recall that WI denotes the lower stratum of W.) 
Note that it follows from 4.2(a)-(d) that there is a well-defined surgery ob-

struction a(8+F) E L~+2k(1t' ,w~) to completing surgery on the normal map 
8+F: 8+W - yO -+ C(~k+l) _1'0 by doing surgeries away from 8(8+W _ yO), 
where y comes from 4.1(e) and l' comes from 4.1(c), 1t' = 1t1(C(~k+l) _1'0) 

and w~: Tt' -+ Z2 is the homomorphism determined by the first Stiefel-Whitney 
class of the bundle T(C(~k+l) - 1'0). The orientation for the universal cover 
of C(~k+l) - rO with respect to which a(8+F) is computed is given by the 
local formula °1 = 02 X 03 X °3 , where 02 is the given orientation on the 
universal cover of M, and 03 is any local orientation for a fiber of the bun-
dle S(~k+l) -+ M. Let T: L~+2k(Tt' ,w~) -+ L~+2k(1t ,WI) denote the map 
of surgery groups induced by the projection map p: C(~k+l) -+ M. That is, 
p: C (ek+ I) - 1'0 -+ M induces a homomorphism p *: Tt' -+ Tt, which in turn 
induces the homomorphism T (provided k = even). We define the transfer 
of the surgery obstruction a (h) E L ~ (Tt , WI)' denoted by a (h ; ~k+ I), by the 
formula 

(e) a(h ;~k+l) = T(a(8+F)). 
We claim that a(h ;~k+I) depends only on h and ~k+I. To see this, we 

choose another normal cobordism F': W' -+ C(~k+l) of the normal map 
C(h): h*C(~k+l) -+ C(~k+l) also satisfying 4.2(c), (d). It will suffice to show 
that a(8+F) = a(8+F'). By identifying F' and F along their common do-
main h*C(~k+I), we obtain a third normal cobordism, denoted by F": W" -+ 

C( ~k+ I) , that satisfies the following: 
(f) 8 F" = 8 F' 8 F" = 8 F - +' + +. 

Note that the lower stratum of F": W" -+ C(~k+l) bounds the normal null 
cobordism d': V" -+ D(~k+I), where d' is the normal map obtained by iden-
tifying the normal maps G: V -+ D(~k+I), d: V' -+ D(~k+I), associated to 
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F ,F' prior to 4.2(a), along their common domain h* D(C;k+I). Thus, we may 
apply Wall's 1C-1C theorem to the lower stratum of F" to obtain (after a fi-
nite sequence of surgeries has been performed along the lower stratum of F" 
and away from 8_F" and 8+F") another normal cobordism, also denoted by 
F": W" ~ C(C;k+l) , that satisfies in addition to 4.2(f) the following property. 

(g) The lower stratum W;' of W" is an H -cobordism of manifold pairs. 
" " . ~"." Let y ~ W, denote the bundle tubular neIghborhood lor W, In W 

. . )<k+l) " " ()<k+1 obtaIned by pullIng , ~ S(... back along F : W, ~ S ... ). Note that 
it follows from 4.2(f), (g) that F": W" - (y,,)o ~ C(C;k+l) - ,0 is a normal 
cobordism that makes a(8+F') equivalent to a(8+F) in the surgery group 
L m (1C' ,w;). 

This completes the verification that the surgery obstruction transfer element 
a(h ;C;k+l) depends only on hand C;k+1 . 

We can now state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 4.3. Suppose that k is an even positive integer, that C;k+1 is an ori-
en table vector bundle, and that dim(M) = Omod4 and dim(M) ~ 5. Then 
a(h) and a(h ;C;k+I) are equal when L~(1C, WI) and L~+2k(1C, WI) are identi-
fied under the Wall periodicity isomorphism. Moreover, if Wh(1C x A) = 0 holds, 
for all finitely generated free abelian groups A, then a(h) = a(h; C;k+I) holds 
even if dim(M) f:. 0 mod 4. 

Let Tn denote the n-torus, Zn = 1C 1(Tn) , and gn: L~(1C,WI) ~ 
L~+n(1C x Zn , w;) denote the homomorphism obtained geometrically by form-
ing products of normal maps (representing elements of L~(1C, WI)) with the 
identity map 1: Tn ~ Tn . Let w;: 1C X Zn ~ Z2 denote the composite map 
1C x Z[I ~ 1C ~ Z2' There is the following corollary of Theorem 4.3. 

Corollary 4.3. Suppose that k is an even positive integer, that C;k+1 is an ori-
entable vector bundle, and dim(M) ~ 5. (We do not assume that dim(M) = 
o mod 4, nor do we assume that Wh( 1C x A) = 0 for all relevant A.) Let n 
be a positive integer such that n + dim(M) = 0 mod 4. Then we have that 
gn(a(h)) = gn(a(h ;C;k+l)) when L~+n(1C x Zn ,w;) and L~+n+2k(1C x Zn , w;) 
are identified by the Wall periodicity isomorphism. 

Remark 4.3. There is a more general version of Theorem 4.3 for when M and 
N are not assumed to be compact manifolds, which we describe in this remark. 
A continuous map f: A ~ B between topological spaces A, B is said to have 
compact support if there is a compact subset X c A such that the following 
holds: f: A - X ~ B - f(X) is a homeomorphism. Now if in Theorem 4.3 
we drop the hypothesis that M and N are compact, and instead assume that 
h: (N ,8N) ~ (M ,8M) is a degree one normal map having compact support 
such that h: 8N ~ 8M is a homotopy equivalence, then the conclusions of 
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Theorem 4.3 still remain true. The proof given for Theorem 4.3 below also 
works for this more general version of 4.3. There is also a similar generalization 
of Corollary 4.3. For future reference we make the following definition. A 
homotopy 1;: A --+ B, t E [0 , 1], is said to have compact support if there is a 
compact subset X c A such that for each t E [0, 1] the map 1;: A - X --+ 

B - 1; (X) is the same homeomorphism. 

Proof of Theorem 4.3. We first remark that if h: (N ,aN) --+ (M, aM) is 
normally cobordant mod hlaN to h': (N' ,aN') --+ (M, aM) then we must 
have that u(h ;ek+1) = u(h' ;ek+1). The verification of this again involves 
Wall's 1l-1t theorem and is similar to the argument given directly preceding the 
statement of Theorem 4.3. The details are left to the reader. 

Until further notice we assume that dim(M) = 0 mod 4. 
We claim that h: (N ,aN) --+ (M ,aM) is normally cobordant mod hlaN 

to a normal map h': (N' ,aN') --+ (M ,aM) which satisfies the following prop-
erties. 

4.4. (a) There is a handle body A c M - aM that has one zero-handle, a 
finite number of one-handles, and no other handles. 

(b) The inclusion induced map n 1 (A) --+ n1 (M) is surjective; h': N' --+ M 
induces an isomorphism n 1 (N') ~ n 1 (M) . 

(c) h': N' --+ M is in transverse positive to aA. Set B = (h')-l (A), aB = 
(h')-I(aA) . 

(d) h': N' - B --+ M - A is a homotopy equivalence; h': aB --+ aA is a 
Z(n)-homology equivalence, where n = n1 (M). 

(e) Let K.(h'IB) denote the Z(n)-homology kernel groups for the map 
h': B --+ A. Then Kj(h'IB) = 0 if i t ml2 and K m/ 2(h'IB) is a finitely 
generated free Z(n)-module. 

(f) There is a Z(n)-basis for K m/2(h'IB) that can be represented by framed 
embedded spheres (Sm/2 x Dm/2) j c B, j = 1 ,2, ... ,x. 

To verify 4.4, we follow Wall [64]. First complete surgery on h: (N , aN) --+ 

(M ,aM) , away from hlaN , up to the middle dimension to get h': (N' ,aN') --+ 

(M, aM). Choose A c M - aM satisfying 4.4(a), (b), put h': N' --+ M in 
transverse position to the cores of the handles of A, and complete surgery 
in N' on the preimages of these cores. At this point, 4.4(a)-(c) are satisfied, 
h': B --+ A is a homeomorphism, and h': N - B --+ M - A is mI2-connected. 
After stabilizing K m/ 2(h'IN' - B) by adding a standard plane to it (cf. [64, p. 
47]), we may assume that there is a Z(n)-basis for K m/ 2 (h'IN' -B) represented 
by framed embeddings (Sm/2 x Dm/2) j c N' - B, j = 1 ,2, ... ,x. Note that 
by adding a finite number of ml2-handles to B-one ml2-handle for each 
(Sm/2 x Dm/2) j-we obtain a larger subset of N' (also denoted by B ) into which 
each (Sm/2 x Dm/2) j can be isotoped. Then after homotopying h' somewhat, 
we will have completed the verification of 4.4. 
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We shall verify the equality a(h') = a(h' ;c;-k+I) by a direct computation, 
which is carried out in the following four steps. By the remark made at the 
beginning of the proof, this will complete the proof of Theorem 4.3 when 
dim(M) = Omod4. 

Step I. Since c;-k+1 is orientable, it follows from 4.4(a) that c;-k+1 is trivial over 
A. Thus, by 4.4(c), we may obtain the restrictions of S(h') and C(h') to 
the subbundles (h')· S(c;-k+1 )IB and (h')* C(c;-k+1 )IB by forming the products 
(h'IB) x II: B x Sk -+ A X Sk and (h'IB) x 12: B x C2k -+ A X C2k . Here 
II : Sk -+ Sk is the identity map on the k-sphere, and 12: c2k -+ C2k is the 
identity map on the fiber C2k of the bundle C(c;-k+l) -+ M. 

Since the Z(n)-homological kernels for all the maps h', S(h') , and C(h') 
are concentrated over B (see 4.4(d), (e», we can use these product structures 
together with the Kunneth formula to compute the Z(n)-homological kernels 
K.(S(h'» and K.(C(h'». 

4.5. (a) K.(S(h'» = K m/2(h'IB) ® H.(Sk). 
(b) K.(C(h'» = K m/2(h'IB) ® H.(C2k ). 
In 4.5, the tensor product is taken over the integers, while the Z(n)-module 

structures come from letting K m/2(h'IB) x n -+ K m/2(h'IB) be the given n-
action and letting H.(Sk) x n -+ H.(Sk) and H.(C2k ) x n -+ H.(C2k ) be 
the trivial n-actions. The isomorphisms of 4.5 are then isomorphism of right 
Z(n)-modules. 

Use 4.4(e), (f) and 4.5(a) to choose a finite set of disjoint framed embedded 
ml2-spheres (Sm/2 x Dm/2+k); c (B - oB) x Sk, i = 1,2, ... ,x, which repre-
sent a Z(n)-basis for K m/2(S(h'». Perform surgeries on C(h'): (h')·C(c;-k+l) 
-+ C(c;-k+l) along these framed ml2-spheres in the lower stratum of C(h'). Let 
F: W -+ C(c;-k+l) denote the resulting normal cobordism of C(h'). Let F: 
WA -+ A X C2k denote the resulting normal cobordism of (h'IB) x 12: B x c2k -+ 

A X C 2k . (Note that WA C W.) 
It is left to the reader to verify that F: W -+ C(c;-k+l) is one of the spe-

cial normal cobordisms of C(h') that satisfies 4.2(c),(d) (when we replace 
h: (N ,oN) -+ (M, oM) in 4.2 by h': (N' ,oN') -+ (M, oM) of 4.4). In 
particular, we have that 0+ F: 0+ W -+ C (c;-k+ I) satisfies the following proper-
ties. 

4.6. (a) o+F: O+W, -+ S(c;-k+I) is a homotopy equivalence, where W, de-
notes the lower stratum of W. 

(b) a(h'; c;-k+ I) equals the image in L m+2k (n , WI) of the obstruction to com-
pleting surgery on o+F: (o+W _yo) -+ (C(c;-k+I)_,O) away from o(o+W _yo). 
(See 4.1 for ,0 and yO.) 

This completes Step I. 
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Step II. In this step, we compute the Z(n)-homology kernel K.(o+F) to be the 
following. 

4.7. K.(o+F) = K m/2(h'IB) ® H k(C2k ). 
As a first step in the verification of 4.7, we compute the homology group 

H.(C2k ). Recall that C 2k = Sk X Ski"" where (X, y) '" (X', y') if and 
I 'f . h ' , , , Sk Sk C 2k on y I elt er x = x , y = y or x = y , y = x . Let q: x -

denote the quotient map, and let eO E Sk be a base point of Sk. Let X 
denote the space obtained from C 2k by identifying q(Sk x eO) to a point. 
Note that q: Sk x eO _ C2k is an embedding and that X is homeomorphic to 
the (k + I)th suspension 'E,k+l(Rpk-l) of (k - I)-dimensional real projective 
space. Thus, using the isomorphism H.(X) = H.(C2k ,q(Sk x eO)) and the 
long exact sequence for the pair (C2k ,q(Sk x eO)) , we compute the homology 
group H.(C2k ) to be the following. 

4.8. (a) 

{ 
Z , ifi = 0 , k . 2k , 

2k 
H j ( C ) = Z2 ' if i = k + 2 ,k + 4 , k + 6, ... ,2k - 2 , 

o , otherwise. 

(b) The restricted quotient map q: Sk x eO _ C 2k induces an isomorphism 
Hj(Sk x eO) ~ Hj(C2k ) for all i = 0, I, '" ,k. 

It follows from 4.5, 4.8, and the construction of F: W _ C(C;k+l) given 
in Step I that the Z(n)-homology kernels K.(o_F) and K.(F) are related as 
follows. 

4.9. (a) Kj(o_F) = Kj(F) if i =I- m12, K m/2(F) = O. 
(b) 

{ 

Km/2(h'IB) ® Z. if i = m12, (mI2) + k. (mI2) + 2k, 

Kj(o_F) = K m/2(h'IB) ® Z2' if i = (mI2) + k + 2, (mI2) + k + 4, 
(mI2) + k + 6, ... ,(mI2) + 2k - 2, 

o , otherwise. 
In 4.9, the tensor products are taken over the integers, while the Z(n)-module 

structures come from letting K m/2(h'IB) x n - K m/2(h'IB) be the given n-
action and letting both Z x n - Z and Z2 x n - Z2 be the trivial n-actions. 
The isomorphisms of 4.9 are then isomorphisms of right Z(n)-modules. 

The Z(n)-homology kernel K.(F. o+F) can be computed as follows. Let 
X denotes the space obtained from W by collapsing all of 0+ W to a point. 
Note that X is homotopy equivalent to the wedge of x distinct copies of the 
(m12 + k + I)-fold suspension 'E,m/2+k+l(RPk-l) of (k - I)-dimensional real 
projective space. (Here x is the number of surgeries performed along the lower 
stratum of C(h') in Step I.) Since H.(X) ® Z(n) = K.(F ,o+F), we have the 
following computation for K.(F ,o+F). 
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4.10. 
if i = (mI2) + 2k , 

if i = (mI2) + k + 2, (mI2) + k + 4, 
(mI2) + k + 6 , ... ,(mI2) + 2k - 2, 
otherwise. 

We consider now the long exact sequence for the Z(n)-homology kernels 
of the pair (F ,0+F): ... --+ Ki+I(F ,0+F) ~ Ki(o+F) --+ Ki(F) --+ .... If 
i < (mI2)+k, then (by 4.9 and 4.10) we have that K i+1 (F ,0+F) = Ki(F) = 0, 
so by exactness of the above sequence, we have the following. 

4.11. (a) Ki(o+F) = 0 for i < (mI2) + k. 

Since o+F: O+W, --+ S(ek+ l ) is a homotopy equivalence (see Step I), it fol-
lows that K.(o+F) is dually paired to the cohomology cokernel K*(o+F). 
Thus, by applying a duality argument and the universal coefficient theorem 
(which connects the homology kernel and the cohomology cokernel), we deduce 
from 4.11(a) that the following holds. 

(b) Ki(o+F) = 0 if i> (mI2) + k . 
Consider the exact sequence 

8 
Km/z+k+1 (F ,0+F) --+ Km/z+k(o+F) --+ Km/Z+k(F) --+ Km/z+k(F ,0+F). 

By 4.10, we have Km/Z+k+i(F ,0+F) = 0 for i = 0,1, so by exactness of the 
sequence, we have the following satisfied. 

(c) Km/z+k(o+F) = Km/Z+k(F). 
Finally, 4.7 follows from 4.11,4.9, and 4.8(a). 
This completes Step II. 

Step III. Let AN': Km/z(h') x Km/z(h') --+ Z(n) and A8+W: Km/z+k(o+F) x 
Km/Z+k(o+F) --+ Z(n) be the Z(n)-intersection pairings. Let rt E Hk(C2k ) 

be a chosen generator for Hk(C2k ) = Z (see 4.8), and let r: K m/2(h') --+ 

Km/Z+k(o+F) be the isomorphism of Z(n)-modules defined by r(a) = a ® rt 
(see 4.7 and 4.4). The purpose of this step is to verify the following claim. 
Claim 4.12. For any 0:, P E Km/z(h') , we have that 

AN' (0: ,P) = A8+W(r(0:) , r(p». 

To verify Claim 4.12, we first need a geometric description of the isomor-
phism r: K m/2(h') --+ Km/Z+k(o+F). Let (Sm/z x D m/2)j C B, j = 1,2, ... ,x, 
be the framed embeddings given in 4.4(f). Choose x distinct points PI' P2 ' 

. .. ,p x in the lower stratum Sk of CZk . Choose the framed embeddings 
(Sm/Z x Dm/2+k) j c B X Sk , j = 1 ,2, ... ,x, along which surgery is done in 
Step I to just be thickenings of the embeddings (Sm/z x Dm/Z) x Pj C B X Sk , 

j = 1, 2, ... ,x. Let q: Sk x Sk --+ C Zk be the quotient map, and choose 
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points (aj,a)ESkxSk , j= 1,2, ... ,x,suchthat q(aj,aj ) = Pj' Con-
sider the embedded manifolds Tj C B X e2k , j = 1, 2, ... ,x, where Tj = 

(Sm/2 x O)j X q(Sk x a). Note that the association (Sm/2 x O)j ~ 1j is a 
geometric realization of the isomorphism K m/2(h') ~ Km/2+k(8_F) given in 
4.S(b) and 4.8(b). 

The effect on each embedding Ti C 8_ W of performing surgeries on 8_F 
along the framed embeddings (Sm/2 x Dm/2+k) j C B X Sk, j = 1,2, ... ,x, 
in the lower stratum of 8_ W is to change each Ti C 8_ W to an embedding 
Si C 8+ W - 8+ WI' where Si is an (m12 + k)-dimensional sphere and 8+ WI 
denotes the lower stratum of 8+ W. To see this, we must recall the surgery 
process for surgery along the lower stratum of 8_F discussed in 4.1. First 
the framed embeddings (Sm/2 x Dm/2+k) j C 8_ WI must be extended to larger 
"framed embeddings" (Sm/2 x Dm/2+k x cone(Rpk-I)) j C 8_ W. We can choose 
these larger "framed embeddings" so as to satisfy the following properties. 

(a) For each j, there is an embedded k-dimensional ball Dj C Dm/2+k x 
cone(Rpk-l) such that Dj n 8 (Dm/2+k x cone(Rpk-I)) = 8Dj . (See 4.1 for 
8(Dm/2+k x cone(Rpk-I)).) 

(b) For each j, we have that Tj n (Sm/2 x Dm/2+k x cone(Rpk-l))j = 
(Sm/2 x D)j' and if j # i, then Tj n (Sm/2 x D m/2+k x cone(Rpk-l))j = 0. 

(c) In terms of the definition of Tj (as Tj = (Sm/2 x 0) j X q(Sk x a)), the 
ball Dj is just a tubular neighborhood for q(aj , aj ) in q(Sk x a) and the 
product (Sm/2 x Dj)j is the same as (Sm/2 x O)j x Dj . 

To perform surgery on 8_F along the "framed embedding" 

(Sm/2 x D m/2+k x cone(Rpk-I))j C 8_W, 

we cut out its interior and glue in its place 

(Dm/2+1 x 8(Dm/2+k x cone(Rpk-I))) .. 
1 

This has the effect on Tj of cutting out the interior of (Sm/2 x D) j and gluing 
(Dm/2+1 x 8D)j in its place (see (a)-(c) above). That is, 

( (Sm/2 ) (m/2+1 ) Sj = Tj - x D) j U D x 8Dj j' 

It follows from (a) above that Sj is embedded in 8+ W - 8+ WI' It follows from 
(b) and (c) above that S. is an (m12 + k)-dimensional sphere. 

1. 

Note that the association (Sm/2 x 0) j ~ Sj is a geometric realization of 
the isomorphism r: K m/2(h') ~ K m/2+k(8+F). Thus, to verify Claim 4.12, 
it will suffice to show that the Z(n)-intersection number for any (Sm/2 x O)i 
and (Sm/2 x 0) j is equal to the Z(n)-intersection number of Si and Sj' (To 
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compute the Z(n)-intersection number of Sj and Sj' we first compute the 
Z (n')-intersection number, where n' = n 1 (8+ W - 8+ WI) , and then project this 
intersection number into Z(n).) In verifying this equality of Z(n)-intersection 
numbers, we will first show that there is a set isomorphism 1; ,j: (Sm/2 x O)j n 
(Sm/2 x 0) j -+ Sj n Sj' There will be no loss of generality in assuming that 
the (Sm/2 x 0) j' j = 1,2, ... ,x, are in general positive to one another in 
B x O. It follows then that the Sj' j = 1 ,2, ... ,x, are also in general position 
to one another in 8+ W - 8+ WI' Note that there are set isomorphisms gj ,j : 
(Sm/2 x O)j n (Sm/2 x 0) j -+ T j n Tj defined by gj ,/p) = (p) x q(aj ,a). If 
when performing surgeries on the "framed embeddings" 

(Sm/2 x D m/2+k x cone(Rpk-l))j C 8_ W, j = 1,2, ... ,x, 

we choose the (Sm/2 x Dm/2+k xcone(Rpk-l))j to be sufficiently small neighbor-
hoods of their cores (Sm/2 x 0) j , then the sets ~ n Tj and Sj nSj will be equal 
whenever i =F j. So we may set f.. j' = g . .. To compute the Z(n)-intersection 

I, I,j 

number for any pair (Sm/2 x 0) j' (Sm/2 x 0) j-we denote this intersection num-
ber by I j ,j-we choose a base point Z E B x 0 and a path hk : [0, 1] -+ B x 0 
for each k = 1 ,2, ... ,x, that starts at z and ends at a point of (Sm/2 x O)k . 
Then we have 

4.13. I .. = L 11(P)J.l(P) , where the sum runs over all P E (Sm/2 x 0)1' n 
I,j P 

(Sm/2 x 0) j' 11(P) is the sign of the intersection of (Sm/2 x 0) j and (Sm/2 x 0) j 
at p, and J.l(p) is represented by the composite path h j * gi * gj * hjl , where 
gi: [0, 1] -+ (Sm/2 x 0) i starts at hi( 1) and ends at P and gj: [0, 1] -+ (Sm/2 x 
O)j starts at p and ends at hj(l). To compute the Z(n')-intersection number 
of a pair Si' Sj' denoted by J i ,j , we choose a base point z' E B x (C2k - Sk) 
and choose paths h~: [0,1] -+ B X (C2k - Sk) for k = 1,2, ... ,x such that 
h~(O) = z' and h~(l) E Sk' We also require that z' , h~ project to Z, hk under 
the first factor projection B x C2k -+ B. Thus, we have z' E 8_ W - 8_ WI 
and Image ( h~) C 8_ W - 8_ WI . There will be no loss of generality in assuming 
that the surgeries performed on 8_ W to get 8+ W take place away from z' 
and all the Image(h~). Thus, we have z' E 8+ W - 8+ WI and h~: [0,1] -+ 

8+W - 8+WI . Then we have 

4.14. J i ,j = Lpl 11(P')J.l(P') , where the sum runs over all P' E Si nsj , 11(P') 
is the sign of the intersection of Si with Sj at the point p', and J.l(p') E n' 
is represented by the composite path h; * g; * g; * (h;) -I , where g;: [0, I] -+ 

Si with g;(O) = h;(l), g;(I) = p' , and g;: [0,1] -+ Sj with g;(O) = p' , 
g;( 1) = h;( 1). We let Ii ,j and Ji(p') denote the image of J i ,j and J.l(p') 
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under the projection of Z{n') into Z{n) (this projection is induced by the 
bundle projection C{ek+l) --+ M). To complete the verification of Claim 4.12, 
we must show that Ii ,j = Ii ,j' This last equality is a consequence of 4.13, 
4.14, and 4.15 below. 

4.15. For all p E {Sm/2 x O)j n (Sm/2 x O)j' we have that 

l1{P) = 11{~ )p)) and Il{P) = ll{f; )p)), 
The remaining details are left to the reader. 

This completes Step III. 

Step IV. Let (G. A . Il), (G .l . Il') be two special Hermitian forms (cf. [64, p. 
I h f 47]) that represent the L-group elements u. U E Lm{n. WI)' The purpose 0 

this step is to verify the following claim. 
Claim 4.16. Suppose that (G. A) and (G.l) are isomorphic intersection 
forms (i.e., there is an isomorphism r: G --+ G of right Z{n)-modules such 
that Vx.y E G we have A{X .y) = l{r{x) .r{y))). Then if m = Omod4 we 
have that u = u' . 

To verify 4.16, it will suffice to show that (G.A. 1l)${G • -l. -Il') represents 
o in Lm{n. WI)' Note that A $ (-l)«x. r{x)). (y • r{y))) = 0 holds for all 
x • y E G. So K = {(x • r{x)): x E G} is a subkemel for the intersection form 
A $ ( -l). On the other hand, we have that 

A $ (-l)«x • r{x)) • (x • r{x))) = 0 ¢} Il $ (-Il'){X • r{x)) = O. 

provided that m = 0 mod 4. So K is also a subkemel for the self-intersection 
form Il $ (-Il') . 

This completes Step IV. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3, in the special case that dim{M) = Omod4, is 

now completed (see Claims 4.12 and 4.16). 
Note that Corollary 4.3 follows from this special case (dim{M) = Omod4) 

of Theorem 4.3. 
To prove Theorem 4.3 when dim{M) ¥ Omod4, we apply Corollary 4.3 

and use the fact that the homomorphisms gn: L~{n • WI) --+ L~+n{n x Zn • w~) 
given in Corollary 4.3 are injective whenever Wh{n x A) = 0 holds for all 
finitely generated free abelian groups A (cf. [14]). 

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 

5. SPLITTING THE TRANSFERRED MAP 

Let p: E --+ M denote a fiber bundle over the real hyperbolic manifold M 
that has a compact manifold F for fiber. Let h: (N . oN) --+ (E. oE) denote a 
homotopy equivalence of manifold pairs that has compact support (see 4.3). In 
this section, we formulate a splitting result that states that after transferring h 
to a suitable bundle map C{h), we may split C{h) over a triangulation for M 
(see Theorem 5.5). The transfer construction for C{h) is similar to that given 
in §4. The proof of this splitting result is given in §§6-8. 
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We begin by giving notation that will be used in §§5-8. 

Notation 5.1. M' denotes a complete real hyperbolic manifold and M de-
notes the one-dimensional hyperbolic thickening of M'. Recall that M is 
the topological product M' x R equipped with the Riemann tensor given in 
(3.8.4). Let D(T(M)) denote the asymptotic northern hemisphere subbundle 
of T(M) associated to this thickening (see [23, §2]), and let S(T(M)) denote 
its boundary sphere bundle. There is the symmetric product bundle C(T(M)) 
constructed from S(T(M)) as in §3 and 4. Recall that C(T(M)) is a stratified 
space having the two strata S(T(M)), C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). Denote by C;, 
D(C;) , S(C;) , C(c;) and C;a' D(C;a) , S(C;a) , C(C;a) the pullbacks of the bun-
dles T(M) , D(T(M)), S(T(M)) , C(T(M)) along the maps p: E ---> M and 
p: 8E ---> M. Note that C(C;a) , C(C;) are just the symmetric products of S(C;a) , 
S(C;) , respectively, and are thus stratified spaces having S(c;,)) , S(C;) for lower 
stratum. In §4, we discussed liftings of h: (N ,8N) ---> (E ,8E) to bundle maps 
D(h): (h*D(C;) , h*D(C;a)) ---> (D(C;),D(C;a)) , C(h): (h*C(c;),h*C(C;a)) ---> 

(C(C;). C(C;a)) ' where h* D(C;). h* D(C;a) , h*C(C;). h*C(C;a) denote the pullbacks 
of the bundles D(C;) , D(C;a) , C(C;), C(C;a) along the map h: (N ,8N) ---> 

(E ,8E). 
S(T(M)) is the core of the upper stratum C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). In (3.23), 

we discussed a bundle projection Pr : r ---> S(T(M)) , and for any numbers 
e > J> 0, we discussed (in the paragraph preceding Lemma 3.14) subsets e t, 
" e r of r. We let r', r" denote the pullbacks of the bundle r ---> S(T(M)) 
aiong the composite maps 

S(c;) ~ S(T(M)) . 

and 
h* S(c;) sJ!!) S(c;) ~ S(T(M)) . 

where h* S(c;) is the pullback of the bundle S(C;) ---> E along the map h: N ---> 

E . Likewise, the subsets e t, ".e r of r pull back to subsets e t' , ",e r' and e til , 
II f' II " ,e r 0 rand r . 

Definition 5.2. Mappings f: h*D(C;) ---> D(C;) and g: h*C(c;) ---> C(C;) are said 
to be an admissible pair if the following properties hold. 

(a) g(h* S(C;)) c S(C;). Moreover, there is e such that for all x E h* S(c;) , 
~ II ,~ • "' 
u :::; e, we have that g(" r) C "r f(x) • In lact, the restrIcted map g: "r x ---> "r f(x) 

is a homeomorphism. 
(b) g(h*C(C;) - er") C C(C;) - e r '; g(h*C(c;u)) c C(C;u); f(h*D(c;u)) c 

D(C;u); f(h* S(C;)) c S(C;). 

Definition 5.3. A pair of homotopies J;: h* D(C;) ---> D(C;) , t E [0. I], and 
gt: h* C(C;) ---> C(C;), t E [0, I], are said to be an admissible homotopy pair if 
for each t E [0. I] , the maps J;, gt are an admissible pair with e in Definition 
5.2 independent of t . 
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Definition 5.4. Let K denote a triangulation for M, and let f: h* D(e;) -+ 

D(e;), g: h*CCe;) -+ C(e;) denote a pair of admissible maps. We shall say that 
f, g are split over the subcomplex L of K if the following properties hold. 

(a) For each simplex dEL, the mapping of 4-tuples 

is in transverse position to each 4-tuple p-I(d) n (D(e;) ,D(e;8) ,S(e;) ,S(e;8)) ' 
where p: D(e) -+ M is the bundle projection. Moreover, the map of 4-tuples 

f: (p 0 f)-I (d) n (h* D(e;) , h* D(e;8) , h* S(e;) ,h* S(e;8)) 

-+ p-I(d) n (D(e;) ,D(e;8) ,S(e;) ,S(e;8)) 

is a homotopy equivalence of 4-tuples. 
(b) For each simplex dEL, the map 

g: (h* C(e) - h* S(e) , h* C(e8) - h" S(e;8)) -+ (C(e;) - S(e;) , C(e;8) - S(e;8)) 

is in transverse position to the sub manifold pair 

q -I (d) n (C(e;) - See) , C(e8) - S(e;8)) , 

where q: CCe;) -+ M is the bundle projection. Moreover, the restricted map 

g: (q 0 g)-I(d) n (h*CCe;) - h*S(e;) ,h*CCe;8) - h*S(e;8)) 

-+ q -I (d) n (C(e;) - S(e;) ,C(e;8) - S(e;8)) 

is a homotopy equivalence of pairs. 

Theorem 5.5. Let K denote a triangulation for M. Suppose that dim F ~ 6 
and 

Wh(nl (Y) ED A) = 0 and Wh(nl (Y) ED Z2 ED A) = 0, where Y = F or 8F , 

hold for all finitely generated free abelian groups A. Then there are homotopies 
ft: h*D(e) -+ D(e;) , t E [0,1], and g/: h*C(e;) -+ C(e;). t E [0,1], of D(h) 
and C(h) that satisfy the following properties. 

(a) ft, g/, t E [0,1], are an admissable pair of homotopies (see Definition 
5.3). 

(b) Both of the homotopies ft, g/, t E [0, 1], have compact support (see 
Remark 4.3). 

(c) The pair of maps fl ,gl are split over all of the triangulation K. 
(d) Suppose that the restricted map h: 8N -+ 8£ is known to be split over 

all of K. Then the homotopies ft, g/, t E [0 , 1], may be choosen so that the 
restricted homotopies ftlh* D(e;iJ) , grlh* CCe;iJ) , t E [0,1], are both the constant 
homotopy. 
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Remark 5.6. When the hypotheses 

Wh(1l, (Y) E9 A) = 0 and Wh(1l, (Y) E9 Z2 E9 A) = 0 

of Theorem 5.5 do not hold, then there is still the following stable version of 
Theorem 5.5. There is a positive integer k that depends only on dim( C(c;)) . 
Let If: E -+ M denote the composition of maps Ex Tk ~ E .!!.. M, where Tk 
is the k-dimensional torus. Let ~ denote the pullback along the map E ~j E 

- - - k of the bundle c;. Let h: N -+ E denote the product map h x I k: N x T -+ 

Ex Tk, where Ik : Tk -+ Tk is the identity map. Then there are homotopies 
7t : h D(~) -+ D(e) , t E [0,1], and gt: It C(~) -+ C(~), t E [0,1], of D(li) 
and C(h) that satisfy the properties of Theorem 5.5(a)-(d) if we replace by ft' 
gt' h: N -+ E, and ~ the J;, gt' h: N -+ E, and c; of Theorem 5.5(a)-(d). 

Outline of the proof of Theorem 5.5. The proof of Theorem 5.5 is given in §§6-8. 
In §6, we formulate two splitting theorems needed in the proof of Theorem 

5.5. The first of these states that homotopy equivalences (having a fiber bundle 
over a flat Riemannian manifold for range) can always be split over a triangu-
lation for the flat manifold. The second of these splitting results states that if a 
homotopy equivalence (having a fiber bundle over a foliated smooth manifold 
for range space) has sufficiently good foliated control, then it can be split over 
a triangulation of the base space of its range. The proofs of these two splitting 
theorems are contained in other papers. 

In §7, we compute the foliated control data for the maps D(h) and C(h) 
with respect to the asymptotic foliations !Fe; and 7v for C(T(M))-S(T(M)) 
and D(T(M)). 

In §8, we complete the proof of Theorem 5.5. We first obtain the desired 
splitting for C(h): h*C(c;) -+ C(c;) over the thick part of M by using the 
control data of §7 and the foliated control splitting theorem of §6. We then 
extend this splitting to the desired splitting of C(h) over all of M by applying 
the first splitting theorem of §6 over neighborhoods of cusps of M and over 
neighborhoods of short closed geodesics in M. 

6. Two SPLITTING THEOREMS 

Let p: E -+ M denote a fiber bundle over the manifold M having a compact 
manifold F for fiber. Set 8,E = p-'(8M) , 82E = 8E - 8,E, and I\E = 
8, En 82E. Note that (E, 8, E , 82E , 1\ E) is a manifold 4-tuple; that is, 8E = 
8,E U 82E and I\E = 8(8iE) for i = 1, 2. Let h: (N, 8,N, 82N, 1\ N) -+ 

(E , 8, E , 82E, 1\ E) denote a continuous map between manifold 4-tuples. In 
this section, we formulate two results that state (under two different hypotheses) 
that the map h may be split over a subcomplex of a triangulation for M (see 
Theorems 6.2 and 6.6). The proofs of these results can be found in [29, 30]. 

Recall that a regular cell structure C is a CW complex such that for every 
cell e E C the spherical boundary of e is embedded as a subcomplex of C . 
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Definition 6.1. Let K denote a regular cell structure for M, and let L c 
K be a subcomplex of K. We say that the map h: (N ,81 N ,82N, 1\ N) -+ 

(E ,81E ,82E , 1\ E) is split over the subcomplex L if the following properties 
hold. 

(a) h: (N ,81N ,82N ,I\N) -+ (E ,81E ,82E ,I\E) is in transverse position to 
each4-tuple (p-I(~),p-I(~)n8IE,p-I(~)n82E,p-I(~)nI\E) with ~EL. 

(b) For each ~ E L , the restricted map 

h: ((p 0 h) -I (~) , (p 0 h) -I (~) n 81 N , (p 0 h) -I (~) n 82N , (p 0 h) -I (~) n I\E) 

---+ (p-I(~), P -I(~) n 81E, p -I(~) n 82E ,p -I (~) n I\E) 

is a homotopy equivalence of 4-tuples. 

We can now state our first theorem, which is a generalization of a result due 
to F. T. Farrell and W.-c. Hsiang [14]. 

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that dim(F) ;:::: 6, that Wh(llffiA) = 0 holds for allfinitely 
generated free abelian groups A, where 1l = 111 (F) or 1l = 111 (8F) , and that M 
is the total space of a disc bundle over a compact closed flat Riemannian manifold. 
Suppose also that h: (N, 81 N, 82N, I\N) -+ (E, 81E, 82E, I\E) is a homotopy 
equivalence of 4-tuples such that the restricted map h: (81 N , I\N) -+ (81E , I\E) 
is already split over the regular cell structure K for M. Then there is a homotopy 
ht: (N ,81N ,82N, 1\ N) -+ (E ,81E ,82E, I\E), t E [0, 1], of h that satisfies 
the following properties. 

(a) htl81 N, t E [0,1], is the constant homotopy. 
(b) hI: (N, 81N, 82N, 1\ N) -+ (E, 81E, 82E, 1\ E) is split over all of K. 
(c) If the restricted map h: (82N, I\N) -+ (82E ,I\E) is already split over all 

of K , then we may choose ht' t E [0 , 1] , so that the restricted homotopy 
ht 18N, t E [0 , 1], is the constant homotopy. 

Remark 6.3. There is the following stable version of Theorem 6.2 when the 
hypothesis Wh(ll ffi A) = 0 of Theorem 6.2 does not hold. Let Tk denote the 
k-dimensional torus, and let 

k k k k k k k k k h : (N ,81N ,82N ,I\N ) -+ (E ,81E ,82E ,I\E ) 

denote the Cartesian product of the map h with the identity map Tk -+ Tk . 
Note that composite map 

Ek = E X Tk ~ E !!... M 

defines a bundle projection pk: Ek -+ M that has Fk = F X Tk for fiber. The 
stable version of Theorem 6.2 states that there is a positive integer x, which 
depends only on dim(M) , such that if k ;:::: x, then the conclusions of Theorem 
6.2 are true for hk, pk (in place of h ,p ). 

In our second theorem of this section, we assume that M is a Riemannian 
manifold equipped with a smooth foliation g-. If 8M i- 0, then we as-
sume that g- foliates 8M. That is, if a leaf L of g- intersects 8M, then 
L c 8M , and the collection of all such leaves is a smooth foliation for 8M. 
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Our second splitting theorem states roughly that if h: (N ,01 N ,a2N , /I. N) -
(E , 01 E , a2E , /I. E) is a homotopy equivalence over the subcomplex L of K 
that has good "control" over L with respect to Y, then h can be split over 
L. We need some more notation and a definition before giving a precise for-
mulation of this result. 

For any subset Y C M and any numbers a, d > 0, we denote by yO ,J the 
subset of all x E M such that there are paths I: [0, 1] - M and g: [0, I] -
M satisfying the following properties. 

(a) 1(0) E Y, 1(1) = g(O) , and g(l) = x. 
(b) Image(f) lies in a leaf L of Y. The diameter of Image(f) in L, 

computed with respect to the Riemannian structure inherited by L 
from M, is less than a. 

(c) The diameter of Image(g) in M is less than d. 

Definition 6.4. A map h: (N ,01 N ,a2N , /l.N) - (E ,alE, a2E ,/I.E) is said to 
be (a, d)-controlled over (Y, Y) , for some subset Y eM, if there are maps 

-I -I -I -I g:(p (Y),p (Y)naIE,p (Y)n82E,p (Y)n/l.E) 
- (N, 81N, 82N, /I. N), 

H: «p 0 h) -I (Y) , (p 0 h) -I (Y) n 01 N , (p 0 h) -I (Y) n a2N , (p 0 h)-I (Y) n /l.N) 

x [0, 1] - (N ,81N ,82N, /l.N), 

and 
-I -I -I -I G:(p (Y),p (Y)n8IE,p (Y)na2E,p (E)n/l.E)x[O,I] 

- (E ,alE ,82E, /I.E) 

that satisfy the following properties. 
(a) H is a homotopy from g 0 (hl(p 0 h)-I(y» to the inclusion map 

(p 0 h) -I (Y) eN, and G is a homotopy from hog to the inclusion map 
p-I(y) C E. 

(b) Let I: [0 , I] - M denote any of the following composite maps: 

[0,1] = (y) x [0, 1] ~ E ..!!.. M, where yEp -I(y), 

[0 , 1] = (y) x [0 , 1] !!. N .!!... E ..!!.. M, where y E (p 0 h) -I (Y) . 

Then there is another map!,: [0,1] - M that satisfies (c) and (d). 
(c) d(f(t),I'(t» ~ d holds for all t E [0,1], where d( , ) denotes the 

metric on M coming from the Riemannian structure. 
(d) Image(f') is contained in a leaf L of Y. Moreover, the diameter of 

Image(f') in L, computed with respect to the Riemannian structure inherited 
by L from M, is less than or equal to a. 

Definition 6.5. A homotopy hI: (N ,01 N ,a2N , /I. N) - (E ,01 E ,a2E , /I. E) , 
t E [0, I], is said to be (a, d)-controlled over (Y,/T) for some subset Y c M 
if the following properties hold. 
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(a) For each t E [0,1], the map ht is (a, ~)-controlled over (Y ,9'""). 
(b) For each x EN, there is a path Px: [0,1] -+ M in M that satisfies (c) 

and (d). 
(c) Image(pJ is contained in a leaf L of 9'"". Moreover, the diameter of 

Image(px) in L, with respect to the Riemann metric inherited by L from M, 
is less than or equal to a. 

(d) d(px(t) , p 0 h/(x)) ~ ~ holds for all t E [0,1]. 
We shall say that the support of a map 

h: (N,8 I N,82N, I\N)-+(E,8 I E,82E, I\E) 

lies over a subset Y c M if the restricted map h: N - (poh) -I (Y) -+ E _ P -I (Y) 
is a homeomorphism. 

We can now state the second splitting theorem of this section. Recall that the 
definition of "uniform (P, a)-flatness" for the foliation 9'"" of M was given 
in Definition 3.2.1. For any subcomplex L of K (where K is a regular cell 
structure for M), we let ILl denote the underlying subset of L. 

Theorem 6.6. Suppose that dim(F) 2:: 6 and that Wh(ll ED A) = 0 holds for 
all finitely generated free abelian groups A, where 1l = 111 (F) or 1l = 111 (8F). 
Then there are numbers"" a E (0,1) that depend only on dim(M). Given 
any numbers p, e > 0 and given a subcomplex L of K, there is a number 
~ > O. If 9'"" is uniformly (P ,a)-flat on ILl, and if h: (N, 81 N, 82 N ,1\ N) -+ 

(E ,81 E ,82E , 1\ E) is (",P ,~)-controlled over ILI P ,8 , then there is a homotopy 
h/: (N ,81 N ,82N , 1\ N) -+ (E ,8I E, 82E, 1\ E), t E [0,1], of h that satisfies 
the following properties. 

(a) hi: (N ,81 N ,82N , 1\ N) -+ (E ,81 E ,82E , 1\ E) is split over L. 
(b) The homotopy ht' t E [0,1] is (P ,e)-controlled over (ILI P ,8,9'""). 
(c) Suppose that the support of h lies over the subset Y eM. Then 

htl(p 0 h)-I(M - (Y n ILI/ ,8), t E [0,1], is the constant homotopy. 
(d) Suppose that the restricted map h: (82N, 1\ N) -+ (82E , 1\ E) is already 

split over all of L P ,8, where L P ,8 denotes the minimal subcomplex of K that 
contains ILI P ,8, and that each cell of K has diameter less than ~. Then we 
may assume (in addition to properties (a)-(c)) that h/182N, t E [0,1], is the 
constant homotopy. 
Remark 6.7. There is the following stable version of Theorem 6.6 when the 
hypothesis Wh(llEDA) = 0 of Theorem 6.6 is not satisfied. Suppose that hand 
9'"" satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 6.6 except the vanishing Whitehead 
group hypothesis. Let 

k k k k k k k k k h : (N ,81N ,82N ,I\N ) -+ (E ,81E ,82E ,I\E ) 

be the Cartesian product of the map h with the identity map Tk -+ Tk on the 
k-dimensional torus. Note that the composite map Ek = Ex Tk ~ E !!.. M 
defines a bundle projection i: Ek -+ M that has F x Tk for fiber. There is a 
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positive integer X, which depends only on dim(M), such that if k ~ x, then 
the conclusions of Theorem 6.6 are true for hk ,pk (in place of h, p). 

7. THE ASYMPTOTIC TRANSFER 

In this section, we measure the (0: ,a)-control of the transferred maps D(h), 
C(h) with respect to the asymptotic foliations !Tv, .9"c; for D(T(M)) , 
C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). This is accomplished by using an asymptotic transfer 
construction, similar to those used in [23, 25]. 

We first state the main result of this section. Then we describe the asymptotic 
transfer construction. Finally, we use the asymptotic transfer to complete the 
proof of the main result. 

Let h, D(h), S(h), C(h) be the maps from §5. In the following lemma 
the foliated control properties for the maps D(h), S(h), and C(h): h* C(C:) -
h* S(~) -+ C(C:) - S(C:) are computed with respect to the projections D(C:) -+ 

D(T(M)) , S(C:) -+ S(T(M)), and C(C:) - S(C:) -+ C(T(M)) - S(T(M)) , 
and with respect to the asymptotic foliations of D(T(M)) , S(T(M)) , and 
C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). Recall that the Riemannian metrics for D(T(M)) , 
S(T(M)) , and C(T(M)) - S(T(M)) were described in Lemma 2.1. The no-
tion of (0:, a)-controlled homotopy equivalence was given in Definition 6.4 with 
respect to foliations of Riemannian manifolds. 

Lemma7.1. Thereisanumber 8> 0 such that D(h), S(h), and C(h): h*C(C:) 
- h* S(C:) -+ c(C:) -S(C:) are all (8, O)-controlled over (XI ,!Tv), (X2'~), and 
(X3 ,.9"c;). Here XI' X2, X3 are any compact subsets of D(T(M)) , S(T(M)) , 
C(T(M)) - S(T(M)) , and !Tv,~ ,.9"c; denote the asymptotic foliations of 
D(T(M)) , S(T(M)) , C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). 

7.2. The asymptotic transfer. Let Y(h), Y(hI8N) denote the mapping cylin-
ders for the maps h: N -+ E, h: 8N -+ 8E; i.e., Y(h) = N x [0,1] uE/~, 
Y(hI8N) = 8N x [0,1] u 8EI ~,where z ~ z' if and only if either z = z' or 
z = (x, 1) and z' E E with h(x) = z' . Note that there is a deformation retract 
r: (Y(h) , Y(hI8N)) x [0,1] -+ (Y(h) , Y(hI8N)) of the pair (Y(h) , Y(hI8N)) 
onto the pair (N x 0, 8N x 0) that satisfies the following property. 

(a) There is a compact subset Xc N such that r(q(x ,s) ,t) = q(x , (1 - t)s) 
holds for all (x, s) E (N -X) x [0,1], t E [0,1]. Here q: Nx [0, l]uE -+ Y(h) 
is the quotient map. 

Now a homotopy inverse g: (E ,8E) -+ (N, 8N) to h, and homotopies 
H: (N,8N) x [0,1] -+ (N,8N), G: (E,8E) x [0,1] -+ (E,8E) of goh, 
hog to the identity maps 1 N' 1 E can be defined as follows. 

(b) (g(x) , 0) = r(x, 1) for all x E E= H(x, t) = r(q(x, 1 - t), 1) for all 
x EN, t E [0,1]; G(x, t) = r 0 r(q(x) , 1 - t), where r: Y(h) -+ E is the 
retract defined by 

r(z) = { Z' ifzEE, 
h(x), ifz=q(x,s)withs<l. 
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In §4, we discussed liftings of h: (N ,aN) -+ (E ,aE) to bundle maps D(h): 
h*D(e) -+ D(e) , S(h): h*S(e) -+ S(e) , C(h): h*C(e) -+ C(e). In this sec-
tion, we discuss liftings of the maps g, H ,G (of 7.2) to maps D(g): D(e) -+ 

h* D(e) , S(g): See) -+ h* S(e). C(g): C(e) -+ h*C(e) , D(H): h* D(e) x 
[0, 1] -+ h* D(e) , S(H): h* See) x [0, 1] -+ h* S(e) , C(H): h* C(e) x [0, 1] -+ 

h*C(e) , D(G): D(e) x [0,1] -+ D(e) , S(G): See) x [0,1] -+ S(e) , C(G): C(e) 
x [0,1] -+ C(e). We call the collection of 4-tuples (D(h) ,D(g), D(H) . D(G)) , 
(S(h) , S(g) , S(H). S(G)), (C(h) , C(g) , C(H) , C(G)) the asymptotic transfer 
of (h, g ,H ,G) because the asymptotic foliations for D(T(M)), S(T(M)) , 
C(T(M)) are used in their construction. 

To construct the asymptotic transfers of (h, g, H • G), we first construct 
liftings for the deformation retract r of 7.2(a) to deformation retracts 

D(r): Y(D(h)) x [0,1] -+ Y(D(h)). 

S(r): Y(S(h)) x [0,1] -+ Y(S(h)) , 

C(r): Y(C(h)) x [0.1] -+ Y(C(h)) 

ofthe mapping cylinders Y(D(h)). Y(S(h)) , Y(C(h)) onto the subsets h* D(e) , 
h*S(e) , h*C(e). Then the maps (D(g),D(H),D(G)).(S(g),S(H),S(G)), 
and (C(g) , C(H) , C(G)) can be obtained by applying the recipe of 7.2(b), 
which yielded g. H ,G from r, to the deformation retracts D(r), S(r), and 
C(r). We first construct D(r) as follows. Note that for each leaf L E Yv of the 
asymptotic foliation Yv of D(T(M)) the composite map L c D(T(M)) P~ 
M , denoted by h: L -+ M , is a covering space projection. Let p L' : L' -+ E , 
PL": L" -+ N, Pu: L * -+ Y(h) denote the pullback bundles of h: L -+ M 
along the maps p: E -+ M, po h: N -+ M, po f: Y(h) -+ M, where 
f: Y(h) -+ E is the canonical projection of the mapping cylinder Y(h) onto 
the subset E. Note that L* equals the mapping cylinder Y(D(h)IL") for the 
map D(h): L" -+ L', and that PL'" PL' are equal to the restriction of p~ to 
the two ends of Y(D(h)IL"). Note that the collections g;; = {L': L E Yv}, 
g;;' = {L": L E Yv} constitute topological foliations for the spaces D(e) and 
h*D(e). Thus, Y(D(h)) is the disjoint union of all the {Y(D(h)IL"): LEYv}. 
Since Pu: Y(D(h)IL") -+ Y(h) is a covering space projection, the homotopy 
retraction r: Y(h) x [0.1] -+ Y(h) lifts uniquely to a homotopy retraction 
rL : Y(D(h)IL") x [0,1] -+ Y(D(h)IL"). Define D(r) to be the disjoint union 

(c) D(r) = ULE.9D rL . 

The construction of the homotopy retractions S(r) and C(r) is similar to 
that given for D(r). The asymptotic foliations ~, g; for S(T(M)) and 
C( T(M)) pull back along p: E -+ M, p 0 h: N -+ M to give foliations ~ , 
~ and ~', ~' for S(e) , C(e) and h* S(e) , h* C(e). For any leaves 

" ur" , ur' ( "ur" , ur') h . f S(h)(L") L' ( L E..7" S ' L E J S or L E..7" C ' L E Jet at salls y = or 
that satisfy C(hHL") = L'), we may use the homotopy lifting property for 
covering space projections to uniquely lift the homotopy retraction r: Y (h) x 
[0,1] -+ Y(h) to a homotopy retraction rL : Y(S(h)IL") x [0.1] -+ Y(S(h)IL") 
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(or to a homotopy retraction rL : Y(C(h)IL") x [0,1] -.. Y(C(h)IL")). Now we 
define S(r) and C(r) to be the disjoint unions 

(d) S(r) = ULES's rL , C(r) = ULEYc rL . 
This completes the discussion of the asymptotic transfer construction. We 

can now complete the proof of Lemma 7.1. 

Proof of Lemma 7.1. The proof is the same in all three cases, so we will prove 
Lemma 7.1 only for D(h). We have the foliations g;;', g;; of the spaces 
h* D(~), D(~) obtained by pulling back the asymptotic foliation ~ for 
D(T(M)). Note that for any leaf L E ~, there are corresponding leaves 
L' E g;;, L" E g;;' satisfying the following properties. 

7.3. (a) 
D(h)(L") = L'; D(g)(L') = L"; 

D(H)(L" X [0,1]) = L"; D(G)(L' x [0,1]) = L' ;f(L') = L, 

where f: D(~) -.. D(T(M)) is the bundle projection. 
(b) The spaces N, E are covered by the spaces L", L', and the maps 

h: N -.. E, H: N x [0, 1] -.. N, G: E x [0,1] -.. E are covered by the maps 
h ", " " , , D( ):L -..L, D(H):L x[O,I]-..L ,D(G):L x[O,l]-..L. 
Note that it follows from 7.3(a) that D(h) is O-controlled in the directions 

perpendicular to the leaves of ~ . 
On the other hand, h, g ,H ,G all have compact support (see 7.2(a) and 

(b)). So it follows from 7.3(b), and from the relation between the metrics on 
Land M given in Lemma 2.1, that there is a positive number a such that 
D(h) is a-controlled in the directions tangent to ~ . 

This completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. 

8. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF FOR THEOREM 5.5 

Before completing the proof of Theorem 5.5, it is convenient to supplement 
the notation given in Theorem 5.1 by the following. 

8.1. More notation. Recall that M = M' x R, where M' is a real complete 
hyperbolic manifold and M' x R is equipped with the metric of (3.8.4). For 
positive numbers e, p > 0, we let M" denote the set of all points of M' at 
which the radius of injectivity of M' is greater than e, and we let Me ,p denote 
the set of all points of the subset M" x R that are a distance less than p from 

~ -M x ° in M. Let De ,p(T(M)) , Se ,p(T(M)) , Ce ,p(T(M)) , Se ,p(T(M)) 
denote the parts of D(T(M)) , S(T(M)) , C(T(M)) , S(T(M)) that lie over 
Me,p· 

Set y = C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). In §3, we discussed the bundle projection 
Py: y -.. S(T(M)) , and for any e> () > 0, we discussed the subsets eY, eY'.5 ,e Y 
of )' (see (3.26) and the paragraph preceding Lemma 3.14). 

Choose positive numbers", ,(J which satisfy the following property. 
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(a) The numbers", (J work in Theorem 6.6 for any manifold M of Theorem 
6.6 that has dimension less than or equal to our present manifold y. 

We let K denote the triangulation for M given in Theorem 5.5. We shall 
need three more triangulations K" K 2 , K3 of D(T(M)), y, S(T(M)), re-
spectively. We choose the K j , i = 1,2,3, so that the following property 
holds. 

(b) The d(Kj ), i = 1 ,2,3, are arbitrarily small. (Here d(Kj ) denotes the 
least upper bound for the diameters of all simplices ~ E K j .) 

Note that there will be no loss of generality in Theorem 5.5 if we assume that 
K satisfies the following property. 

(c) d(K) is arbitrarily small. 
As the proof of Theorem 5.5 proceeds, we shall need to make further as-

sumptions about the interrelations of the K, K j , i = 1,2,3. 
We are now equipped with enough notation to begin the proof of Theorem 

5.5. 

ProofofTheorem 5.5. We shall make the simplifying assumption in the follow-
ing proof that the fiber F of p: E --> M has no boundary. The extra details 
needed to prove Theorem 5.5 when the fiber has a boundary are left to the 
reader. 

We shall carry out the proof of Theorem 5.5 in the following four steps. 

Step I. Let gS: D(T(M)) --> D(T(M)), S E (-00, + 00), denote the geodesic 
flow, and let ~ denote the foliation of D(T(M)) by the flow lines of the 
geodesic flow. Let K, ,S denote the image of the triangulation K, under gS, 
and let P~: D(<!) --> D(T(M)) denote the composite map 

D(<!) ~ D(T(M)) ~ D(T(M)), 

where PD: D(<!) --> D(T(M)) is the bundle projection. Note that P~: D(<!) --> 

D(T(M)) is a bundle projection. 
In this step, we construct a homotopy It: (h* D(<!) , h* S(<!)) --> (D(<!), S(<!)), 

t E [0,1], of the map D(h) that satisfies the following properties. 

8.2. Let e, ' P, denote given positive numbers. Then for a given sufficiently 
large positive number s, we may assume that the following hold. 

(a) Let K~ ,S denote the minimal subcomplex of K"s that contains 
Del ,PI (T(M)). Then the map f,: (h* D(<!), h* S(<!)) --> (D(<!), S(<!)) is split 
over K~ ,S with respect to the projection P~: D(<!) --> D(T(M)). 

(b) The homotopy It, t E [0 , 1] , has compact support. 
(c) The homotopy It, t E [0, 1], is (0, ,15, )-controlled over (D(T(M)) ,!Tv) . 

Here 0, = ,,-' e , where " comes from 8.1 (a) and e comes from Lemma 7.1, 
and 15, is a positive number satisfying lims-+oo 15, = O. (The control here is 
measured with respect to the bundle projection P~: D(<!) --> D(T(M)) .) 
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For a fixed but arbitrarily large positive number s, we let L I , L 2 , L3 ' ... 
denote the collection of all closed orbits of the geodesic flow gt: D(T(M)) -
D(T(M)) , t E (-00,00), that satisfy the following properties. 

8.3. (a) The length of each L j is less than 211-18. 
(b) Each Lj' when projected onto M under the bundle projection D(T(M)) 

-Ie ,j 
- M, intersects with De p (T(M))'1 'for t5 fixed but very small. 

I, I 

Choose very small pairwise disjoint tubular neighborhoods {Tj } for the {L j} 
in D(T(M)). Let tj denote the topological boundary of Tj in D(T(M)). 
Note that it follows from Addendum 3.5.5 and from 8.1(c) that there will be 
no loss of generality in assuming that the Tj satisfy the following properties. 

8.4. (a) Each Tj is the underlying set of a subcomplex of K I ,s • 

(b) The foliation :ff is uniformly (11-18, O)-flat on the subset (IK; ,s I -
Uj Tj ) u (U j t j ), for t5 > 0 sufficiently small. 

It follows from Lemma 7.1 that D(h) has the following control property. 

8.5. D(h): h* D(e) - D(e) is (8, t5')-controlled over (D(T(M)),:ff), where 
t5' is a positive number satisfying lims-+oo t5' = O. (The control data are mea-
sured here with respect to the bundle projection p~: D(e) - D(T(M)) .) 

Now it follows from 8.4 and 8.5 that we may apply Theorem 6.6 to get 
a homotopy 1;: (h* D(e). h* S(e)) - (D(e). S(e)) , t E [O,!J, of D(h) that 
satisfies the following properties. 

8.6. (a) The homotopy 1;, t E [0, !], has compact support. 
(b) The homotopy 1;, t E [0, !] , is (11-18, t51 )-controlled over (D( T(M)) , 

:ff) , where t51 is a positive number satisfying lim,j/-+o t51 = O. (Here the control 
is measured with respect to the bundle projection p~: D(e) - D(T(M)).) 

(c) Let K'; ,s denote the minimal subcomplex of K I ,s that contains the subset 
(IK;)- Uj Tj ) U (Uj 1';). Then f l / 2 : (h* D(e) , h* S(e)) - (D(e) ,S(e)) is split 
over K';,s with respect to the bundle projection p~: D(e) - D(T(M)). 

For each Tj, set o_Tj = oTj nS(T(M)) , o+Tj = oTj - o_Tj' ATj = o+Tj n 
a _Tj , and let X j , 0+ X j , 0_ X j , AXj denote the subcomplexes of K I ,s having 
the underlying sets Tj' 0+ Tj, 0_ Tj' ATj • It follows from 8.6(a) that there 
are only finitely many of the Xj such that the map f l / 2 : It* D(e) - D(e) is 
split over o+Xj but not split over all of X j . We denote this finite collection by 
{ X.: i E /}. Since each aT, T is the total space of a fiber bundle over SI 

I - I I 

having for fiber B2m - 3 , B2m - 2 , respectively (where m = dim(M)), we may 
apply the splitting Theorem 6.2 to the map f l / 2 : h* D(e) - D(e), first over 
each of the {o_Xj: i E /} and then over each of the {Xj: i E l}, to get a 
homotopy J;: h* D(e) - D(e), t E [!, 1], of fl/2 that satisfies the following 
properties. 

8.7. (a) J;, t E [! ' 1], is the constant homotopy over D(T(M)) - UjE1 Tj • 
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(b) II: h* D(f.) -+ D(f.) is split over all of Xi for each i E l. 
Note that it follows from 8.6 that the homotopy 1;: h* D(f.) -+ D(f.) , t E 

[0,1], satisfies 8.2(a)-(c). 
This completes Step I. 

Step II. In this step, we construct a homotopy gt: h* C(f.) -+ C(f.), t E [0,1], 
of C(h) that satisfies the following properties. 

8.8. Let e2 , P2 ,l52 ,l5 denote given positive numbers such that e~ I « e; I 
and PI « P2 • Then if l5' E (0, l5/2) is choosen small enough, the homotopy 
gt' t E [0 , 1] , can be choosen to satisfy the following. 

(a) The pair (1;, gt)' t E [0,1], is an admissible homotopy pair. In fact, 
for each x E h* S(f.) and each t E [0,1], we have that gt maps o'.~ homeo-
morphically onto 0' .~(X) • 

(b) For each t E [0, 1], u E [0, U'], we have that gt (u t") cut'. More-
over, the homotopy gt: Cu,." , 20' t") -+ (20'.' , 20' t'), t E [0, 1] , is (5a I ' 5l51)-
controlled over (S(T(M)) ,~s), where ~s denotes the restriction of ~ to 
S(T(M)). (Here the control is measured with respect to the bundle projection 
that is the composite map 

20'.' ~ S(f.) 1 S(T(M)).) 

(c) Let K; denote the minimal subcomplex of K2 that contains 0,20. U 
[Co2 ,P2 (T(M)) -0 .]. Then the map gl: h* C(f.) - h* S(f.) -+ C(f.) - S(f.) is 
split over the sub complex K; with respect to the projection Pc: C(f.) - S(f.) -+ 

C(T(M)) - S(T(M)). 
(d) The homotopy gt: h*C(f.)-h*S(f.) -+ C(f.)-S(f.), t E [0, 1], is (a2 ,l52)-

controlled over (C( T (M)) - 20'. ,~). Here a 2 is a positive number that is 
independent of e2 , P2 , l52 • (Here control is measured with respect to the 
bundle projection Pc: C(f.) - S(f.) -+ C(TM) - S(TM).) 

We shall construct separately the two pieces gtlzo'.", t E [0, 1], and 
gtlh*C(f.) - 20'.'" t E [0,1], of the homotopy gt' t E [0,1]. 

W h 11 fi h · I" 0] fi " e s a rst construct t e piece gt 20'. , t E [ ,1 . De ne maps s : 20'. -
S(f.) -+ (O,U'] and s":20,."-h*S(f.) -+ (O,U'] as follows: s'(x') = t, 
"( ") t:' II ' . " ." . h (0 2 S '] s s x = t lor a x E t.' X E t. Wit t E ,u. et 

p' = [Pr , 120,.' - S(f.)] X s' and p" = [Pr " Izo,." - h * S(f.)] X s" , 

where Pr ': r' -+ S(f.) and Pr": ." -+ h* S(f.) are the bundle projections. Note 
that both of 

P' : 20' r' - S(f.) -+ S(f.) x (0, U'] 

and 
p": 20'." - h * S(f.) -+ h * S(f.) x (0, U'] 

are fiber bundle projections and the map C(h): 20'." - h*S(f.) -+ 20'.' - S(f.) 
maps each fiber of p" homeomorphically onto a fiber of P' . Moreover, the map 
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C(h): 20' T" -h* S(e) ~ 20' r' -S(e) covers the map S(h) xl: h* S(e) x (0, 20/] ~ 
S(e) x (0,20 /]. It follows that the homotopy J;, t E [0,1], of 8.2 can be lifted 
to a covering homotopy lr: 20T" - h* S(e) ~ 20' T' - S(e) , t E [0, 1], that 
satisfies the following properties. 

8.9. (a) 10 = C(h )1 20, T" - h* S(e) . 
(b) For each t E [0,1] and each x E h* S(e) , U E (0,20' ], we have that lr 

maps the fiber (p")-I(X, u) homeomorphically onto the fiber (pl)-I(J;(X) , u). 
We can now define the piece gtbo,T", t E [0,1], by the formulae of 8.10. 

8.10. (a) gtlh*S(e)=J; for all tE[O,l]. 
(b) gtlo,T"-h*S(e)=lrlo,r"-h*S(e) for all tE[O,I]. 
(c) For each v E [~' ,2~/], each x E v t" , and each t E [0,1], set gt(x) = 

lr,(x) , where t' = t(2~1 - V)/~I . 
Note that it follows from 8.9,8.10,8.2, that gt 120, T" , t E [0,1], satisfies the 

following properties if ~' is choosen sufficiently small. 

8.11. (a) gt 120, T" , t E [0,1], satisfies 8.8(a) and (b). 
(b) gt 120, t" , t E [0,1], is the constant homotopy. 
In order to construct the piece gt 1 h * C (e) - 20' T" , t E [0 , 1] , of the homotopy 

gt' t E [0 , 1] , we must apply the splitting theorems of §6 to three different pro-
jections and foliations Pi: Ei ~ Mi' g;, i = 1 ,2,3. We begin by describing 
these projections and foliations. 

8.12. Description of PI: EI ~ MI and g;- . Let J.l denote a positive number 
and let y < z denote positive integers. Below we will place restrictions on 
J.l , Y , z , but for the present, we let J.l, Y ,z be arbitrary. Define an open subset 
VI c Y as follows. 

(a) VI = U:=Y(Il; .1l'Y - all; .1l'Y) , where J.li = 2iJ.l, J.l; = J.l i + J.l. 
I I 

For each t> 0, we define a diffeomorphism wt : t Y x (0, 00) ~ Y - S(T(M)) 
as follows. For each (x, t) E tY x (0,00), set wt(x, t) = x. For each x E tY' 
the curve J(s) = wt(x ,s) is a unit speed geodesic in the fiber Ypy(x) of Y that 
is perpendicular to t Y ( ) (where p : Y ~ S(T(M)) is the bundle projection). p, x l' 

Let each Il;YX(J.li' J.l;) be equipped with the product metric, where Il/ inherits 
its metric from y. Then push these product metrics forward into VI by the 
maps W .1 . Y x (J.l. ,J.l' ) to get a metric on VI' and extend this metric (in any III III I I 

way) to the Riemann metric ( , )1 on all of y. Define MI and PI: EI ~ M) 
as follows. 

(b) MI is the manifold Y equipped with the metric ( , ) I . 

(c) PI: EI ~ MI is equal to the bundle projection p: C(e) - S(e) ~ y. 
Define a foliation g;- of the open set VI as follows. 

(d) The leaves of g;- have the form L n (Il; .1l;Y - all; .1l;Y) for some i = 
y , y + 1 , ... ,z , where L is a leaf of the asymptotic foliation ~ . 
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8.13. Description of P2: E2 --+ M2 and Si. Define a closed subset U2 c y as 
follows. 

( ) U UZ-I h 'I' I a 2 = i=y Vi .v~y, were Vi = J.l i - "4J.l, Vi = J.li+1 + "4J.l. 
Define P2: E2 --+ M2 as follows. 
(b) M2 = u:~1 Vi Y , where the Riemann metric on M2 is inherited from y. 
(c) Set E2 = p-I(U2). Set P2 equal to the composite map 

z-I z-I 
E pug U . [ '] proj U . 

2 --+ 2 --+ v/X Vi' Vi --+ v/ ' 
i=y i=y 

where for each i = y ,y + 1, ... ,z - 1, we have that glwVi(Vi Y x [Vi' V;]) = 

w~llwv/ViY X [Vi' V;]). (Recall that p: C(c!) - S(c!) --+ y is the bundle projec-
tion.) 

Define a foliation Si of the set M2 as follows. 
(d) The leaves of Si have the form L n Vi y, where L is a leaf of the 

asymptotic foliation ~ and i = y , y + 1 , ... ,z - 1 . 

8.14. Description of P3: E3 --+ M3"~' (a) M3 = S(T(M)). 
(b) ~ = g'. Here g' is the I-dimensional foliation of S(T(M)) by the 

marking geodesics (see (3.4.4)). 
(c) E3 = p-l(xY)' where x = 2yJ.l+ 10-1 J.l and y, J.l come from 8.12. (Here 

p: C (c!) - S (c!) --+ y is the bundle projection.) 
(d) P3 is equal to the composite map 

E3 ~ x Y !!.? S(T(M)). 

In the remainder of this step, we will assume that the triangulations K 2 ' K 3 
satisfy the following properties in addition to 8.1(b) and (c). 

8.15. (a) For each simplex ~EK3,wehavethat p;I(~)nxY is the underlying 
set of a subcomplex of K 2 • Here x is the number given in 8.14(c). 

(b) U2 is the underlying set of a subcomplex of K 2. Here U2 comes from 
8.13. 

(c) There is a triangulation T2 for M2 such that, for each simplex ~ E T2 , 
we have that q; I (~) is the underlying subset of a subcomplex of K 2' (Here 
q2: U2 --+ M2 is defined to be the composite map 

on the subset v, .v,y C U2 .) 

(d) d(T2 ) may be assumed to be arbitrarily small. 
We have now enough new notation to begin the construction of the piece 

gtlh*C(c!) - 215 1.", t E [0,1], of the homotopy gt' t E [0,1]. The first part 
of this construction consists of two applications of Theorem 6.6, one such ap-
plication for each of the projections Pi: Ei --+ Mi' i = 1 ,2. We will need the 
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following uniformity properties (which follow from Addendum 3.15.1) for the 
foliations g;, i = 1. 2, in order to carry out these applications of Theorem 
6.6. 

8.16. Uniform flatness for g;, i = 1. 2. Given any number 0: > 0 and any 
compact set X eM, there is a number r > 0 such that the following properties 
hold. 

(a) r depends only on 0:, X, J1., where J1. comes from 8.12. 
(b) Suppose in 8.12 we have that y ?: r. Then we have that g;- is uniformly 

(0: • a)-flat on the subset U;(1O- 4p ) n X' of MI ' and g; is uniformly (0:.0')-
flat on the subset M2 n X' of M2 . Here a is the number in 8.1(a), X' C 
C(T(M)) is the preimage of X under the bundle projection C(T(M)) -+ M, 
and U;(1O-4p ) is the set of all x E UI a distance greater than 1O-4J1. from 
)1- UI' 

We shall first apply Theorem 6.6 to the map C(h): h* C(I;.)-h* S(I;.) -+ C(I;.)-
S(I;.) when the foliated control data for this map is computed with respect to 
PI: EI -+ MI and g;-. Note that it follows from Lemma 7.1,8.12, and Lemma 
3.16 that if J1. of 8.12 is chosen to satisfy 8.17(a), then 8.17(b) will also hold. 

4 8.17. (a) J1.> 10 8. 
(b) The map C(h): h*C(I;.) - h*S(I;.) -+ EI is (8.0)-controlled over 

(U;( 1O-4p) • g;-). (Here the control is the control data and is computed with 
respect to the bundle projection PI .) 

Note that if in 8.16 we choose 0: > 17-18, if in 8.12 we choose J1. > 1048 
and choose y ?: r, and if in 8.16 we choose the compact subset X c M so 
large that its pre image X' is much larger than the support for the map C(h), 
then 8.16 and 8.17 together show that the hypotheses for applying Theorem 6.6 
to C(h) over (U;(1O- 4p ) .g;-) are satisfied. Thus by Theorem 6.6 there is a 
homotopy 't: h*C(I;.) - h* S(I;.) -+ E I , t E [0.1], of C(h)l(h*C(I;.) - h* S(I;.)) 
that satisfies the following properties. 

8.18. (a) Let K2,I denote the minimal subcomplex of K2 that contains the 
set U;(1O- 3p ). Then 'I: h*C(I;.) - h* S(I;.) -+ EI is split over K2 ,I with respect 
to the bundle projection PI . 

(b) The homotopy 't' t E [0. 1] , has compact support. The support of 't' 
t E [0,1], in fact lies over a subset of X' n U;(1O- 4 /l) that is much smaller than 
X'. 

(c) Let u l be a fixed but arbitrarily small positive number. We may assume 
that the homotopy" , t E [0 . I] ,is (" -1 8 . U I )-controlled over (U; (10- 4 p) ,g;-), 
with respect to the projection PI: EI ---+ MI . 

This completes the application of Theorem 6.6 for the case when foliated 
control data is measured with respect to PI: EI ---+ MI and .~. Now we wish 
to apply Theorem 6.6 to the map 'I: h*C(I;.) - h* S(I;.) ---+ C(I;.) - S(I;.) when 
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the foliated control data is measured with respect to P2: E2 -+ M2 and 9;. 
Note that if we define a map F: N2 -+ E2 by 8.19(a), then it will follow from 
Lemma 7.1, 8.17(b), 8.18(b) and (c), 8.15, and Lemma 3.16 that f satisfies 
8. 19(b)-(d). 

8.19. (a) N2 = ('I)-I(E2); F = 'liN2. 
(b) F: (N2 ,8N2) -+ (E2 ,8E2) is a homotopy equivalence of manifold pairs 

that has compact support. The support of F in fact lies over a subset of X' nM2 
that is much smaller than X' . 

(c) F: 8N2 -+ 8E2 is split over the entire triangulation T2 with respect to 
the bundle projection E2 ~ M2 . 

(d) F: N2 -+ E2 is (e4Jll1-le, u'l)-controlled over (M2 ,9;), where u~ is a 
positive number satisfying limu, --+o u~ = O. (Here the data are measured with 
respect to the bundle projection P2: E2 -+ M2 .) 

Note that if in 8.16 we choose O! > e4Jll1-2e, and if in 8.12 and 8.13 we 
choose y ~ r, where r comes from 8.16, then 8.16 and 8.19 together show 
that the hypotheses for applying Theorem 6.6 to F: N2 -+ E2 over (M2' 9;) 
are satisfied. Thus, by Theorem 6.6 there is a homotopy Ft : (N2' 8N2) -+ 

(E2 ,8E2) , t E [0, 1] , of F that satisfies the following properties. 

8.20. (a) Ft : 8N2 -+ 8E2 , t E [0,1], is the constant homotopy. 
(b) The homotopy F t , t E [0 , 1] , has compact support. The support of the 

homotopy Ft , t E [0 , 1] , does in fact lie over a subset of X' n M , that is much 
smaller than X' . 

(c) The homotopy Ft , t E [0, 1], is (e4Jll1-2e, u'()-controlled over (M2 ,9;), 
where u~ is a positive number such that limit u'( = 0 as u I -+ 0 and as 
d(T2) -+ 0 (see 8.15(d)). 

(d) F I: (N2' 8N2) -+ (E2 ,8E2) is split over the entire triangulation T2 , with 
respect to the projection P2 : E2 -+ M2 . 

Consider the cell structure A on U 2 consisting of all 

{(q2iv; .V,y)-I(d) , 8+(q2 iv; .V,y)-I(d) , 8_(q2iv; .v~y)-\d): dE T2}, 
/ / / 

where 8±(q2iv; .v,y)-I(d) denote the two connected components of 
(q2iv; .v,y)-I(d) n 8U2 and where q2 comes from 8.15. By 8.20(d), we have 
that £1 is split over A. By 8.15, we have that A is subdivided by a subcom-
plex A' of K 2 • By 8.20(a), 8.18(a) 8.12, 8.13, we have that FI is already 
split over 8A' (with respect to piE2: E2 -+ U2), where 8A' denotes the sub-
complex of A' that is contained in 8U2 • Thus, by using Wall's 7c-7t splitting 
theorem, we may choose a further homotopy Ft : N2 -+ E2 , t E [1 ,2], of FI 
that is constant on 8N2 such that each F I , t E [1 ,2], is split over T2 (with 
respect to P2: E2 -+ M2) and such that F2 is split over A' (with respect to 
piE2: E2 -+ U2 )· Set F t = F21 for t E [0,1]. Then we can summarize the 
results of this paragraph by 8.21. 
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8.21. (a) F I: N2 - E2 , t E [0,1], satisfies 8.20(a) and (b), when FI re-
places FI in 8.20. 

(b) Let K2,2 denote the subcomplex of K2 with underlying set equal to U2 . 
Then F 1 is split over K 2.2 (with respect to p1E2: E2 - U2) . 

(c) The homotopy F I , t E [0,1], is (e4Jll1-2e+d(T2) ' u'; +d(T2))-controlled 
over (M2' g;). (Here control is measured with respect to the bundle projection 
P2·) 

This completes our second application of Theorem 6.6, for the special case 
when the control data is measured with respect to the projection P2 and the 
foliation g;. We come now to the third (and last of this step) application 
of Theorem 6.6, for the special case when the control data are measured with 
respect to the projection P3: E3 - M3 and foliation Sj of 8.14. 

Note that it follows from 8.12-8.15,8.18, and the fact that Py: y - S(T(M)) 
is nonexpanding in the directions of the leaves of !Tc, that if G: N3 - E3 is 
defined by 8.22(a), then G must satisfy 8.22(b)-(d). 

8.22. (a) N3 =(r1)-I(E3); G=r1IN3. 
(b) G: (N3 ,oN3) - (E3' oE3) is a homotopy equivalence of manifold pairs 

that has compact support. 
(c) G: N3 - E3 is (e4Jll1-1e, u'l)-controlled over (M3 ,Sj), where u~ is a 

positive number satisfying limU)-+o u' = 0 and u1 comes from 8.18(c). (Here 
the control data are measured with respect to the projection P3.) 

(d) G: oN3 - oE3 is split over the entire triangulation K3 with respect to 
the bundle projection P3: oE3 - M3 . 

Let 0, e~, P~ denote given positive numbers. Let {Li: i = 1,2, ... } 
denote all the closed leaves of Sj that have length less than 20 and that in-
tersect with Se~ .p~(T(M))(d for t5 > 0 fixed but very small, and let {Ti: i = 
1 , 2 , ... } denote-arbitrarily small pairwise disjoint tubular neighborhoods for 
the {Li: i = 1,2, ... } in M 3 • Note that it follows from (3.4.4) and 8.1(b) 
that there will be no loss of generality in assuming that the following properties 
hold. 

8.23. (a) Each Ti is the underlying set of a subcomplex of K 3 • 

(b) The foliation Sj is uniformly (0, O)-flat on the subset X, where 

X = [Se~ .p~(T(M)) - Q T; j u [Q OTij. 

Note that if 0 of 8.23 is choosen to satisfy 0>e4Jll1-2e and if u1 of8.18 
is choosen sufficiently small (see 8.22(c)), then 8.22 and 8.23 together show 
that we may apply Theorem 6.6 to get a homotopy GI : (N3 ,oN3) - (E3 ,oE3) , 
t E [0 , 1] , of G that satisfies the following properties. 

8.24. (a) The homotopy GI , t E [0, 1], has compact support. Moreover, the 
restricted homotopy GI : oN3 - oE3, t E [0. 1], is the constant homotopy. 
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(b) Let K; denote the minimal subcomplex of K 3 that contains the subset 
X of 8.23(b). Then GI : (N3 ,fJN3) - (£3' fJ£3) is split over K; with respect 
to the projection P3' 

(c) The homotopy Gt , tE[O,I],is (e 4J1 YJ- 2e,u'/)-controlledof (M3'~)' 
where u'; is a positive number satisfying limu; -0 u'/ = 0 and u~ comes from 
8.22. (Here the control data is measured with respect to the projection P3') 

Let {Xi: i = 1 , 2, ... } denote the subcomplexes of K 3 that have the tubu-
lar neighborhoods {Ti: i = 1,2, ... } for underlying sets (see 8.23(a)). We 
now apply Theorem 6.2 to Glover each sub complex Xi of K3 to get a homo-
topy Gt : (N3' fJN3) - (£3' fJ£3) , t E [1 ,2], of GI that satisfies the following 
properties. 

8.25. (a) Let Y denote the preimage of M3 - U:1 Ti under the map P3 0 

G1 : N3 - M 3· Then the restricted homotopy GtlY U fJN3, t E [1,2], is the 
constant homotopy. Moreover, Gt , t E [1 ,2], has compact support. 

(b) G2 is split over each of the subcomplexes {Xi: i = 1 , 2 , ... } with respect 
to the projection P3' 

Now 8.24,8.25, 8.15(a), and 8.18(a) make it possible for us to apply Wall's 
7C-7C splitting theorem (see [64]) inductively over the simplices of K2 that are 
contained in x y of 8.15(a) to get a homotopy GI : (N3 ,fJN3) - (£3' fJ£3) , 
t E [2,3], of G2 satisfying: Gl lfJN3, t E [2,3], is the constant homotopy; 
Gt , t E [2,3], has compact support; for each t E [2,3], the map GI is split 
over the subcomplex K; U (U:1 Xi) with respect to the projection P3; the 
map G3 is split over the minimal sub complex of K 2 that contains the subset 
p; I (IK;I u (Ui=1 Ti )) (this splitting is with respect to the projection (P21£3): £3 
- x y). Set GI = G31 for t E [0, 1]. Then we can summarize the results of this 
paragraph and of 8.24 and 8.25 as follows. 

8.26. (a) Go = G. The homotopy GI , t E [0, 1] , has compact support. The 
restricted homotopy Gl lfJN3, t E [0, 1] , is the constant homotopy. 

(b) GI : N3 - £3 is split over the minimal subcomplex of K2 that con-
tains the set p -I (s , P' (T (M))) n y. (The splitting here is with respect to the y t.".., x 
projection (P21£3): £3-- x y ·) 

(c) The homotopy GI , t E [0,1], is (e4J1 YJ- 2e + d(K3) , u~' + d(K3))-con-
trolled over (M3'~)' (Here the control data are measured with respect to the 
projection P3 .) 

We can now complete Step II by defining the piece gll(h*C(~) -2<5' T"), 
t E [0, 1]-of the homotopy gl' t E [0,1], desired in 8.8-as follows. (See 
8.19, 8.22 for N2 , N3') 
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8.27. 
if t E [O,!]. 
if t E H ' 1] and x ¢. N2 U N3 ' 
with t' = 2(t - !), if t E [! ' 1] and x E N2 , 

with t' = 2( t - !), ift E [! ' 1] and x E N3 . 

We assume that the following relations exist between the J', J, 82 , P2 of 
8.8, the p" z , y ,x of 8.12, 8.13, 8.14, and the 8;, P~ of 8.23. (Note that the 
following relations are made possible by Lemma 3.14.) 

8.28. (a) Given y, p, , we choose J sufficiently small so that 3YJl I' n 26 T = 0. 
(b) Given 82 , P2 , we choose 8; sufficiently small and choose P~ sufficiently 

large so that 
-1-

Py (Se~ ,p~(T(M))) n xl' ~ Ce2 ,P2 (T(M)) n xl'· 

(c) Given J , p" we choose z sufficiently large so that C (T (M)) - 6/2 T C ZJl I' . 
(d) Given J, p" z, y,choose J' sufficiently small so that 3ZJll'n 26,T=0. 
Note that it follows from 8.18, 8.19, 8.21, 8.22, 8.26, 8.28 that the pieces 

gt 126, T", t E [0,1], and gtl(h*C(c;) - 26,T") , t E [0,1], defined by 8.11 
and 8.27, respectively, when unioned together give a well-defined homotopy 
gt: h* C(c;) -? C(c;), t E [0,1], that satisfies 8.8 as desired, when 02 of 8.8(d) 
is given by the formula of 8.29. 

8.29. 02 = eIOYJl,,-3e + lOyu. 
This completes Step II in the proof of Theorem 5.5. 

Step III. In this step, we shall show how to modify the homotopy gt' t E [0 , 1] , 
constructed in Step II to get a new homotopy, also denoted by gt' t E [0,1], 
that satisfies the following properties. 

8.30. Let 8, P denote given positive numbers, and let 1" t E [0,1], denote 
the homotopy of 8.2. 

(a) The pair (I" gt)' t E [0,1], is an admissible homotopy pair (see Defi-
nition 5.3). 

(b) Set (X, 8X) = (g~I(6' ,6r') , g~I(86' ,6T')). Then the map gl: (X, 8X) -? 

(6' ,6 T' ,86, ,6 T') is split over the subcomplex 8K7,s with respect to the composite 
projection map 

, proj ph 
6' ,6 T -? S(C;) -? S(T(M)) , 

where P~ comes from 8.2. Here K I ,s ' K~ ,s are the simplical complexes of 8.2 
(for 8 1 = 8, PI = P in 8.2), 8K~ ,s is the subcomplex of K~ ,s that is contained 
in S(T(M)) , and 8K';,s is a subcomplex of 8K~ ,s that satisfies 

18K" 1,,-1<>3,e C 18K' I C 18K' 12,,-1<>3 ,2e, 
I~ I~ I~ 

(See 8.32(b) for °3 ,) 
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(c) The map gl satisfies 8.8(a) and (c), for 82 = 8, P2 = P in 8.8(c). 
(d) The map gl: g~I(C(c!) - 6'[") --+ C(c!) - 6'[" is a-controlled over all of 

M , where a is a positive number that is independent of 8 and p. (Here the 
control data are just ordinary control, not foliated control, and are measured 
with respect to the projection C(c!) - 6'[" --+ M .) 

(e) The map gl: g~I(6r') --+ 6'[" is a-controlled over all of M. (Here the 
control is measured with respect to the projection that is equal to the composite 
map 

6'[" ~ S(c!) ~ S(T(M)) ~ M, 

where P~ comes from 8.2.) 

Warning. The homotopy gt' t E [0,1], of 8.30 will no longer satisfy all of the 
properties listed in 8.8. However, the homotopy J;, t E [0,1], of 8.30 will still 
satisfy all the properties listed in 8.2. 

In the remainder of this step, we shall assume that the triangulations K 1 

and K 2 are related as follows. Let oK 1 denote the subcomplex of K 1 that 
triangulates S (T (M)) . 

8.31. For every simplex .£1 E oK 1 ' the subset p;- 1 (.£1) no6, ,6'[' is the underlying 
set of a subcomplex of K 2 • 

Note that it follows from 8.2, 8.8, and 8.31 that the map gl: h* C(e) -
h* S(e) --+ C(e) - S(c!) constructed in Step II is in transverse position to the 
codimension one submanifold 06, ,6'[" of C(e) - S(e). Thus, the pair X = 
g~\, ,6r') , ax = g~I(06' ,6'[") is a manifold pair. It also follows from 8.8, 7.1, 
and 8.31 that the restricted map gl: (X, aX) --+ (6' ,6'[" , 06, ,6'[") is a homotopy 
equivalence of manifold pairs that satisfies the following properties. 

8.32. (a) The restricted map gl: AX --+ 06, ,6'[" is already split over all of 
the triangulation oK; ,s with respect to the bundle projection p~,. Here K; ,s 

comes from 8.2, and oK; ,s is the subcomplex of K; ,s that is contained in 
S(T(M)); p~,: 6' ,6'[" --+ S(T(M)) denotes the bundle projection that is equal 
to the composite map 

6' ,6'[" ~ S(e) ~ S(T(M)), 

where p~ comes from 8.2. 
(b) The map gl: (X, aX) --+ (6' ,6'[" , 06'6r') is (a3 , 03)-controlled over all of 

(S(T(M)), ~s), where a 3 is a positive number that is independent of 0,°2 , 

s, and where 03 is a positive number that satisfies lim6-+0 03 = 0, where "J = 
d +02 +S-I. 

From this point on, the argument of Step III is quite similar to the argument 
of Step I. So we shall be very brief. 

Let {L;J denote all of the closed leaves of ~s that have length less than or 
equal to ,.,-l a3 , where,., and a 3 come from 8.1(a) and 8.32(b). Choose very 
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small pairwise disjoint tubular neighborhoods {TJ for the {LJ in S(T(M)). 
There is no loss of generality in assuming that each Ti is the underlying set 
of a finite subcomplex Xi of 8K I ,s' Choose a maximal subcomplex 8K'; ,s of 
8K; ,s that satisfies the following: let {Ti: i E I} denote all of the 1'; that 
intersect with 18K~,sl. Then we must have that 

(c) (18K';,sl U (UiE1 Ti)),,-I a ) ,e c 18K;,sI. 
The data of 8.32 allow us to apply Theorem 6.6 to the map gliX to get a 

homotopy g/: X -+6' ,6 ,', t E [1, 2], of gt!X such that g/ 18X, t E [1, 2], 
is the constant homotopy and such that g2: (X, 8X) -+ (6' ,6" ,86' ,iI") is split 

h b ill f" lII'h 'lb 1 over t e su complex 8K I ,s 0 8K I ,s ' where 8K I ,s IS t e maXIma su comp ex 
of 8K';,s that does not intersect UiE1(Ti - 8Ti). Next we can apply Theorem 
6.2 to g2 over each of the subcomplexes Xi' i E I , to get a homotopy gt: X -+ 

6' ,6 ,', t E [2 , 3] ,of g2 such that g/ 18X, t E [2 , 3] , is the constant homotopy; 
g/, t E [2,3], is the constant homotopy on the preimage of the set S(T(M))-
UiE1 Ti (the preimage under the projection p~,); g3 is split over each of the 
subcomplexes Xi' i E I . 

We summarize the results of the preceding paragraph. 

8.33. (a) The homotopy g/: X -+ 6' ,6." t E [1,3], has compact support. 
The restricted homotopy g,18X, t E [1 ,3], is the constant homotopy. 

(b) The map g3: (X, 8X) -+ (6' ,6.' ,86' ,6.') is split over the subcomplex 
8K;',s with respect to the projection p~,: 6' ,6.' -+ S(T(M)). 

(c) The homotopy g/, t E [1 ,3], is ('1- 1 a 3 ,J~)-controlled over (S(T(M)) , 
~s) , where J~ is a positive number satisfying lim6)-+o J~ = O. (Here the foliated 
control data is measured with respect to the projection p~,: 6' ,6" -+ S(T(M)).) 

Now define homotopies 7/: h* D(e) -+ D(e), t E [0,1], and g/: h* CCe) -+ 
CCe), t E [0,1], as follows. 

8.34. (a) 

(b) 

{ 
g2/(X), if t E [0, tL 

g/(x) = gl (x) , if t E [t ' 1] and x ¢ x. 
g/,(x) , if t E [t ' 1] and x EX. where t' = 4(t - t) + 1. 

Note that the homotopy 7/, t E [0,1], defined by 8.34 satisfies 8.2 (when 
7/ replaces J; in 8.2). Note that it follows from 8.1 (b), 8.31, 8.8, 8.33, 8.34 
that the pair <7/ . g/), t E [0. 1], satisfy 8.30-when in 8.30 we replace (J; ,g/) 
by <7/. g,)-provided el • e2 of 8.2 and 8.8 are choosen sufficiently small and 
provided the PI . P2 of 8.2 and 8.8 are choosen sufficiently large. 

This completes Step III. 
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Step IV. In this step, we complete the proof of Theorem 5.5 in the special case 
that the fiber of the fiber bundle p: E --+ M has no boundary. 

Recall that M is equal to the topological product M' x R equipped with 
the metric of (3.8.4), where M' is another complete real hyperbolic manifold. 
Let M denote the space M' x R equipped with the product metric, and let 
r: M --+ M denote the topological identification M = M' x R. Note that it 
follows from Remark 3.5.1 that r: M --+ M satisfies the following property. 

8.35. Let e. P be the numbers given in 8.30. Then for any v E 
Tan(M - Mo.p), we have that (dr(v). dr(v») M ~ p-I (v. v) M (for sufficiently 
large P). 

Set Me.p = r(Me .p). 
In this step, we shall need projection maps P~: C(e) --+ M, P~: D(e) --+ M, 

q~: C(T(M» --+ M, and q~: D(T(M» --+ M defined as follows. 

8.36. (a) q~ is equal to the composite map 

D(T(M» £ D(T(M» ~ M ~ M. 

where gt: D(T(M» --+ D(T(M» , t E (-00. + 00), is the geodesic flow on 
D(T(M» and where s> 0 comes from 8.2. 

(b) P~ is equal to the composite map 

D(e) ~ D(T(M» ~ M. 

(c) q~IJ'l' is equal to the composite map 

J'l' ~ S(T(M» ~ M. 

Set q~I(C(T(M» - 2J'l') = r 0 proj. Finally, for each t E [0.1], set q~I(I+t)Jt 
equal to the composite map 

• proj q~-I).\ -

(1+I)J'l' --+ S(T(M» --+ M. 

where q~-t)s is defined as in (a) when s is replaced by (1 - t)s. 
(d) P~ is equal to the composite map 

C(e) ~ C(T(M» S M. 

Let K denote the triangulation for M that is the image of the triangu-
lation K under r: M --+ M. In this step, we shall assume that the fol-
lowing relations hold between the triangulations K. KI . K2 of M. D(T(M», 
C(T(M» - S(T(M». 

(e) For each simplex L1 E K, the sets (q~)-I (L1) and (q~)-I (L1) n X are the 
underlying sets of subcomplexes of K I and of K 2 ' where X = 15 .M'l', 15 t, M t , 
or C(T(M» - S(T(M». 

Note that by 8.2 and 8.36 we have that II: h* D(e) --+ D(e) is split over 
the subcomplex K' of K, where K' is the image under r: M --+ M of the 
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subcomplex K' of K, where K' is the minimal subcomplex of K containing 
M8 ,P' (Here the splitting is measured with respect to the projection P~.) It 
follows from 8.2 and 8.35 that II is 2p-1 ('1-le+ol)-controlled over the subset 
M - M' x (-PI2, P12) of M. (Here the control is measured with respect to 
the projection P~.) Finally, we note that there is an e' > 0, depending only 
on e and dim(M), such that the foliation of M by its points is uniformly 
(e' ,a)-flat on M" x R, where a is the number given by Theorem 6.6 for 
M and its pointwise foliation (see Lemma 3.15). Thus, if we choose P > 
2(e')-I('1-2e + '1-101)' we may apply Theorem 6.6 to II to get a splitting _ ,2. 
for II over the minimal subcomplex of K that contains the subset M x R . 
Now if e is sufficiently small, we have that II is split over all of K except 
in tubular neighborhoods of the cusps of M' x 0 and of the short geodesic 
of M' x O. Since these tubular neighborhoods are disc bundles over compact 
closed flat manifolds, we now may use Theorem 6.2 to extend the splitting of 
II over all of K. (All of the above splittings are measured with respect to the 
projection P~.) We can summarize the results obtained in this paragraph as 
follows. There is a homotopy f,: (h* D(<!) ,h* S(<!)) --+ (D(<!) ,S(<!)) , t E [1 ,2], 
of II that satisfies the following properties. 

8.37. (a) The homotopy f" t E [1 ,2], has compact support. 
(b) The homotopy f" t E [I , 2] , is 2p-1 ('1-2e + '1-101 )-controlled over the 

subset M 28,00 - M 28 ,P/2 with respect to the projection P~. 
(c) The map 12 : (h* D(<!) ,h* S(<!)) --+ (D(c!) , S(c!)) is split over the entire 

triangulation K with respect to the projection P~. 
(d) The homotopy f,IY, t E [1 ,2], is the constant homotopy, where Y is 

the preimage of the set M 28 ,P/2 under the projection P~. 
Note that 8.30(c) allows us to use the argument given in the first part of Step 

II to "lift" the homotopy f,lh* S(c!) , t E [1,2], to a homotopy gl: 15'." --+ 15'.' , 
t E [1 ,2] , of gl that satisfies the following properties. 

8.38. (a) For each x E h* S(c!) and each t E [1 ,2] , we have that gl maps 
15' /2 < homeomorphically onto 15' /2 .~(X) • 

(b) gIIJ,t", t E [1,2], is the constant homotopy. 
(c) The homotopy gIIJ'.", t E [1 , 2] , has compact support. 
(d) The homotopy gllY' n 15'.'" t E [1 ,2], is the constant homotopy, where 

y' is the preimage of the set M 28 ,P/2 under the projection P~. 
(e) The homotopy gIIJ'.", t E [1,2], is 23 p-I('1-2e + '1-lol)-controlled 

over the subset M 28 ,00 - M 28 ,P/2' (Here control is measured with respect to 
the projection P~.) 

We extend the homotopy gl: 15'." --+ 15'." t E [1 , 2], to a homotopy gl: 
g~\.') --+ Jr:', t E [1 ,2], of gllg~1 (15.') by letting gllg~\, ,15.'), t E [1 ,2], 
be the constant homotopy. Note that it follows from 8.37(c), 8.38(a), 8.30(c) 
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that 
-I , -I , , , 

g2: (gl (,SI/U') ,gl (861 /2.6,» --+ (61/2.6' ,861/2.6,) 
is a homotopy equivalence of manifold pairs that has compact support and for 
which g2: g~I(861/2.6") --+ 861/2.6,' is split over the entire triangulation K 
with respect to the projection P~1861 /2.6.' . Moreover, it follows from 8.38( d), 
(e), 8.30(b), (e), 8.35, and 8.36 that this homotopy equivalence is a'-controlled 

- - - , 3 -I -2 -I over the subset M 2t .00 - M 2e .p/2 of M, where a = 2 P (" 8 +" ~I) 

+ p -I a , and is split over the minimal subcomplex of K that contains the subset 
M 2t .P/2 of M. (Here the splitting and the control are measured with respect 
to the projection P~161/2.6"') Finally, we recall that the foliation of M by 
its points is uniformly (e', a)-flat on the subset Mf x R of M. Thus, if we 
choose P> [23(,,-38 + ,,-2~1) + ,,-Ia] (e')-I, then we may apply Theorem 
6.6 to g2: g~\'/2.6") --+ 61/2.6" to get a splitting for g2 over the minimal 

_ ,3<_ 
subcomplex of K that contains the subset M x R of M, which extends the 
splitting of g2Ig~I(861/2.6") over all of K. Now if e is chosen small enough, 
we will have that the map g2Ig~\'/2 .6") is split over all of K except in tubular 
neighborhoods of the cusps of M' x 0 and of short geodesic of M' x O. So we 
can use Theorem 6.2 to extend the splitting of g2Ig~I(61/2.6") over all of K. 
(All the above splittings are measured with respect to the projection P~161 /2.6" .) 
We can summarize the results obtained in this paragraph as follows. There is 
a homotopy gt: (g~1 (61 /U ,') , g ~ I (861 /2.6 ,'» --+ (61/2.6" ,861 /2.6 ,'), t E [1 , 3], 
of the map gllg~\'/2 .6.') that satisfies the following properties. 

8.39. (a) The homotopy gtlg~\'/2 .6")' t E [l ,3], has compact support. 
(b) The restricted homotopies gtlg~\t'), t E [1,3], and gtlg~\'/2t'), 

t E [2,3], are the constant homotopies; the homotopy gtlg~\'/2t'), t E 
[l ,2] , is as in 8.38(a). 

(c) The map g3: (g~\,/u,') ,g~I(861/U"» --+ (61/U" ,861/U ") is split 
over the entire triangulation K with respect to the projection P~ 16/ /2,6.' . 

We finally consider the homotopy equivalence 
-I , -I.' , ., 

g.: (g. (C(e)-6,),gl (6'»--+ (C(e)-6' '6') 
between manifold pairs. It follows from 8.36, 8.30(c), and 8.8(c) that gl: 
g~\ .u") --+6.U " is already split over the entire triangulation K with re-
spect to the projection (P~16 .u,'): 6 .u.' --+ M. It follows from 8.30(c), 8.8(c), 
and 8.36 that the map gl: g~I(C(e) -u,') --+ C(e) - 26" is split over the 
subcomplex K' of K with respect to the projection P~. (Here K' is the min-
imal subcomplex of K that contains Me .p ') By 8.36 and 8.30(d), we have 
that the map g.: g~·(C(e) - u,') --+ C(e) - u.' is p-·a-controlled over the 
subset M e.oo - Me.p with respect to the projection P~. Since the foliation 
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of M by its points is uniformly (e', a)-flat on the subset M: x R of M, we 
may, provided P is choosen to satisfy P> l1- l (e,)-lo:, apply Theorem 6.6 to 
gllg~I(C(e)-20") over M" xR to get a splitting for this map over the min-
imal subcomplex of K that contains the subset M,2e X R of M (this splitting 
is also with respect to the projection P~). Now the map gllg~I(C(e) - 20") 
is split over the entire triangulation K except in tubular neighborhoods of the 
cusps of M' x 0 and of short geodesics of M' x O. So we may again apply The-
orem 6.2 to extend the splitting for this map over these tubular neighborhoods. 
We can summarize the results of this paragraph as follows. There is a homotopy 
gt: g~I(C(e) - 0") --+ C(e) - 0'" t E [1,3], of the map gdg~I(C(e) - 0") 
that satisfies the following properties. 

8.40. (a) The homotopy gtlg~I(C(e) - 0")' t E [1 ,3], has compact support. 
(b) The restricted homotopy gtlg~\t'), t E [1 ,3], is the constant homo-

topy. 
(c) The map g3: (g~I(C(e) - 0") ,g~\t')) --+ (C(e) - 0" '20t') is split 

over the entire triangulation K with respect to the projection P~. 
We extend the homotopy fr, t E [0,2], of 8.2 and 8.37 to a homotopy 

fr: h* D(e) --+ D(e)' t E [0,3], by letting fr, t E [2,3], be the constant 
homotopy. We extend the homotopy gt: 0'/2 ," --+ 0'/2'" t --+ [0,2] , given by 

", . I " 8.30 and 8.38 to a homotopy gt: 0'/2' --+ 0'/2' , t E [0,3] , by lettmg gl 0'/2' , 
t E [2, 3], be the constant homotopy. Then these trivial extensions, together 
with the homotopy gt: h*C(e) - 0'/2'" --+ C(e) - 0'/2'" t E [0,3], given by 
8.30, 8.39, and 8.40, give an admissible homotopy pair (fr, gt)' t E [0,3]. 
Define fr ,gl' t E [3,4] , by fr = h:_3 ° 13, gt = H:_3 ° g3 ' where h~: D(e) --+ 

D(e), U E [0,1], and H~: C(e) --+ C(e) , U E [0,1], are isotopies that satisfy 
the following properties. (It is left to the reader to construct such isotopies.) 

8.41. (a) The pair (h~, H~), U E [0,1], is an admissable homotopy pair (see 
Definition 5.3). 

(b) h~, H~ are both identity maps. 
(c) We have that P~ = QD oh: and P~ = QcoH; , where QD is the composite 

proj r - proj r -D(e) --+ M --+ M and Qc is the composite C(e) --+ M --+ M. 
Finally, set II = 14t' gl = g41 for all t E [0,1]. Then the pair <71 , g/)' 

t E [0,1], satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 5.5. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5. 

9. COMPUTATION OF SURGERY GROUPS 

Let p: E --+ M denote a fiber bundle over the complete real hyperbolic 
manifold M having the compact manifold F for fiber. Let w: 1t1 (E) --+ Z2 
be the homomorphism obtained by capping with the first Stiefel-Whitney class 
of E, and let w': 1t1 (F) --+ Z2 denote the homomorphism obtained by capping 
with the first Stiefel-Whitney class of F. In this section, we show that the 
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surgery groups L;;OO(ll, (E), w) are isomorphic to cohomology groups of M 
(with compact support) having for twisted coefficients the surgery classifying 
spaces L[oo(ll, (F), w') (with the twisting induced by the transition functions 
of the bundle p: E ~ M). Recall that the surgery groups L[OO( , ) are defined 
by Ranicki [60]. We denote by L[OO(ll, (F) ,w') the surgery classifying space 
that has the surgery groups Lft-O: (1l , (F), w') for homotopy groups. For details 
about surgery classifying spaces, see Quinn [57, 58], Jones [39, 40], and Nicas 
[52]. 

By killing the higher homotopy groups of the fibers of p: E ~ M , we ob-
tain a homotopy fibration p': E' ~ M and a map r: E ~ E' satisfying the 
following properties. 

9.1. (a) p'or=p. 
(b) Each fiber of p' is a K(ll, I)-space. 
(c) For each x E M the restricted map r: p-'(x) ~ (p')-'(x) is 2-con-

nected. 

9.2. The cohomology groups H;(M;Lh(p)). Let T be a piecewise smooth 
triangulation for M, and let K, ,K2 denote subcomplexes of T with K2 c 
K, . For each integer q ~ 5, we define a group H; (K, ,K2;L h(p)) as follows. 
Any element in H; (K, ,K 2 ; L h (p)) is represented by a pair of maps f: X ~ 
Y, g: Y ~ E' satisfying (a)-(d) below. Two different pairs of maps f: X ~ 
Y, g: Y ~ E' and f': X' ~ y', g': Y' ~ E' represent the same element 
in H;(K"K2 ;Lh (p)) if there is a third pair of maps 7:X~Y, g: Y~E' 
that satisfies (e)-(g) below. 

(a) The map f: X ~ Y has compact support (see Remark 4.3). 
(b) For each simplex dE K, define 4-tuples 

(X(d), 8,X(d), 82X(d) , t\ X(d)) and (Y(d) , 8, Y(d) ,82Y(d) , t\ Y(d)) 

as follows: , -, 
Y(d) = (p 0 g) (d); 8, Y(d) = U Y(d'); 

!J.'E8!J. 

82 Y(d) = 8Y(d) - 8, Y(d); t\ Y(d) = 8, Y(d) n 82 Y(d) ; 

X(d) = (p' ogof)-'(d); 8,X(d) = U X(d'); 
!J.'E8!J. 

We require that each X(d), Y(d) be a compact manifold of dimension equal to 
q + dim(d)-the manifold boundaries of X(d), Y(d) are denoted by 8X(d) , 
8Y(d)-and we also require that each of 8,X(d), 8, Y(d) be a compact codi-
mension zero submanifold of 8X(d) , 8Y(d) having t\X(d), t\Y(d) for man-
ifold boundary, respectively. 
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(c) For each .1 E K I , the map I: (X(.1), 0IX(.1) , 02X(.1), A X(.1)) --
(Y(.1) , 01 Y(.1) , O2 Y(.1), A Y(.1)) is a degree one normal map between mani-
fold 4-tuples each of whose orientable covers are equipped with an orientation. 
Moreover, the orientation data and the normal data (i.e., the framing informa-
tion) are compatible with inclusions .1' c.1 for all .1' ,.1 E K I . 

(d) For each .1 E KI ' the map I: 02X(.1) -- 02Y(.1) is a homotopy equiva-
lence. For each .1 E K 2 , the map I: X(.1) -+ Y(.1) is a homotopy equivalence. 

(e) For each .1 E K I , set Y(.1) = (p' 0 g)-I (.1) and set X (.1) = 
(p' 0 g 0 7) -I (.1). We require that X (.1), Y (.1) be compact cobordisms from 
X(.1) , Y(.1) to X'(.1), Y'(.1). 

(f) For each .1 E K I , define 4-tuples (Y(.1) ,01 Y(.1) ,02Y(.1), A Y(.1)) and 
(X(.1), 0IX(.1), 02X(.1), A X(.1)) as follows: 

01 Y(.1) = U Y(.1'); 
A'EuA 

02Y(.1) = oY(.1) - 01 Y(.1) - Y(.1) - Y'(.1); A Y(.1) = 01 Y(.1) n 02Y(.1); 

0IX(.1) = U X(.1'); 02X(.1) = X(.1) - 0IX(.1) - X(.1) - X'(.1); 
A'EaA 

AX(.1) = 0IX(.1) n 02X(.1). 

We require that each map 

7: (X(.1), 01 X(.1) , 02X(.1), A X(.1)) -+ (Y(.1), 01 Y(.1), O2 Y(.1) , A Y(.1)) 

be a degree one normal cobordism from 

to 

J' : (X' (.1) . 01 X' (.1) . 02X' (.1) . AX' (.1)) -- (Y' (.1) . 01 Y' (.1) , O2 Y' (.1) . A Y' (.1)) . 

Moreover, the orientation data and the normal data of these normal cobordisms 
must be compatible when the inclusions .1' c.1 for all .1' ,.1 E K I . 

(g) For each .1 E KI ' the map 7: 02X(.1) -+ 02Y(.1) is a homotopy equiva-
lence. For each .1 E K 2 , the map 7: X(.1) -+ Y(.1) is a homotopy equivalence. 

For any elements 0:.0:' E H: (K I • K 2: L h (p)) represented by pairs of maps 
I: X -+ Y, g: Y -+ E' and J': X' -- y', g: Y' -+ E' the sum 0: + 0:' is 

. 1""""'" " . represented by the pair of maps : X -+ Y , g : Y -+ E , where X IS 

the disjoint union of X, X', I"IX = I, I"IX' = I' ,and y" is the disjoint 
. ,,, "1" umon of Y . Y , g I Y = g, g Y = g . 
Note that for any other piecewise smooth triangulation T' for M, we can 

choose a third piecewise smooth triangulation T" for M that subdivides both 
T and T'. There are mappings r: H:(T" ,Lh(p)) -+ H(~(T;Lh(p)) and 
r': H: (T" ; L h (p)) -+ H: (T' ; L h (p)) obtained by amalgamating all the surgery 
blocks lying over the simplices of T" that are contained in any given simplex 
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of T (or are contained in any given simplex of T'). It can be deduced from 
the 1t-7l splitting theorem of C. T. C. Wall [64] that the maps r, r' are both 
isomorphism of abelian groups. Thus, we may define 

H:(M;Lh(p» == H:(T;Lh(p» 

for any piecewise smooth triangulation T for M. The previous remarks show 
that H;(M;L(p» is independent of the particular T. 

9.3. The cohomology groups H;(M;.2'(p». Let Tn denote the n-dimen-
sional torus, and let Pn: En - M denote the composite map 

ExTn~E~M. 

Let T be a piecewise smooth triangulation for M containing subcomplexes 
K I ,K2 with K2 c K I . Note that there is a map H;(K1 ,K2;Lh(Pn» -
Htl(KI ,K2; L h(Pn+I» obtained by forming the Cartesian product ofa normal 
map with the identity map id: Sl - Sl . We define H;(KI ,K2 ;.2'(p» to be 
the direct limit of the sequence of group homomorphisms 

q+k h q+k+1 h 
He (K I ,K2;L (Pk»-He (K I ,K2;L (Phi» 

q+k+2 h 
- He (KI ,K2;L (Pk+2» -'" , 

where k is a positive integer satisfying q+k ~ 5. Note that H; (KI ,K2 ;.2'(p» 
is defined for any integer q. 

We define H;(M;.2'(p» to be equal to H;(T;.2'(p». Note that 
H;(M ;.2'(p» is independent of the particular triangulation T. 

9.4. The cohomology groups H; (M; L -oo(p». Note that in 9.3 we may choose 
P~: E~ - M to be equal to the composite map 

where p': E' - M comes from 9.1. Let T be a triangulation for M, and 
let K I , K2 be subcomplexes of T with K2 c K I . We note that there is a 
natural map sn: H; (K I ' K2 ; L h (Pn» - H; (K I ,K2 ; .2'(p» , called the splitting 
map, defined as follows. Let f: X - Y and g: Y - E~ represent O! E 

H;(KI ,K2;Lh (Pn»' For each ~ E K I , put gIY(~) in general position to 
the sequence E' c E; c E~ c ... c E~. After doing 0- and I-dimensional 
surgeries on each gl Y(~) and fIX(~), we may suppose that each of the maps 
g: g -I (E;) n 82 Y(~) - E; is two connected. We now consider the problem 
of splitting each of the homotopy equivalences f: 82X(~) - 82Y(~) along the 
sequence of submanifolds 82Y(~) n g-I(E' ) C 82Y(~) n g-I(E;) c 82Y(~) n 
g-I(E~) c ... C 82Y(~) n g-I(E~). Note that if Wh(ll x A) = 0 holds for 
1l = 111 (F) and A equals any finitely generated free abelian group, and if 
dim(F) ~ 5, then the splitting theorem of [14] may be applied (inductively 
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over the triangles of K I having increasing dimension and over the descending 
sequences 82Y(L1)ng-I(E~_I) ~ 82Y(L1)ng- I (En_2) ~ ... ~ 82Y(L1)ng- I (E')) 
to get the desired splitting. If these conditions on F are not met, we can still 
apply a stable version of the splitting theorem of [14] to conclude that for 
sufficiently large I the homotopy equivalences It: 82X(L1) x T' - 82Y(L1) X T' 
can be split along the sequence of submanifolds (82Y(L1) n g-I(E')) x T' c 
(82Y(L1)ng- I (E;))xT' c (82Y(L1)ng-I(E~))xT' c .. · c (82Y(L1)ng-I(E~))x 
T' , where It = f x id and id: T' - T' is the identity map on T'. A 
relative version of the previous argument will assure that for each L1 E K2 the 
homotopy equivalence f: X(L1) x T' - Y(L1) X T' is split along the sequence 
of manifolds (Y(L1) x g-I(E')) x T' c (Y(L1) x g-I(E;)) x T' c··· c (Y(L1) X 

g-I(E~))xT'. Now put each of It: X(L1)xT' - Y(L1)xT' in general position 
to the sequence of manifolds (Y(L1) n g-I(E')) x T' c (Y(L1) n g-I(E;)) x 
T' c (Y(L1) n g-I(E~)) x T' c ... c (Y(L1) n g-I(E~)) x T', and let the pair 
I' .-I( -1(') ') -1(')' -1(')' " h J,: J, g ExT - g ExT, g,: g ExT - ExT represent t e 
image of a E H;(KI ,K2;Lh(Pn)) under the map sn: H;(KI ,K2;Lh(Pn))-
H;(KI ,K2 ;'y(p)), where g, = g x id. 

We define a splitting map 

S: H:(KI ,K2: .Y(p)) - H:(KI ,K2 ;'y(p)) 

to be the direct limit of the splitting maps 

sn: H:(KI ,K2: Lh(Pn)) -H:(KI ,K2;.Y(p))· 

Finally, we define H; (KI ,K2;L -oo(p)) to be the direct limit of the sequence 

H:(KI ,K2 ;'y(p)) & H:(KI ,K2 ;'y(p)) & H:(KI ,K2 ;'y(p)) & .... 
We define H;(M; L -oo(p)) to be equal to H; (T;L -oo(p)). Note that 

H; (M; L -00 (p)) is independent of the particular triangulation T. 

Remark 9.4(a). Note that if p: E - M is the trivial bundle, then the group 
H; (KI ,K2; L -oo(p)) is isomorphic to the group 

[(IKII, IK21, L;oo(nl (F), w'))]c 
of homotopy classes of compactly supported mappings from the pair of spaces 
(IKd ,IK2 1), which underlie the subcomplexes (KI' K 2), into the surgery clas-
sifying space. This statement holds when L -oo(p) is replaced by .Y(p) (or by 
L h(p)) and L;oo(nl (F) ,w') is replaced by the stable surgery classifying space 
~(n( (F) ,w') (or by L:(n( (F) ,w')). For further details regarding construc-
tions as of 9.2-9.4, the reader is referred to [58, 57, 39, 40, 6]. 

Remark 9.4(b). In the definitions of H;(K( ,K2 ;Lh(p)) ,H;(K( ,K2 ;'y(p)), 
and H;(K( ,K2;L-00 (p)), we may assume that the 4-tuples (Y(L1),8(Y(L1), 
82Y(L1) , 1\ Y(L1)) of 9.2(b) are finite Poincare duality 4-tuples rather than 4-
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tuples of compact manifolds. There is then a natural inclusion of the cohomol-
ogy groups defined in 9.2-9.4 (with (Y(d), 81 Y(d) , 82Y(d), Y(d)) a 4-tuple of 
compact manifolds) into the corresponding cohomology groups of this remark. 
All three of these natural inclusions are isomorphisms. (Note that in the defini-
tion of H:(K1 ' K 2 ; L -oo(p)) given in 9.4, we must now use the transversality 
theorems from [38, 45] to put g: Y(d) -+ E~ into general position to the se-
Quence E' C E; C ... C E~. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
82Y(d) =F 0 for all dE KI ' so that [38] may be applied.) 

Remark 9.4(c). In the definitions of H:(M;Lh(p)) , H:(M;.?(p)) , and 
H:(M;L-oo(p)) given in 9.2-9.4, and Remark 9.4(b), we may assume that 
p: E -+ M is only a homotopy fibration instead of a fiber bundle having a 
compact fiber. 

We can now state the main result of this section. Define the amalgama-
tion map Aq : H:(M;L -oo(p)) -+ L;':(1t1 (E), w), m = dim(M), as follows. 
Let a E H: (M ; L -00 (p)) be represented by the pair of maps f: X -+ Y, 
g: Y -+ E; for I large. Note that f: (X ,8X) -+ (Y,8Y) is a normal map 
with compact support between manifold pairs (just amalgamate the orientation 
data and framing data given in 9.2(a)-(d)). Let Aq(a) be the obstruction to 
completing surgery on this normal map with respect to the fundamental group 
data given by g: Y -+ E; . 

Theorem 9.5. For each integer q and m = dim(M), the amalgamation map 
A q : H:(M;L -oo(p)) -+ L;':(1t1 (E), w) is an isomorphism. 

Let K~fTOP() denote the cohomology defined in [39], and let K~/TOP.c() de-
note the associated cohomology theory with compact supports. For any abelian 
group A, we let H; ( , A) denote the ordinary cohomology theory with compact 
support and coefficients in A, and we let KO; ( , A) denote the real K -theory 
cohomology groups with compact support and coefficients in A. Let Z(2) de-
note the integers localized at 2, and let Z(!) denote the integers with 2 made 
invertible. 

Corollary 9.5(a). Suppose that the bundle p: E -+ M is the trivial bundle. Then 
for each integer q, there is an isomorphism 

3 

ffiK~/TOP.c(M ;L;:(1t1 (F), w')) = L;+':(1t I (E), w). 
;=0 

Corollary 9.5(b). Suppose that the bundle p: E -+ M is the trivial bundle. Then 
for each integer q, there are isomorphisms 

00 

ffiH:(M ;L;:'~(1t1 (F), w') ® Z(2)) = L;":(1t I (E), w) ® Z(2)' 
;=0 
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and 
3 mi. -00 I 1 '" -00 ( 1 ) wKOc(M ,Li+q (1C 1(F). w ) ® Z(2)) = L q+m(1C 1(E). w) ® Z 2 . 

i=O 

Pro%/Corollaries 9.5(a) and (b). In [39], it was shown that there is a natural 
equivalence between the functors 

3 

[.L~(1Cl(F).W')]c and EBK~/TOP.C( .L~+i(1Cl(F).W')). 
i=O 

where L:(1C 1 (F). w') is the surgery classifying space having the surgery groups 
L:+*(1C1 (F). w') for its homotopy groups. The arguments given in [39] may also 
be applied to conclude that there is a natural equivalence between the functors 

3 

[.L;00(1C 1(F).w' )]c and EBK~/TOP.c( .L;+";'(1C1(F).w' )). 
i=O 

where L;00(1C1 (F) . w') is the surgery classifying space having the surgery 
groups L;:(1C1 (F). w') for its homotopy groups. 

Now we can prove Corollary 9.5(a) by noting that when p: E -+ M is the 
trivial bundle, then H: (M; L -oo(p)) is isomorphic to [M . L;00(1C1 (F). w')]c • 
and then applying the results of the last paragraph and the conclusion of The-
orem 9.5. 

We can derive Corollary 9.5(b) from Corollary 9.5(a) by recalling that the (1-

spectrum F /TOP is four-fold periodic and that its zeroth level space F /TOP 0 

has the same Z(2)-homotopy type as does the product I1n:o K(Z; 4j) of Eilen-
berg-MacLane spaces and has the same Z(!)-homotopy type as does BO. 

This completes the proof of Corollaries 9.5(a) and (b). 
Pro%/ Theorem 9.5. The functor H; ( . ; L -00 (p)) satisfies many of the 
axioms of a cohomology theory. For example, if Kl . K 2• K3 are subcomplexes 
of the triangulation T for M such that K3 c K2 C Kl ' then there is a long ex-
act sequence relating the groups H; (K 1 • K 2; L -00 (p)), H; (K 1 • K 3; L -00 (p)) , 
and H; (K 2 . K 3; L -00 (p)). There is also an excision isomorphism 

H:(K1 • K 2; L -oo(p)) s= H:(K1 - K~. K2 - K~;L -oo(p)). 

where the K~ denote the simplices of K3 that intersect with Int(IK31). These 
two cohomology axioms are enough to guarantee the existence of a spectral 
sequence Ei ,i = 1.2 ..... satisfying the following properties (cf. [58]) . •. * 
9.6. (a) 

2. -00 I 
E •.• =Hc(IKll.IK21;Lq+.(1CI(F).w)J 

(Here H;(IKll.IK21;L;:;'(1CI(F).w\) denotes the ordinary cohomology 
groups with compact support and having twisted coefficients in the surgery group 
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L;+CX;(7C1 (F), w'). The twisting of the coefficients is induced by the transition 
functions for the bundle p: E -+ M .) 

(b) E!.* converges to a filtration for H:(K1 ,K2 ;L -OO(p». 
The remainder of the proof is carried out in the following three steps. 
From this point on, we make the simplifying assumption that the boundary 

of the fiber manifold F is empty. 

Step I. For any piecewise smooth triangulation T for M, we define a set 
1f(T;Lh (p)) as follows. Any element a E 1f(T;Lh (p)) is represented by a 
map h: N -+ Ex 1 satisfying 9.7(a)-(c). Two such maps h: N -+ Ex I, 
h': N' -+ E x 1 represent the same element in 1f(T;Lh (p)) if there is a third 
map Ii: N -+ (E x I) x 1 that satisfies 9.7(d)-(f). 

9.7. (a) h: (N ,aN) -+ (E xl, E x 01) is a degree one normal map be-
tween manifold pairs that has compact support. aN has two components a+N, 
a_N. 

(b) h: 0_ N -+ E x a_I is a homeomorphism. 
(c) For each simplex d E T, the map h: (N ,aN) -+ (E xl, E x 01) is 

in transverse position to the submanifold pair p-I(d) x (/,81). Moreover, 
the restricted map h: h-I(p-I(d) x I) n 8+N -+ p-I(d) x 8+1 is a homotopy 
equivalence. 

(d) N is a cobordism from N to N'. Set No = closure(8N - N - N'). 
Then Ii: (N, No) -+ (E x 1 ,E x 01) x 1 is a normal cobordism from h to h' 
that has compact support. 

(e) Let N 0+ ' No _ denote the two components of No that map to 
(E x 8+/) xl, (E x 8_1) xl. Then the restricted map Ii: N o_ -+ (E x a_I) xl 
is a homeomorphism. 

(f) For each simplex dE T, we have that the map Ii: (N ,No' NUN') -+ 

(E x 1 xl, E x 01 xl, E x 1 x 81) is in transverse position to 

(p-I(d) x 1 x 1 ,p-I(d) x 81 xl ,p-I(d) x 1 x 81). 

Moreover, the restricted map 
- --I -I -I 
h: h (p (d) x 1 x I) n No+ -+ p (d) x 8+1 x 1 

is a homotopy equivalence. 
By using the topological direct limit constructions of 9.3 and 9.4, we can 

construct from 1f(T;Lh (p» the sets rJ(T;2'(p» and rJ(T;L-oo(p)). Note 
that there is a natural (inclusion induced) map 

-00 1+1-00 I: rJ(T;L (p)) -+ He (T;L (p». 

where I = dim(F). An Eilenberg-Whitney (surgery) obstruction argument 
shows that 1 satisfies the following (see [40] for more details). 

9.8. I: rJ(T;L-oo(p)) -+ H:+1(T;L-00(p» is a set isomorphism. 
The purpose of this step is to verify the following claim. 
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9.9. To complete the proof of Theorem 9.5, it will suffice to show that the 
composite map 

-00 I ~I -00 A'-oo 
'Y/(T;L (p)) -+ He (T;L (p)) -+ L I+I+m(ll l (E);w) 

is a set isomorphism for every fiber bundle p: E -+ M having a compact closed 
I-dimensional manifold for fiber and for any I. 

Note that it follows from 9.8 that 9.9 is true for q = 1+ 1 in the statement 
of Theorem 9.5. 

It remains to be seen how to reduce the general version of Theorem 9.5 to 
the special case q = I + 1 . Consider the following commutative diagram 

Ht4(T;L -oo(p)) 
p,l 

H: (T; L -oo(p)) 

L;;+m(1l1 (E), w) 
1 P2 

L;':(1l1 (E) ,w) 

where the maps PI' P2 are obtained by forming the Cartesian product with 
the identity map id: CP2 -+ Cp2 on (real) 4-dimensional complex projective 
space. Wall's surgery periodicity theorem states that P2 is an isomorphism (see 
[64]). On the other hand, forming the product with id: CP2 -+ CP2 induces 
a map between spectral sequences, given in 9.6 for Ht4(T; L -oo(p)) and 
H:(T;L-OO(p)) , which (by Wall's surgery periodicity) is an isomorphism on 
the E;.* -terms. Thus, PI is also an isomorphism. 

Note that it follows from the results of the preceding paragraph that Theorem 
9.5 is true for q if and only if it is true for q + 4. Choose integers r, k so that 
r ~ 2, r + I + 1 = 4k + q. Consider the fiber bundle projection p: E -+ M 
that is equal to the composite map 

E x S' P!j E ~ M , 

where S' is the r-dimensional sphere. Note that there is the commutative 
diagram 

H:k+q(T; L -oo(p)) 
J, 1 

H:k+q (T ; L -00 (p)) 
If 

'Y/(T;L -OO(p)) 

L~k':.q+m(1l1 (E) ,w) 
lh 

L~k':.q+m(1l1 (E) ,w) 

where J I , J2 are induced by the projection map E = E x S' -+ E. The maps 
7, J I ,J2 are all set isomorphisms. Thus Theorem 9.5 is true for q + 4k if 9.9 
holds for p and I = r + I . 

This completes Step I. 

Step II. In this step, we complete the proof of Theorem 9.5 for M that satisfy 
the following hypothesis. 
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Hypothesis 9.10. M is the topological product M' xR equipped with the metric 
of (3.8.4), where M' is another complete real hyperbolic manifold. Moreover, 
M has even dimension. 

By 9.9, it will suffice to show that 
1+1 -00 -00 

A o/:'1(T;L (P))-+LI+I+m(7C1(E),w) 

is a set isomorphism. We shall accomplish this by applying Corollary 4.3, Re-
mark 4.3, Theorem 5.5, and Remark 5.6. Before carrying out the details, we 
need some more notation. 

We let ~. C(~), £1:' be as in 5.1. Let 15: E -+ M denote the fiber bundle 
projection that is the composite map 

closure(C(~) - £ 1:') ~ E ~ M. 

Note that the transfer construction given in 4.2 can be suitably modified to give 
a commutative diagram 

H;+4k(T; L -00(15)) A:;k L;+"';k+m(7C1 (E). w) 
~T T~ 

H: (T; L -oo(p)) ~ L;-: (7C 1 (E). w) 

where G 1 • G2 are transfer maps and where 2 + 2k = dim(M). It follows from 
Corollary 4.3 and Remark 4.3 that G2 is an isomorphism. On the other hand, 
the transfer construction discussed in 4.2 gives rise to a mapping between spec-
tralsequences-which are associated to H: (T; L -oo(p)) and H;+4k(T;L -00(15)) 
as in 9.6-which (by 4.3) is an isomorphism on the E: .. -terms. Thus, G 1 is 
also an isomorphism. Combining the results of this paragraph with 9.8, we get 
the following. 

9.11. (a) There is a commutative diagram 

'1(T; L -00(15)) 
r'OG,o/ T 

--I (b) The transfers I 0 G 1 0 I and G2 are isomorphisms. 
Now we show that A1+1 01: '1(T; L -oo(p)) -+ L~";'+m(7C1 (E) . w) is surjective. 

Choose any 0: E L~";'+m(7C1 (E). w), and represent 0: by a degree one normal 
map h: (N .8±N) -+ (E x I. Ex 8±/) that has compact support and is such 
that h: 8_N -+ E x 8_1 is a homeomorphism and h: 8+N -+ E x 8+1 is 
a homotopy equivalence. By applying Theorem 5.5 and Remark 5.6 to the 
transfer of h: 8+N -+ E x 8+1 , we may conclude 

00 -1+1+4k -9.12. For any O:EL~I+m(7CI(E).w),wehave G2(0:)Elmage(A o/). 
Now 9.11 and 9.12 together show that A1+1 0 I is surjective. 
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Finally, we show that AI+1 0/: Yf(T;L-oo(p)) ---+ L~";'+m(1rI(E) ,w) IS InJec-
tive. Choose any a, a' E y/(T; L -oo(p)) such that AI+I 0 I(a) = AI+I 0 I(a') . 
We may choose mappings h: N ---+ E xl, h': N' ---+ E x 1 that represent a, 
a' as in 9.7(a)-(c). Since AI+I o/(a) = AI+I 0 I(a') , we may suppose that the 
h, h' are related to a third map Ii: N ---+ E x 1 x 1 as follows. 

9.13. (a) 9.7(d) and (e) are satisfied by Ii, h, h' . 
(b) The restricted map Ii: N 8+ ---+ (E x 8+ /) x 1 is a homotopy equivalence. 
By applying Theorem 5.5 and Remark 5.6 to the transfer of the map Ii: N8+ 

---+ (E x 8+/) x l(modlil(N8+ n (N UN')), we may conclude 

9.14. For any a,a'Ey/(T;L-oo(p)) that satisfy AI+1o/(a)=AI+1o/(a'), 
--I --I , we have that 1 00'1 0 I(a) = 1 00'1 0 I(a ) . 

Now 9.11 and 9.14 together show that AI+1 01 is injective. 
This completes Step II. 

Step III. In this step, we complete the proof of Theorem 9.5 without Hypothesis 
9.10. 

Choose an integer i > 0 such that dim(M) + i is an even integer. Let M x Ri 
be equipped with the hyperbolic enlargement Riemannian structure of [25, 1.6]. 
Let p: E ---+ M X Ri denote the bundle projection that is the product map 

E x Ri p~1 M X Ri . 

Note that M x Ri satisfies Hypothesis 9.10. Thus, for each integer q the 
amalgamation map 'Aq : H; (M x Ri ; L -oo(p)) ---+ L;":+i(1r1 (E), w) is an iso-
morphism. On the other hand, there is a commutative diagram 

H;+i(M;L-oo(p)) A-:' L;+:+i(1r I (E),w) 
s, i i S2 

. 'Aq 

H;(MxR1;L-00(p)) ---+ L;":+i(1r I(E),w) 

such that both SI' S2 are isomorphisms. The map S2 is induced by the 
projection E ---+ E . To get SI ' we choose triangulations T, T for M ,M X Ri 
such that for each simplex ~ E T, the preimage of ~ in M x Ri (under the 
projection map M x Ri ---+ M) is a subcomplex of T, which we denote by ~. 
Now we use the equivalences 

H;+i(M;L-oo(p)) ~ H;+i(T ,L -oo(p)) , 

H; (M x Ri ; L -oo(p)) 2:: H; (T; L -oo(p)) , 

and define 
SI: H;(T;L -oo(p)) ---+ H;+i(T;L -oo(p)) 

by amalgamation over each subcomplex ~ c T with ~ E T. (Note that 
any a E H:(T;L-oo(p)) can be represented by a collection he: Xe ---+ Ye , 
e E T , of degree one normal maps on compact manifolds such that (Xe ,Xe) are 
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nonempty for only finitely many simplices e E T. Thus, when we amalgamate 
the he' e E T, over each L\, we get normal maps hlJ.: XIJ. -+ YIJ. on compact 
manifolds for e~ch dE T, as is required in 9.2(b).) 

This completes the proof of Theorem 9.5. 

10. ApPLICATIONS 

In this section, we discuss various consequences of Theorem 9.5, the main 
result of this paper. Our applications shed light on the following three general 
problems. 

(10.0) 

Problem 1. Decide when two homotopically equivalent mani-
folds are homeomorphic. 

Problem 2. Give useful criteria allowing the replacement of a 
continuous map by a homotopic block bundle projection. 

Problem 3. "Calculate" the homotopy type of the homeomor-
phism or diffeomorphism group of a manifold. 

Our results on these problems make important use of the earlier works of many 
people. What we do shows how older, general theories can be effectively used 
in light of the main result of this paper and its two predecessors, [23, 25], to 
"solve" these problems in certain interesting instances. 

Throughout this section, M will denote a complete (connected) real hyper-
bolic manifold, and m will denote the dimension of M. We will usually place 
restrictions on m. Generally, m differs from 3 and 4 and, when discussing 
Problem 3, m > 10. 

Recall that a homotopy-topological structure on M x R n (where n ~ 0) is 
a pair (N, f) ,where N is a (topological) manifold and f: N -+ M x R n is a 
proper homotopy equivalence that is a homeomorphism over the complement 
of some compact set in M x Rn. (Note that M x RO = M.) Two structures 
(NI ,fl ) and (N2' f 2) are equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism g: NI -+ 

N2 such that f2 0 g and fl are properly homotopic via a homotopy that is 
constant over the complement of some compact set in NI . Let .9'(M x Rn) 
denote the set of equivalence classes of homotopy-topological structures on M x 
R n • (See [64, 43, 62, and 46] for more details.) Our main result, Theorem 9.5, 
together with Corollary A.IS.3 (see the appendix) combined with surgery theory 
[64,43] has the following immediate consequence. 

Theorem 10.1. If n is any nonnegative integer larger than 4 - m , then the struc-
ture set .9'(M x Rn) contains only one element, and this element is represented 
by the identity map of M x R n . 

Recall that in the case of a compact manifold W with possibly nonempty 
boundary oW (where Whn l W = 0), a homotopy-topological structure rel8 
on W is a homotopy equivalence f l : WI -+ W ,where WI is another mani-
fold with boundary such that fl maps aWl homeomorphically to oW. Two 
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structures (WI' f l ) and (W2' f 2) are equivalent if there exists a homeomor-
phism g: W2 --+ WI with flog homotopic to f2reW. Let 3"(WreW) denote 
the set of equivalence classes of these structures. When M has finite volume, 
it has a manifold compactification M due to Gromov and Margulis [32]. Let 
W = M x Dn , where Dn denotes the closed ball in Rn of unit radius and center 
O. (Recall that Wh 7r1 W = 0 by [23, Theorem 1].) One easily sees that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between 3"(W reW) and 3"(Int W) = 3"(M x Rn) 
under which the elements represented by the identity maps correspond. Hence, 
Theorem 10.1 has the following consequence. 

Corollary 10.2. Suppose M has finite volume, and let M denote the Gromov-
Margulis manifold compactification of M. Then the set 3"(M x Dn reW) has 
cardinality 1 provided m + n > 4. 

Specializing Corollary 10.2 by assuming M is compact and n = 0 yields the 
following result. 

Corollary 10.3. Let N be a compact (connected) topological manifold such 
that Nand M have isomorphic fundamental groups and N is aspherical (i.e., 
the universal covering space of N is contractible). Then Nand M are home-
omorphic 3 provided the dimension of M differs from 3 and 4. 
Remarks 10.1. It is an immediate consequence of results of Knesser [44] and 
Milnor [48] that the truth of Corollary 10.3 when m = 3 would imply the truth 
of the Poincare Conjecture. Although our calculations of the surgery obstruction 
groups (L-groups) and the Whitehead group are true even when m = 3 or 4, 
classical surgery theory does not work when m = 3 and is unknown to work 
when m = 4 for these fundamental groups. (Freedman and Quinn have shown 
that (topological) surgery theory does work for 4-dimensional manifolds with 
virtually poly-Z fundamental groups [31].) Hence, we cannot prove Corollary 
10.3 unless we assume that m =f:. 3 and 4. 

Recall that an n-dimensional manifold N has a (real) hyperbolic structure 
if and only if it can be covered by local coordinate charts with values in hy-
perbolic space H n such that change of coordinates is via isometries of open 
subsets of Hn. Corollary 10.3 together with Mostow's rigidity theorem [50] 
yields a characterization of hyperbolic structures on compact manifolds whose 
dimension is greater then 4; i.e., Corollary 10.3 is an existence theorem for 
hyperbolic structures while Mostow's work is the uniqueness theorem. 

Corollary 10.4. A compact (connected) topological manifold N of dimension 
n =f:. 3 and 4 has a (real) hyperbolic structure if and only if 

(i) N is aspherical and 
(ii) the fundamental group of N is isomorphic to a discrete cocompact sub-

group of the Lie group O( n , 1) . 
3 We construct examples, in [67], of nondiffeomorphic compact smooth manifolds M and N 

with isomorphic fundamental groups (and dim M > 4) where M is a real hyperbolic manifold 
and N supports a Riemannian metric whose sectional curvatures are all (strictly) negative. 
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Furthermore, by Mostow's rigidity theorem, the structure is unique (up to isom-
etry) provided n > 2. 
Remark 10.2. The Lie group O( n , 1) consists of all (n + 1) x (n + 1) matricies 
A with real number entries satisfying the equation 

AD (transpose A) = D , 

where D is the diagonal (n+ 1) x (n+ 1) matrix such that Du = 1 (if 1 ::; i::; n) 
and Dn+, .n+' = -1 . 

More generally, if M has finite volume but perhaps is not compact, we have 
the following generalization of Corollary 10.3. 

Corollary 10.5. Suppose that M has finite volume and m 1= 3,4, and 5. Let 
N be any topological manifold that is properly homotopically equivalent to M, 
then Nand M are homeomorphic. In fact, any proper homotopy equivalence 
is properly homotopic to a homeomorphism. 

Proof. Let f: N --t M be a proper homotopy equivalence. Since each con-
nected component B of a M is a compact flat Riemannian manifold, both 
Ko(Z7r,B) and Wh(7r,B) vanish by the main result of [16]. Hence, Sieben-
mann's thesis [61] can be used to construct a manifold compactification N for 
N and a homotopy equivalence 7: (N , a N) --t (M , a M) such that 

( 1 0.1) 7: N = N - oN --t M = M - oM 

is properly homotopically equivalent to f. By the main result of [21], 7: a N 
--t a M is homotopic to a homeomorphism, so we may assume that 7 maps 
a N homeomorphically to a M . An application of Corollary 10.2, with n = 0 , 
completes the proof. 

Our penultimate application of Theorem 9.5 to Problem 1 is the following 
result, which was announced in [27, Theorem 1], where N denotes a compact 
topological manifold with boundary oN that is decomposed as the union of 
compact codimension-zero submanifolds a, Nand o2N with 

(10.2) 

Corollary 10.6. Let f: (N,0,N,02N) --t (M x D n ,M x oD n ,oM x Dn) be 
a homotopy equivalence of triads such that f restricted to a, N is a homeo-
morphism and n + m > 5. Then f is homotopic to a homeomorphism via a 
homotopy of triad maps that is constant on a, N . 

Proof. Since a M is a compact flat Riemannian manifold, the main result of 
[21] allows us to homotope f: O2 N --t a M x Dn to a homeomorphism via a 
homotopy that is constant on 0(02N). An application of Corollary 10.2 (after 
using the homotopy extension theorem) completes the proof. 

Frank Quinn, in his Ph.D. thesis [57] and in [58], developed a general theory 
for studying Problem 2. The following result is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 9.5 and his theory. (Recall that a group r is K-flat if Wh(r x C) 
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vanishes, where C is any finitely generated free abelian group; cf. [23, Theorem 
1]. ) 

Theorem 10.7. Let p: E -+ M be a continuous surjection, where E is a compact 
manifold whose dimension is greater than m + 4. Assume that the homotopy 
fiber F of p is a connected finite polyhedron and that both 11:, F and 11:, E are 
K-flat. Then p is homotopic to a block bundle projection. 

We now state our final result about Problem 1. 

Corollary 10.S. Let M, ' ... , Ms (where s ~ I) be a finite sequence of compact 
(connected) real hyperbolic manifolds and N a compact (connected) aspherical 
manifold such that 11:, N is a virtually poly-Z group. (We allow the cases where 
either N or all of the Mi are only a single point.) Then the set 

.9"(M, x ... x Ms x N x D n reW) 

has cardinality 1 provided n + dim N + E:=, dim Mi f 3 or 4. 
Remark 10.3. We showed [23, Corollary 2] that r is K-flat, where r is the 
fundamental group of M, x ... x Ms x N . 

ProofofCorollary 10.8. Because of[l3] and [43], .9"(M, x·· .xMsxNxDn reW) 
is in one-to-one correspondence with a subset of .9"(M, x··· x Ms x N x T n+8). 
Consequently, it suffices to show that this second set has cardinality 1. We show 
this by induction on s. The inductive step is a consequence of two facts, which 
we proceed to demonstrate. Let 

(10.3) p: M, x ... x Ms x N x T n+8 -+ Ms 

denote the canonical projection onto the third to the last factor, and let p = 
pof, where 

f n+8 (10.4) : W -+ M, x ... x Ms x N x T 

represents an element of .9"(M, x ... x Ms x N x T n+8). Because of Theorem 
10.7 and Remark 10.3 (recall that N x T n+8 is an aspherical manifold whose 
fundamental group is virtually poly-Z and the homotopy fiber F of p is M, x 
.•. X Ms_' x N x T n+8), p is homotopic to a block bundle projection. This is 
the first fact. 

For the same reason given in the first sentence of this proof, .9"(F x Di reW) 
is in one-to-one correspondence with a subset of .9"(F x T i), where i is 
any nonnegative integer. Consequently, our inductive assumption implies that 
.9"(F x Di reW) has cardinality 1 provided s > 1. When s = 1, this is still 
true because of the main result of [26]. This is the second fact. 

One can use these two facts to show easily that f is homotopic to a home-
omorphism. This completes the inductive step of our proof. 

Now we use Theorem 9.5 to shed light on Problem 3. For any topolog-
ical manifold V, Top V denotes the space of all compactly supported self-
homeomorphisms of V, i.e., if f E Top V , then there exists a compact subset 
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K of V such that the restriction of J to V - K is the inclusion map. If V is 
an open subset of a manifold N, then the inclusion map a: V -t N induces a 
canonical continuous map 

(10.5) a: Top V -t TopM 

that is determined by the formula 

(10.6) {
X, ifxEN-V, 

a(J)(x) = J (x), if x E V, 
where JETopV. 

We next introduce some notation for important geometric objects related to 
M; e.g., ~, ~,... denote the "cusps" of M, given by Margulis' Lemma 
applied to MilO (these are the components of MilO whose closures are not com-
pact, cf. Lemma 3.2), and 

(10.7) 

denote the inclusion maps. Let gi: S I -t M be a sequence of smooth immer-
sions such that their images gl (Sl), g2(SI) , ... are an enumeration of the set 
of all t-simple closed geodesics in M, and let g;: Sl -t M be smooth embed-
dings such that their images are pairwise disjoint (we assume that dim M > 2 ) 
and each g; is regularly homotopic to gi via a short regular homotopy (say of 
length less than 1). Let Ti be open tubular neighborhoods of the g; (S I) such 
that the sets Ti are pairwise disjoint, and let 

(10.8) 

denote the inclusion maps. 
If N is a topological manifold, G( N) denotes the H -space of self-homotopy 

equivalences of N with compact support. Note that Top N is a subspace 
of G( N) and, if a: V -t N is the inclusion map of an open subset, then 
a: Top V ---+ Top N extends canonically to a continuous map 

(10.9) a: G(V) -t G(N). 

Recall that the space G( N) / Top N is the homotopy fiber of the map B Top N 
-t BG(N). Hence, a induces a continuous map, also denoted by a, 
(10.10) a: G( V)/ Top V -t G(N)/ Top N . 

If J: X -t Y is a continuous map, then 

(10.11) (f)s: 7CsX -t 7CsY 

denotes the induced homomorphism on the homotopy groups 7Cs . Also, if Gi 
is a sequence of groups and 'Ii: G; -t G is a sequence of group homomorphisms 
satisfying 

(10.12) 
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for all induces i and j and any pair of elements x E Gj and Y E Gj , then 
E; 11j: EB; G; ---> G denotes the homomorphism defined by 

(10.13) 

where x; E Gj and Xj = 1 for all but a finite number of indices i. If this 
sequence has length 2, we use the notation 111 + 112 for E j 11j. Our primary 
result on Problems 3 is expressed in this notation as follows. 

Theorem 10.9. The homomorphism Ej(¢j)s + Ei(l/I";)s is an isomorphism pro-
vided 0 < s :5 (m - 4)/3 and m > 10. Note that the domain of Ej(¢j)s + 
Ej(lj/j)s is 

Ee 7Cs(G(~)/ Top~) 63 Ee 7Cs(G(Tj)/ Top Tj) , 
; 

and its range is 7Cs(G(M)/ TopM). 
Proof. Recall that, for any manifold N, we can interpolate between Top N 
and G( N) the simplicial group TOPN of block homeomorphisms of N having 
compact support, cf. [33]. Because of Quinn's function space interpretation of 
the surgery exact sequence [57, 58], Theorem 10.1 implies that G(M)/TOPM 
is contractible. Hence, the natural map 

(10.14) TopM/TopM ---> G(M)/TopM 

is a homotopy equivalence. Recall that each cusp ~ and each tube Tj is 
homeomorphic to the total space of a real vector bundle whose base space is a 
compact flat Riemannian manifold, a circle in the case of Tj • Thus, the same 
reasoning, but using the main result of [21] in place of Theorem 10.1, yields 
that the natural maps 

(10.15) 
Top~/Top~ ---> G(Ci)/Top~, 

Top T/ Top T ---> G(T)/ Top T 
J J J J 

are also homotopy equivalences (for all indices i and j). We will use the same 
notation ¢ i and Ij/; to denote the maps 

(10.16) 
¢;: TOP~/Top~ ---> TopM/TopM, 

Ij/;: TOP T;! Top ~ ---> Top M/ Top M . 

Consequently, it suffices in proving Theorem 10.9 to show that the last of these 
maps E;(¢;)s + E;(Ij/;)s induces an isomorphism for 0 < s :5 (m - 10)/7 and 
m > 10, where ¢ i and Ij/; are the maps of (10.16). But this follows from 
Corollary A.l(a) of our appendix (which extends the main result of [25]), a sta-
bility result due to Igusa [37], and Hatcher's spectral sequence [33, Proposition 
2.1]. We proceed to discuss this implication in more detail. 
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Let a: V -+ M be the inclusion of an open subset. Then it determines 
continuous maps 

(10.17) a' : 9'(V) -+ 9'(M) , 

where [p denotesthe p-factorCartesianproduct [0, l]x···x[O, 1], C(Nx[P) 
denotes the space of all topological pseudo-isotopies on N x [p with compact 
support, and 9'(N) is the direct limit (as p -+ +00) of C(Nx[P) . Igusa shows 
in [37] that for q ~ (m -7)/3 (recall m> 10), one can identify 7rqC(V x [p) 
and 7rqC(M x [p) with 7rq9'(V) and 7rq9'(M) , respectively, and the map on 
7r q determined by a P can be identified with that determined by a' . 

Let E;q(V) and E;q(M) be the first quadrant spectral sequences constructed 
by Hatcher in [33, Proposition 2.1]. Then a induces a mapping between these 
two spectral sequences. Define a spectral sequence g;q by 

(10.18) 

Then the inclusions <P j and IfIj induce a map <I»~q of this spectral sequence to 
E;q(M) , which is an isomorphism from gp~ to E!q(M) , provided (m-7)/3 ~ 
q. This last assertion is a consequence of Corollary A.1(a), [33, Proposition 
2.1], and Igusa's stability result [37] cited above. Theorem 10.9 now follows 
from this assertion, the following algebraic lemma (whose proof is left to the 
reader), and the fact that Hatcher's spectral sequence E;q(V) converges to 
7r p+q+ I CTOi> V/Top V) (cf. [33, Proposition 2.1]), which implies that <I»~q con-
verges to Lj(¢j)p+q+1 + Lj(VI)p+q+1 . 

Lemma 10.10. Let <I»~q: g;q -+ E;q be a map between first quadrant spectral 
sequences and m an integer such that <I»~q is an isomorphism for all pairs of 
integers (p, q), where q ~ m. Then <I»~q is an isomorphism for all s ~ 1 
(including s = 00 ) provided p + q ~ m . 

The following qualitative facts about the spaces G(M) , G(~), and G(T) 
are easy consequences of Eilenberg obstruction theory (and the Mostow-Prasad 
rigidity theorem in the case of 7ro of G(M)). 

Remark 10.4. Provided n ~ 2, 7rn G(N) = 0, where N is either M, ~,or 
Tj . Also, G(T) is arc-connected, while 7r1 G(T) and 7r1 G(~) both vanish. If 
M has finite volume, then G(M) has only a finite number of arc-components 
and 7r I G( M) vanishes. 

To formulate our next result, we introduce some notation. If N j is a sequence 
of topological manifolds, let EBj Top Nj denote the direct limit, as j -+ +00, 
of the finite Cartesian products 

(10.19) TopNI X TopN2 X """ x TopNj " 
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If each N; is an open subset of M with inclusion map denoted by (I;, define 
a continuous map 

(10.20) 

to be the map induced in the limit, as j --+ +00 , of the continuous maps 

(10.21) 

where 0 denotes composition of functions and x; E Top N;. If J: A --+ Top M 
and g: B --+ Top M are a pair of continuous maps, then 

( 10.22) J+g:AxB--+TopM 

denotes the composite of J x g: A x B --+ Top M with the group multiplication 
(composition of functions) in Top M . 

In light of Remark 10.4, Theorem 10.9 has the following consequence con-
cerning the homotopy type of Top M . 

Corollary 10.11. The continuous map C'L4>;) + ('LIP;), where 

(L: 4>;) + (L: IP;): (~TOP~) x ( ~TOP T) --+ TopM , 

induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups 1ts provided 1 < s ~ (m-4)/3 and 
m > 10. When M has finite volume and m > 10 (recall that m = dimM), 
this map also induces an isomorphism on 1t I . 

The next result extends the above analysis to 1to(TopM) , when M has finite 
volume. Let Out 1t I M denote the outer automorphism group of 1t 1M. Re-
call that Out 1t I M is in one-to-one correspondence with the homotopy classes 
of self-homotopy equivalences of M. Let Out' 1t I M be the subgroup repre-
sentable by elements in Top M; i.e., Out' 1t I M is the image of the canonical 
homomorphism 

(10.23) 

Let Topo M denote the kernel of this homomorphism. Note that the values of 
the map ('L 4>;) + ('LIP;) are in Topo M. The above discussion together with 
elementary homotopy reasoning and Remark 10.4 shows that Theorem 10.9 and 
Corollary 10.11 have the following refinement. 

Corollary 10.12. Suppose M has finite volume and m > 10 (recall that m = 
dim M). Then Top M is an extension oj the finite discrete group Out'1t I M by 
the topological group Topo M. Furthermore, 
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is a "weak homotopy equivalence through a stable range of dimensions." To 
be specific, this map induces an isomorphism on the homotopy groups 1Cs for 
o ~ s ~ (m - 4)/3. 

Definition 10.0. If X is a compact manifold (with possibly nonempty bound-
ary) and A is a subspace of X, then Homeo(X, A) denotes the space of all 
self-homeomorphisms of X that restrict to the identity map on A. Further-
more, we abbreviate Homeo(X, 0) by HomeoX. Note that if ax = 0, then 
HomeoX = Top X . 

We next make three remarks that will be used to obtain a more explicit result 
from Corollary 10.12. 

Remark 10.5. When M has finite volume, it has only a finite number of cusps 
~ ,~ , ... ,~ (if M is compact, it has no cusps, i.e., n = 0). There exists 
a sequence B I , B2 ' ... ,Bn of compact flat Riemannian manifolds such that 
~ = Bi X R for i = 1 ,2, ... ,n. Consequently, 

n 
ffiTop~ = X Top(B x R) , 
Q7 I i=1 I 

I 

which contains x7=1 Homeo(Bi x / ,Bi X aJ) as a deformation retract, where 
/=[0,1] and 8/={0,1}. 

Remark 10.6. When M has finite volume, the number of t-simple closed 
geodesics in M is countable infinite. Furthermore, each tube Y; is either 
homeomorphic to SI X R n- I or to L2 X R m- 2 , where L2 denotes the (open) 
Mobius band. In the first case, Top Ti contains 

I m-I I m-I Homeo(S x D ,S x aD ) 

as a deformation retract and, in the second, it contains 
- m-2 -2 m-2 Homeo(L x D ,a(L x D )) 

as a deformation retract, where L2 denotes the closed Mobius band, i.e., L 
is the total space of the nonorientable / -bundle over S I . 

Remark 10.7. When M is compact and m > 2, Mostow's rigidity theorem 
implies that the homeomorphism (10.23) is a split epimorphism. In particular, 
Out'1C I M = Out1C I M. 

Putting these three remarks together with Corollary 10.12 yields the following 
more explicit result. 

Corollary 10.13. Suppose M is compact orientable and dim M > 10. Then 
the spaces Top M (recall that Top M = Homeo M when M is compact) and 
(EBHomeo(SI x D m- I ,SI x aDm-I)) x Out(1C I M) are "weakly homotopically 
equivalent through a stable range of dimensions." More precisely stated, there is a 
continuous map of the second space into TopM that induces a bijection on path 
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components and an isomorphism on tts for each path component provided 1 ~ 
s ~ (m - 4)/3 (recall that m = dim M). Here, the direct limit, as j -+ +00, of 
the Cartesian product of j-copies of the space Homeo(SI xDm- 1 ,SI xaDm- l ) is 
denoted by ffiHomeo(S' xDm- 1 ,SI x aDm-I), and thefinite group Out{7t IM) 
is equipped with the discrete topology. 

Let it I M denote the set of conjugacy classes of pairs {y, y - I} of indivisible 
elements in 7t 1M. (Recall that y E 7t I M is divisible provided there exists an 
element a E 7t I M and an integer n > 1 such that an = y. In particular, the 
identity element is divisible.) 

Remark 10.8. Since the tubes Ti are pairwise disjoint, the topological group 
ffiHomeo(S' x Dm- I ,SI x aDm-I) defined in Corollary 10.13 is a subgroup 
of Topo M . Furthermore, it is isomorphic to the topological group of all func-
tions from itlM to Homeo(SI x Dm- I . SI x aDm-I) with finite support and 
pointwise multiplication. 

We continue with our assumptions that M has finite volume and m > 10. 
Let M denote the Gromov-Margulis manifold compactification of M; cf. [32]. 
Let Homeo(M)o denote the kernel of the natural homomorphism 

(10.24) Homeo(M) -+ Out 7t 1M. 

Mostow's rigidity theorem as extended by Gopal Prasad from the compact to the 
finite volume situation; cf. [51, Theorem 24.2], yields that this homomorphism 
is a split epimorphism; i.e., 

(10.25) HomeoM = Homeo(M)o ><I Out(7t IM). 

and Out( 7t I M) is a finite group. Our next result gives an analysis, in a stable 
range of dimensions, of the homotopy type of Homeo(M)o. 

Corollary 10.14. When M has finite volume (and dimM > 10), the spaces 
Homeo(M)o and (ffii Top TJ x ( X ;=1 !}'J(Bi)) have the same "weak homotopy 
type through a stable range of dimensions." More precisely, there exist continuous 
maps f and g with range the first and second spaces above, respectively, and 
the same domain. These maps induce isomorphisms on tts for s ~ (m - 7)/3 
(recall that m = dimM). Furthermore, the common domain of both f and g 
is 

(~TOPT) X C~I Homeo(Bi x [0, I],Bi X 1)) ; 
cf Remark 10.6 regarding the homotopy type of ffii Top Ti . 
Proof. Consider the following two fibrations 

n 

(10.26) 
Homeo(M, aM)o -+ Homeo(M)o -+X ToPo(BJ, 

1=1 
n 

F X EI -+ Eo X E, -+ i~' ToPo(Bi). 
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where 
n 

Eo = X Homeo(B. x [0, I],B. xl), 
;=1 I I 

n 
F = X Homeo(B. x [0, I],B. x {O, I}). ;=, I I 

The projection maps in these fibrations are epimorphisms because of the main 
result in [21]. Consider the subspace of Homeo(M, 8M)0 consisting of all 
homeomorphisms that are the identity in the complement of a compact subset 
of M - 8M. This space can be identified with ToPo(M). Similarly, there 
is a subspace Fo of F that we identify with EB; Top ~. There is a natural 
map f of the second fibration of (10.26) into the first that covers the identity 
map on the base spaces. On fibers, f restricts to the map (~1>;) + (~,p;) of 
Corollary 10.12 in the subspace Fo x E, of F x E, to the subspace ToPo(M) 
of Homeo(M, 8M)0' But both of these subspaces are deformation retracts. 
Hence, Corollary 10.12 implies that f induces an isomorphism on 7Cs for all 
s ~ (m - 4)/3. Let g = id x( X 7=1 r), where 
(10.27) r;: Homeo(B; x [0, I],B; xl) -+.9(B;) 
is the map in the direct limit. Because of Igusa's stability result [37], g induces 
an isomorphism on 7Cs for all s ~ (m - 7)/3. This completes the proof of 
Corollary 10.14. 

In light of Corollaries 10.11-10.14, it is clearly important to have homotopy 
information about both Top ~ and Top Tj • The following is a recollection of 
previously known results. 
Lemma 10.15. Let E be the total space of a vector bundle whose base space is a 
compact connected flat Riemannian manifold B, and let dim E = m - 1 , where 
m> 10. Then 

7Cs Top(E x R) ® Q = 0, for 1 ~ s ~ (m - 4)/3 ; 
7Cs.9(B) ® Q = 0, for all nonnegative integers s; and 
7CO Top(E x R) is a countably infinite abelian group of exponent 
2, when B is the circle 8 1 • 

(Here Q denotes the additive group of rational numbers.) 
Proof. Calculations one and two are implicit in [17], and calculation three is 
implicit in [33, Theorem 4. I-Remark 2]. More explicitly, the second calculation 
is a consequence of a basic result of Waldhausen's (cf. [33, Corollary 7.3]) 
and [17, Theorem 3.1]. The first calculation uses, in addition to those facts, 
Hatcher's spectral sequence [33, Proposition 2.2] and the Main Theorem of 
[15]. The third calculation also requires the use of a basic result of Hatcher and 
Wagoner (cf. [33, Theorem 3.1]). 

Lemma 10.15 now allows us to deduce the following specific information 
about the homotopy groups of Top M and Homeo M from Corollaries 10.11-
10.14. (Again, M denotes the Gromov-Margulis manifold compactification of 
M.) 
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Corollary 10.16. Assume that dimM> 10 (recall that m = dimM). Then 
7ls TopM ® Q = 0 provided 2 ~ s ~ (m - 4)/3. If, in addition, we assume that 
M has finite volume, then we also have 

(i) 711 TopM ® Q = 0; 
(ii) neither 710 Top M nor 710 Homeo M is finitely generated; 

(iii) tls HomeoM ® Q = 0 provided 1 ~ s ~ (m - 7)/3. 
When M is compact, we have the additional information that 710 Top M lS lSO-

morphic to a semidirect product Z';)<I Out 711 M where Z'; denotes the countably 
infinite abelian group of exponent 2 (recall that Out7l I M is a finite group). 

Let Diff M denote the group of all diffeomorphisms of M with compact 
support. Our next application of Theorem 9.5 uses the general theory in [17, 
Theorem 4.5] (which depends on Waldhausen's foundational work in [63]) to-
gether with [25, Corollary 7.2] and Igusa's improved stable range [37]. 

Corollary 10.17. If M is compact, dim M > 10, and s is an integer satisfying 
1 ~ s ~ (m - 4)/3 (recall that m = dimM) , then 

7l Diff M ® Q = { E9;:1 H(s+I)_4j(M , Q) , 
sO, if m is even. 

ifm is odd, 

We end this rather long section with a brief discussion of two methods for ob-
taining more precise calculations of tls Diff M , in a stable range of dimensions 
s. First we note that the method used in Theorem 10.9 to analyze TopM 
can also be used on Diff M. For instance, Hatcher's spectral sequence E;q 
in [33, Proposition 2.2] converges to 7l p+q+1 (DiffM/ Diff M). Since we can 
analyze E~ using Theorem A.2 of our appendix together with the fact that 
E~q = Hp(Z2 ;9'DiffM) provided (m - 7)/3 ~ q, this spectral sequence is use-
ful. Also, the homotopy groups of G(M)/DiffM can be examined via surgery 
theory using Theorem 9.5. Putting this information together with the facts 
about G(M) already mentioned in Remark 10.4 is the first method for analyz-
ing Diff M. (We note that this method can be used to prove Corollary 10.17.) 

The second method relates tls Diff M more directly to tls Top M . In fact, it 
can be shown, through a stable range of dimensions s, that 

(10.28) 

(10.28) is obtained by showing that the inclusion map 

( 10.29) r: DiffM - TopM 

is (stably) a "homotopically split surjection"; i.e., there exists a space K and a 
pair of continuous maps f: K - Diff M and g: K - Top M such that 

(i) the composite r 0 f is homotopic to g , and 
(10.30) (ii) g induces an isomorphism on tls for a stable range of 

integers s. 
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Because of Theorem 10.9, it suffices to do this splitting when M is replaced by 
~ or Tj' i.e., by a (high dimensional) manifold N that is the total space of a 
vector bundle whose base is a compact (connected) flat Riemannian manifold. 
In this situation, the splitting is accomplished by using Theorem A.2 of our ap-
pendix (which is the psuedo-isotopy version of (10.28» together with Hatcher's 
spectral sequence [33, Proposition 2.1]. The ideas in the proof of Theorem A.2 
are also used. In particular, we consider the subgroup of Diff M consisting of all 
"controlled" diffeomorphisms (and a Hatcher-type spectral sequence for these). 
By covering space arguments, peculiar to flat Riemannian manifold, we define a 
map from Diff N to this subgroup. Also, we use the fact that G(N)jTop N is 
a contractible space, which is a consequence of [21]. Finally, work of Burghelea 
and Lashof (cf. [10, Theorem 1.1]) shows that 1l'.+ 1 (Top Mj Diff M) is a "sort 
of homology theory" whose coefficients are 1l'.9'Oiff (point). Important infor-
mation concerning ll'j9'Diff(*) can be deduced from Waldhausen's work [63]; 
e.g., using it and [5], it was shown in [17] that 

{ Q , if i == 3 mod 4 , 
(10.31) ll'j9'Oiff(*) ® Q = 0, otherwise. 

ApPENDIX 

In this appendix, we let M denote (unless otherwise specified) any real, 
complex, quaternionic or Cayley complete hyperbolic manifold. For any smooth 
manifold X, we let 9'(X) and 9'Oiff(X) denote the semisimplical space of sta-
ble topological pseudo-isotopies on X with compact support and the semisim-
plical space of stable smooth pseudo-isotopies on X with compact support. 

In Corollary A.l(a), we determine the homotopy type of space 9'(M). The 
authors announced Corollaries A. 1 (a)-(c) in [23, 25] and proved them in [23, 
25] for any M of finite volume. Theorem A.l was announced by the authors 
in [22] for any compact M. 

In Theorem A.2, we determine the homotopy type of the space 9'Oiff(M) for 
any real complete hyperbolic manifold M. The authors announced Theorem 
A.2 in [22] for any compact Riemannian manifold of strictly negative curvature. 
Some Q-spectra. For each n ~ 0 and any smooth manifold X, we denote 
by 9'Diff,b(X x Rn) the space of all stable smooth pseudo-isotopies on X x Rn 

that have compact support in the X-factor and that are bounded in the Rn_ 
factor, and we denote by 9'b(X x Rn) the space of all stable topological pseudo-
isotopies on X x R n that have compact support in the X -factor and that are 
bounded in the Rn-factor. The loop spaces n9'Oiff,b(XxRn) and n9'b(XxRn) 
are homotopy equivalent to 9'Oiff,b(XxRn- l ) and 9'b(XxRn- l ) for all n ~ 1 
(cf. [33]). Thus, we may define a-spectra 9(X) and .9'""(X) as follows. Set 
9 n(X) = 9'Oiff,b(X x Rn) for each n ~ 0, and set 9_n(X) = an 9'Oiff(X) for 
each n ~ 1. Set .9',;"(X) = 9'b(X x Rn) for each n ~ 0, and set Y:::.n(X) = 
an 9'b(X) for each n ~ 1. 
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We may define the "homology n-spectrum" for 8&( ) over X, denoted 
H(X;8&(*» , as follows. Let dj E 8&j(*) be the points corresponding to the 
identity pseudo-isotopies. Then set 

Hk(X ;8&(*» = j~~ nj«X x 8&j+k(*»/(X x dj+k». 
Here * indicates the space with one point, and" limj-+oo " indicates the direct 
limit of spaces. 

There is a natural map of n-spectra A: H( X ; 8& ( *» ---t 8& (X) called the 
amalgamation map. At the kth level, A is defined to be the composite 

lim nj«X x 8&·+k(*»/(X x d·+k» .!!!... lim nj8&·+k(X) ~ 8&k(X). 
1-+00 I I 1--+00 I 

where 'I' is induced by the composite map X x 8&(*) ~ 8&(*) inc~ion 8&(X). 
We denote by N8&(X) the cokemel n-spectrum for the amalgamation map 

A: H(X ,8&(*» ---t 8&(X). 

Cusps and closed geodesics. Let ~ , ~ , ~ , ... denote the cuSpS of M. Each 
cusp ~ has a tubular neighborhold in M that is diffeomorphic to a real vec-
tor bundle over a compact closed aspherical manifold Cj that has a virtually 
poly-Z fundamental group (see [3]). Let ~: Cj ---t M denote the zero sec-
tion map for this vector bundle. Let gj: Sl ---t M be a sequence of smooth 
immersions from the circle into M such that the images gl(SI), g2(SI) , 
g3(SI) , ... are an enumeration of the set of all t-simple closed geodesics in 
M. Let (Uj Cj) u (Uj Sl) denote the disjoint union of all the {CJ with all the 
{domain (gJ}. Let I: (U j CJ U (UjS 1) ---t M denote the map that, when re-
stricted to any Cj , is equal to ~ and, when restricted to the ith copy of Sl , 
is equal to gj' 

Theorem A.I. Let M be any real, complex, quaternionic, or Cayley complete 
hyperbolic manifold. The map I: (U j Cj) u (Uj s 1) ---t M induces an equivalence 
of n-spectra 

We have the following corollaries of Theorem A.I. 
The equivalence of Theorem A.I at the zeroth levels of the n-spectra be-

comes the following. 

Corollary A.l(a). The map I: (Uj Cj)u(Uj Sl) ---t M induces a homotopy equiv-
alence of spaces 9'«U i CJ u (U i Sl» ~ 9'(M). 

The first k homotopy groups of 9k(X) are K_k+2(Zn1X) , ... ,K_1(Zn1X), 
KO(Zn1X) , Wh(n1(X» for any manifold X (cf. [1]). If X isa compact closed 
aspherical manifold having a virtually poly-Z fundamental group, then all these 
homotopy groups are zero (cf. [19]). So by the equivalence of Theorem A.I we 
have the following. 
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Corollary A.l(b). Wh(llIM) = 0, Ko(ZllIM) = 0, Kn(ZllIM) = ° for all 
n < 0. 

Using only the equivalence of Corollary A.l(a), we can argue as in [25] to 
show the following. 

CorollaryA.l(c). (i) For any integer n 2: 2, we have that Whn(ll l (M))®Z(I/N) 
= 0, where N = [(n + 1)/2]!' 

(ii) For any integer n, we have that K n(Z1l 1 (M)) ® Q = Hn(M, Q) EB 
(61: 1 H n_ I _ 4j (M ,Q)). 

Theorem A.2. Let M be any real complete hyperbolic manifold. There are the 
following homotopy equivalences of spaces. 

(a) 9'Diff(M) ~ Ho(M ;g(*)) x Ngo(M). 
(b) Ngo(M) ~ Ngo((Uj C) u (Uj Sl)). 
(c) Ngo((Uj C) U (U j Sl)) = 9'((Uj Cj) U (U j Sl)). 

Remark A.2. The equivalence of Corollary A.2(a) is the Cartesian product of 
the projection map 9'Diff(M) ---> Ngo(M) with a homotopy left inverse of the 
amalgamation map. The equivalence of Theorem A.2(b) is induced by the map 
I: (Uj Cj) U (UjSI) ---> M. The equivalence of Theorem A.2(c) is induced by 
the forgetful map g((Uj C) U (Uj Sl)) ---> 9'((Uj Cj ) U (Uj Sl)). 

Proof of Theorem A.l. The proof is similar to the argument given in [25], so 
we will be brief. Let J: 9'((Uj Cj) U (Uj Sl)) ---> 9'(M) denote the map of 
Q-spectra induced by the map I: (U j Cj ) U (U j S I) ---> M , and for each positive 
integer n, let In: 9'((U;=1 Cj) U (U;=I Sl)) ---> 9'(M) denote the map of n-
spectra induced by the map II((U;=I C)U(U;=I Sl)). It is convenient to divide 
the proof into the following two steps. 
Step I. In this step, we show that for each positive integer k the map J: 
.9'k((Uj Cj)u(Uj Sl)) ---> .9'k(M) induces an injection on all the homotopy groups. 

To show this, it will suffice to construct, for each positive integer n, a left 
homotopy inverse for the map 

which we will denote by 

The construction of I n is similar to the constructions used in [25,§2]. 
Recall that for each cusp ~ of M there is a covering space projection 

Pj: Nj x R ---> M that satisfies the following (see [3]). 
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A.3. (a) Ni is a smooth manifold that is the total space of a real vector 
bundle over the compact closed aspherical manifold Ci having a virtually poly-
Z fundamental group. 

(b) The restricted map Pi: Ni x ( -00 • 0] - M is an embedding whose image 
is equal to a tubular neighborhood of the cusp ~ in M. 

(c) For each y E Ni' the path f: R - M defined by f(t) = Pi(Y' r(t» is a 
unit speed geodesic in M, where r: R - R is a diffeomorphism independent 
of y. 

(d) Given any e > 0, there is t > 0 such that for each vector v E 
Tan(Ni x (t. 00» we must have that 

(v. v) NjxR ::; e(dpi(v) • dPi(v») M' 

where ( . ) NjxR denotes the product Riemann metric on Ni x Rand ( . ) M 

is the given metric on M. 
We can define a map ri : .9k(M) -.9k(Ci ) as follows. Let 

f: (M x Rk x [u) x [ _ (M X Rk x [u) x [ 

represent a point of .9k(M). Recall that f is compactly supported in the M-
factor and is bounded in the Rk -factor. Pull the pseudo-isotopy f back along 
the covering projection Pi: Ni x R - M to a pseudo-isotopy 

j: (N; x R x Rk X [u) x [ _ (N; x R x Rk X [u) x [. 

Note that A.3(a) allows us to extend the bundle Ni - C; to a bundle N; - C; 
that has the xi-dimensional disc for fiber and such that each fiber of N; - C; 
is the interior of the corresponding disc fiber of N; - C;. We denote the two 
point compactification of R by R. Note that R is a compact interval with 
boundary points 8±R corresponding to ±oo. Thus, we have the compactifi-
cation N; x R of Ni x R. Since f has compact support in the M -factor, it 
follows from A.3(b) and (c) that for any t > 0 the support of j intersected 
with (N; x (-00. t] X Rk X [u) x [ is a compact set in the factor N; x (-00 • t] . 
So we may extend j to a homeomorphism 

• - -- - - k u f:«N;-N;)xRUN;x(R-8+R»xR x[ x[ 

- -- - - k u - «N; - N) x R U Ni x (R - 8+R» x R x [ x [ 

by letting j be the identity on «N; - N;) x R U N; x 8_R) X Rk x [u x [ . For 
the moment, let us assume that j satisfies the following property. 

A.4. lim/_ex> d(y ,j(y» = 0 uniformly in y E (N; x (t . 00) X Rk X [u) x [ , 
where d( • ) is the product metric on (Ni x R X Rk X [u) x [ . 

• - -- k u -Then we can extend f to a map f on (N; x R x R x [ ) x [ by letting f 
- - k u equal the identity on (N; x 8+R x R x [ ) x [ as well. Note that the bundle 

projection N; - C; induces a homotopy equivalence .9k(N;) ~ .9k(C;) , and 
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note that the extension 7: (Ni x R X Rk X IU) x 1---+ (Ni X R X Rk X IU) x I 
represents a point in g;(N i ). Thus, we may define 'j: g;(M) ---+ g;(Cj ) by 
'j(f) = 7. 

If, in the preceding paragraph, A.4 does not hold, then we must modify I 
somewhat before we can extend it to 

-- - k U - - k U J:(NjxRxR xl )xI---+(NjxRxR xl )xl. 
Note that it follows from A.3(d) that A.4 is always true in the (Nj x R)-factor 
of (Nj x R x Rk X IU) x I . However, A.4 may fail in the factors Rk , I U , and/or 
I . There will be no loss of generality if we assume that J is the identity map 
near (M x Rk x oIu) x I u (M X Rk x IU) x o. So I is also the identity map 
near (Nj x R x Rk x oIu) x I U (Nj x R x Rk X IU) x o. Choose flows ut : I ---+ I , 
vt : I U ---+ I U , wt : Rk ---+ Rk , t E [0,00) , that satisfy the following properties. 

A.S. (a) Each of utloI, vtlolu is the identity map. Each of uo' Vo is the 
identity map. 

(b) ut : I ---+ I, t E [0,00), flows all points except 0 towards the point 1. 
vt : I U ---+ I U, t E [0,00), flows all the points of I U - oIu towards the center 
point of I U • 

(c) For each Y E Rk and each t E [0,00), we have that wt(Y) = (l/(l+t»y. 
Define a homeomorphism h: (Nj x R x Rk X IU) x I ---+ (Nj x R x Rk X IU) x I 
as follows. 

(d) For each y E Ni' t E R, SI E Rk , S2 E I U, S3 E I set 

{ (y,t,SI,S2,S3), ift:::;O, 
h(y, t ,SI ,S2 ,S3) = . 

(y , t , Wt(SI), V t(S2) , Ut(S3»' If t ~ O. 
Note that if we modify I by conjugating it with h, then the new I (i.e., 
the map hI 0 h- I ) will satisfy A.4. Now we may proceed as in the previous 
paragraph to get the extension J of the new I and then to define 'j (f) = 7 . 

Recall that for each of the closed geodesics gj: Sl ---+ M of M there is a 
covering projection qi: Sl X R m- I ---+ M satisfying the following properties. 

A.6. (a) qj(y, 0) = gj(y) holds for all y E Sl . 
(b) Given e > 0, there is t> 0 such that if v E Tan(SI x R~-I), where 

R~-I denotes all points PERm-I satisfying Ipi ~ t, then we must have that 
(v, v) :::; e(dqj(v) , dqj(v») M' where ( , ) is the product Riemannian structure 
on Sl xRm- l • 

We can now define a map Sj: g;(M) ---+ g;(SI) as follows. Let 

J: (M x Rk x IU) x I ---+ (M X Rk x IU) x I 
represent a point of g;(M). Pull the pseudo-isotopy J back along the covering 
projection qj: S I X R m- I ---+ M to get a pseudo-isotopy 

J" I m-I k U I m-I k U : (S x R x R x I ) x I ---+ (S x R x R x I ) x I. 
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Define hi: (Sl X R m- I x Rk X IU) x I -+ (Sl X R m- I x Rk X IU) x I as follows. 

A. 7. For each yES I , PERm-I , S I E Rk , S2 E I U , S3 E I , set 

hi (y , P ,s I ,S2 ,S3) = (y , p , W t (SI) , V t (S2) , U t (S3)) , 

where t = Ipl and ut ' v t ,wt comes from A.5. Note that if we modify J by 
conjugating it with hi, then it will follow from A.6(b), A.7, and A.5 that the 
new J (i.e., the map hi 0 J 0 (h')-I) will satisfy the following property. 

A.8. lim t -+ oo d(y ,J(y)) = 0 uniformly in y E (Sl X R~-I X Rk X IU) x I, 
where d( , ) denotes the product metric on Sl X R m- I x Rk X I U x I. Thus, 

• I -m-I k U we may now extend 1 to a pseudo-isotopy I: (S x R x R x I ) x I -+ 
I -m-I k U - I -m-I k (S xR xR xl )xI by setting 1 equalto the identity on (S x8R xR x 

IU) x I . Here R m- I denotes a dis~ compactification of R m- I , and 8Rm- 1 is 
the manifold boundary. Finally, we can define Si: g;(M) -+ g;(SI) by setting 
si(f) = L· 

Note that g;((U7=1 Ci ) U (U7=1 SI)) is equal to the Cartesian product space 
( X 7=1 g;(C)) x ( X 7=1 g;(SI)). Thus, we may define a map 

by taking the products of all the maps ri : g; (M) -+ g; ( Ci ), i = I, ... ,n, 
with all the maps Si: g;(M) -+ g;(SI), i = I, ... ,n. The map I n is a left 
homotopy inverse to the map In because the composite I n 0 In can be seen to 
induce an isomorphism of all homotopy groups. The reader is referred to [25, 
§2] for more details. 

This completes Step I in the proof of Theorem A.I. 

Step II. In this step, we complete the proof of Theorem A.I by showing that 
the map J: g;((UiCi ) U (UiS I )) -+ g;(M) induces a surjection on all the 
homotopy groups. To do this, it will suffice to show that for any continuous 
map I: K -+ g;(M) from a finite CW complex K there is a homotopy 

I 1;: K -+ g;(M), t E [0,3], and a map g: K -+ g;((U i Ci ) U (U i S )) that 
satisfy the following. 

A. 9. 13 = Jog. 
The construction of the homotopy 1;, t E [0,3], and the map g of A.9 

proceeds as in [25, §§5,6], so we will be brief. We may assume without loss 
of generality that M equals the topological product M' x R equipped with 
the Riemann metric of (3.8.4), where M' is a complete hyperbolic manifold. 
Thus, we have the asymptotic northern hemisphere subbundle D(T(M)) of the 
tangent bundle for M, and we have the asymptotic foliation g; for D(T(M)) 
and the foliation Jl of D(T(M)) by the trajectories of the geodesic flow 
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d: D(T(M» -+ D(T(M», t E R. First we use the asymptotic transfer con-
struction of [25, §5) to lift f to a map J: K -+ g;(D(T(M))). The map J is 
(a, O)-controlled over (D(T(M» ,~) (for some positive number a). Next we 
vary J through a homotopy ~: K -+ g;(D(T(M»), t E [0,1], as follows. 
A.I0. Let l' denote a fixed but very large positive number. For each stable 
pseudo-isotopy h: (D(T(M» x Rk x [u) x [ -+ (D(T(M» x Rk x [u) x [ in 
g;(D(T(M»), which represents f(x) for some x E K, set 

~(x) = (d'l x id) 0 h 0 (G- 1Y x id), 

where id: Rk x [u x [ -+ Rk X [u x [ is the identity map. 
Note that the map J1 : K -+ g;(D(T(M») is (a, ~)-controlled over 

(D(T(M»,:9'), where ~ is a positive number satisfying limy--+co ~ = O. For 
any positive number a' , let {L j} denote the collection of all closed flow lines 
for the geodesic flow d: D(T(M» -+ D(T(M», t E R, which have length less 
than or equal to a' . Choose very small pairwise disjoint tubular neighborhoods 
{TJ for the {LJ in D(T(M». For any positive numbers e, P, the subset 
De,p(T(M» c D(T(M» has been defined in 8.1. Note that :9' is uniformly 
(a' /2, O)-flat on the subset De ,p(T(M» - (U j Ti ) (see Addendum 3.5.5). So if 
a' is choosen sufficiently larger than a, then we may use the foliated control 
theorem [28, A.3] to get a homotopy ~: K -+ g;(D(T(M»), t E [1 ,2], of J1 

that satisfies the following property. 
A.ll. (a) For each x E K, the support of the pseudo-isotopy J2(x) lies over 
the subset (D(T(M» - De ,p(T(M») u (U;=I Ti ), for some sufficiently large 
positive integer n (n is independent of x). 

(b) Under the projection D(T(M» -+ M, we have that J2 is a'-controlled 
over all of M . 

Recall that M is the topological product M' x R equipped with the metric 
of (3.8.4), where M' is a complete hyperbolic manifold. It follows from A.II 

.... I ,I: n I 
that f2 is ~ -controlled over M x R - Ui=1 T j with respect to the product 
metric on M' x R, where ~' is a positive number satisfying limp--+co~' = 0 
and where {T:} are tubular neighborhoods of embedded circles in M' x R. 
Note that the composite map D(T(M» ~ M ~ M' x R induces an equiv-
alence !T(D(T(M») ~ !T(M' x R). Under this equivalence, the homotopy 
~, t E [0 , 2] , of A.I 0 and A.II becomes identified with a homotopy 1;: K -+ 

g;(M' x R), t E [0,2], of the map f: K -+ .9i(M), such that f2 is ~'

controlled over M'< x R - U;= 1 T:. Since the foliation of M' x R by its 
points is uniformly (e', a)-flat on the subset M" x R, for e' sufficiently small 
and for 0' as in [28, A.3], we may apply [28, A.3] to f2 to get a homotopy 
1;: -+ g;(M' x R), t E [2,3], of f2 such that the following is true. 

(c) For each x E K, the support of the pseudo-isotopy f 3(x) lies over the 
I l n' subset «M - M ) x R) U (Ui=1 T;). 
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Note that for sufficiently small e in A.ll(c), it will follow from A.ll(c) that 
there is a map g: K ~ .9k"«U j Cj ) U (U j Sl)) such that f3 and g satisfy A,9. 

This completes the proof of Theorem A,l. 

Proof of Theorem A.2. We will need the following notation. Let X denote a 
connected smooth manifold, Y an open subset of X, D a compact subset of 
X, and e a positive number. We denote by 9(X; Y ,e ,D) the set of all stable 
smooth pseudo-isotopies in 9(X) that are e-controlled over Y and whose 
support lies over the subset D. Denote by C9(X; Y ,D) the space of all paths 
p:[O,oo)~9(X) such that p(t)e9(X;Y,(t+1)-I,D) holds for all te 
[0,00). Define C9(X; Y) to be the direct limit space limD->x C9(X; Y ,D). 

By applying the arguments given in [65] (see, in particular, §6 and the ap-
pendix) to the function 9() (instead of to !T( )), we can derive the following. 

A.12. (a) C9(X) is an a-spectrum. (Here C9(X) = C9(X;X).) 
(b) There is an equivalence of a-spectra C9(X) ~ H(X ,9(*)). 
Now A.12(b) allows us to define the amalgamation map A: H(X;9(*)) ~ 

9(X) as the map that sends p e C9(X) to the stable pseudo-isotopy p(O). 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem A.2 is divided into the following 

four steps. 

Step I. In this step, we verify the following. 

A.13. Let N denote any compact closed flat Riemannian manifold. Then 
there is an equivalence of a-spectra 9(N) ~ C9(N) x N9(N) . 

In verifying A.13, the only geometric property of N that we use is that there 
are positive integers p, q and maps i p: N ~ N, iq: N ~ N that satisfy the 
following properties (see [12]). 

A,14. (a) ip and iq are expanding self-immersions of N. 
(b) p and q are relatively prime integers, and i p , i q have homological 

degrees of p, q , respectively. 
(c) ipoiq=iqoip' Set ipq=iqoip. 
For x = p, q, or pq, we may pull pseudo-isotopies in 9(N) back along the 

immersion ix: N ~ N. This pullback construction is denoted by Tx: 9(N) ~ 
9(N). Note that Tx: 9(N) ~ 9(N) is a mapping of a-spectra. The 
same pullback construction may be applied to the C9(N) to get a mapping 
CTx : C9(N) ~ C9(N) of a-spectra. Let C9x(N) and 9 x(N) denote the 
direct limits of the sequence 

C9(N) C.!j C9(N) C.!j C9(N) ~< ••• 

and 
9(N) ~ 9(N) ~ 9(N) ~< •••• 

Note that the map A: C9(N) ~ 9(N) induces a map AX: C9x(N) ~ 
9 x (N) of a-spectra. Note that the maps Tp ' CTp induce maps J p: 9 q (N) 
~ 9 pq (N) and CJp: C9q(N) ~ C9pq (N) , and the maps Tq , CTq induce 
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maps Jq:£gP(N)-+£gpq(N) and CJq: C£gP(N)-+C£gpq(N). (For example, 
A.14( c) guarantees that each square in the sequence 

is commutative. Thus, the collection of all vertical maps gives J q .) 

For x = p , q , pq , let C £gX ,x (N) and £gX ,x (N) denote the localizations of 
C£gx(N) and £gx(N) at the set of primes X, where x denotes all the primes 
except those prime factors of x. Note that AX induces a map AX ,x : C£gx ,x (N) 
-+ £gX ,x (N) of n-spectra, and the maps CJx ' Jx (for x = p ,q ) induce maps 
of n-spectra 

CJq ,q: C£gP ,p (N) -+ C£gpq ,pq (N) , 

CJp,p: C£gq,q(N) -+ C£gpq,pq(N) , 

Jq ,q: £gP ,p (N) -+ £gpq ,pq (N) , 

J : £gq ,q (N) -+ £gpq ,pq (N), p,p 
We claim that all of the maps AX ,x, Jx ,x' and CJx ,x satisfy the following 
properties. 

A.lS. (a) For x=p,q,or pq,themap Ax,x:C£gx,x(N)-+£gx,x(N) is 
an equivalence of n-spectra. 

(b) The n-spectrum C£g(N) is the fiber product of the diagram 
C£gq,q(N) 

C£gP ,p (N) J.!!...:." C£gpq ,pq (N) 

In verifying A.lS(b), it will suffice to show that C£g(N) -+ C£gP,P(N) and 
C£g(N) -+ C£gq ,q (N) are the localizations of C£g(N) at the sets of primes p 
and q, and that both 

C£g(N) -+ C£gP,P(N) J.!!...:." C£gpq,pq(N) 

and 
C£g(N) -+ C£gq,q(N) J!...:./, C£gpq,pq(N) 

are the localization of C£g(N) at the set of primes pq. To see this, it is enough 
to check that CTx : C£g(N) -+ C£g(N) is an equivalence modulo x-torsion. 
Let Clx : C£g(N) -+ C£g(N) denote the map induced by ix: N -+ N. Note 
that in terms of the equivalence of A.12(b) the map C/.,( 0 CTx : H( N ; £g (*)) -+ 

H(N ;£g(*)) is induced by the identity map id: N --+ N and by multiplication 
by x in the n-spectra £g(*). Thus, Clx 0 CT'(: C£g(N) -+ C£g(N) is an 
equivalence modulo x-torsion of n-spectra. Note also that in terms of the 
equivalence of A.12(b) the map Clx : H(N;£g(*)) -+ H(N;£g(*)) is induced 
by the identity map id: £g (*) -+ £g ( *) in the n-spectrum of coefficients £g ( *) 
and by the equivalence modulo x-torsion ix: N -+ N. Thus, Clx : C£g(N) -+ 

C£g(N) is also an equivalence modulo x-torsion of n-spectra. It follows now 
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that CTx : C£g(N) -+ C£g(N) must be an equivalence modulo x-torsion of 
a-spectra. 

To verify A.15(a), we use the fact that CTx : C£g(N) -+ C9(N) is an equiv-
alence modulo x-torsion of a-spectra. We shall also use the fact that, for each 
pseudo-isotopy h E £g(N) , we have that, for large enough n, the pseudo-
isotopy T;(h) is sufficiently well controlled over N that the arguments of §6 
in [65] apply (in the smooth category) to show that T;(h) E image(A). The 
remaining details in the verification of A.15(a) are left to the reader. 

Let 'x.x: £g(N) -+ C£gx.x(N) denote the composite map £g(N) -+9x .x(N) 
~ C£gx.x(N) (see A.15(a». Note that in the following diagram all the solid 
arrows commute up to homotopy. 

C9(N) 
I 
I 
t 

C£gP,P(N) 

..,:.. ...... , .... 
---t 

~ A: ..... £g(N) 
............... 'pq .pq 

'p,p ~ 
Jq,q 
-+ C9 pQ •pq (N) 

Thus, the map ,: £g(N) -+ C9(N) may be defined to be the fiber product of 
'P.P and 'q.q' We leave it to the reader to check that ,: 9(N) -+ C£g(N) is 
a left homotopy inverse to the map A: C£g(N) -+ 9(N) in the category of 
a-spectra. It follows that £g(N) splits as a product of C9(N) and the kernel 
of " which verifies A.13. 

This completes Step I. 

Step II. Approximate each of the immersed closed geodesics gj: Sl -+ M by 
pairwise disjoint smooth embeddings gj: Sl -+ M. Choose closed tubular 
neighborhoods {TJ for the {gj(SI)} in M, and choose closed tubular neigh-
borhoods {VJ for the cusps {~} of M in M, all of which satisfy the fol-
lowing: T j n Tj = 0 (i =I- j); Vj n Vj = 0 (i =I- j); T j n Vj = 0. In the 
remainder of this step, n will denote a fixed but arbitrary positive integer and 

The purpose of this step is to verify the following property. 

A.16. There is an equivalence of a-spectra 

We first describe our candidate for an equivalence 
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of O-spectra. Let 

II: C9(M) x N9 ((~c) U (~SI)) -+ C9(M;Y) 

denote the composite map 

Let 

12 : cg(M) x Ng ((~ Ci ) U (~SI)) -+ C9(M; Y) 

denote the composite map 

C9(M) x Ng ((~ Cj ) U (~SI)) P~ N9 ((~ Ci ) U (~SI)) 

inc~ion g ((~ Cj ) U (~SI)) ~ C9(M;Y), 

where the inclusion map exists by virtue of A.I3 and where ]* is the map 
induced by ]1((U7=1 Cj ) U (U7=1 SI» (see Theorem A.I for]). Now set 1= II + 12 ' where addition takes place in the .a-spectrum C 9 (M ; Y) . 

Note that both the restriction maps 'I: Cgk(M) -+ Cgk(y) and '2: 
cgk(M; Y) -+ C9k(Y) are well-defined homotopy fibrations. (To see this, 
use the arguments of the appendix in [65] for the smooth category.) Thus, the 
composite map 

C9k(M) x N9k ((U Ci ) U (U SI)) ~ C9k(M) ~ Cgk(y) 
1=1, 1=1 t 

rl 

is also a homotopy fibration. Note that I is a map of homotopy fibrations 
that covers the identity map Cgk(y) -+ C9k(Y) (i.e., '2 01 = '1)' Note 
also that by A.I3 I maps the fiber ,~ I (p) homotopy equivalently to the fiber 
,;- I (p) , where p is the point of C9k (Y) represented by the identity pseudo-
isotopy. Thus, f induces isomorphisms between the homotopy groups of the 
base spaces of '1 and '2 and between the homotopy groups of the fibers of '1 
and '2' It follows that f is a homotopy equivalence of the total space of 'I 
to the total space of '2 . Thus, f is the desired equivalence of A.I6. 

This completes Step II in the proof of Theorem A.2. 

Step III. In this step, we verify Theorem A.2(c). 
Let X denote any smooth manifold, let :T /9(X) denote the O-spectrum 

that is the cofiber of the forgetful map 9(X) -+ :T(X) , and let 9 1 (X) de-
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note the n-spectrum that is the one-fold delooping of 9(X) (Le., 9; (X) = 

9k+1 (X». Note that there is a fibration .9'(X) --+ .9' /9(X) --+ 9 1 (X) in the 
category of n-spectra. 

Let ~( ) denote any functor from smooth manifolds to n-spectra. Then 
we can define the homology spectrum H( X ; ~ ( *» and the amalgamation map 
A: H(X ;~(*» --+ ~(X) by simply substituting ~(*), ~(X) for 9(*), 9(X) 
in the definition of A: H(X;9(*» -+9(X) given above. Let N~(X) denote 
the n-spectrum that is the cofiber of the amalgamation map A: H( X ; ~ ( * » --+ 

~(X), and let ~I(X) denote the n-spectrum that is the one-fold delooping of 
~(X). Note that there is a fibration in the category of n-spectra N~(X) --+ 

H(X;~I(*» --+ ~I(X). 
We consider the following homotopy commutative diagram of maps: 

Ho(X;.9' /9(*» 
! r2 

.9'/90 (X) 

~ Ho(X;9 1(*» 
! r4 

--+ 
r3 

9d(X) 

Note that .9'/9(*) ~ 9 1(*), so 'I is a homotopy equivalence. The functor 
.9' /90 ( ) is a homology functor (cf. [7,8, 10]), so '2 is a homotopy equivalence. 
On the other hand, the fiber of '3 is equal to 9'(X) and the fiber of '4 is 
equal to N 9 0 (X). Thus, the homotopy equivalence '2 0 , ~ 1 : Ho (X ; 9 1 ( * » --+ 

.9' /90(X) gives rise to a homotopy equivalence N90(X) ~ 9'(X). Now letting 
X = (U; C;) u (U; Sl) completes the proof of Theorem A.2(c). 

This completes Step III. 

Step IV. In this step, we complete the verification of both Theorem A.2(a) and 
(b). We do this by showing that a certain map 

is a homotopy equivalence. 
We shall first describe the map F. Let 

denote the composite map 

Let 
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denote the composite map 

C90(M) x N90 ((yci ) U (ysl)) ~ N90 ((yc;) U (ysl)) 
inc~ion 9 0 ((yC) U (ysl)) C90(M) , 

where the inclusion map exists by virtue of A.13 and where /* is the map 
induced by /. Now set F = FI + F 2 , where the addition takes place in the 
O-spectrum 9(M). 

We first show that F induces a surjection on the homotopy groups. Let 
a E 7l,(90(M)) be an arbitrary homotopy group element (with I also arbitrary), 
and let K - 9 0(M) be a map from the I-dimensional sphere K that represents 
a. If we apply the smooth version of the argument of Step II in the proof of 
Theorem A.l to the map K - 9 0(M) , we conclude that a is in the image of 
the inclusion induced map 

7l,( C90(M; Y)) - 7l,(90(M)) , 

where Y c M is one of the subsets in A.16. But the equivalence of A.16 
(i.e., the map f constructed in Step II of this proof) when composed with the 
inclusion C90(M; Y) - 9 0(M) is equal to the restricted map FIC90(M) x 
N90 ((U;=1 C;) U (U;=I Sl)). It follows now that a is in the image of the F-
induced map 

(Note that to apply the smooth version of the argument in Step II of the proof 
of Theorem A.l, we must appeal to the smooth foliated control theorem in [28] 
instead of appealing to the topological foliated control theorem of [28].) 

Now we will show that F induces an injection of the homotopy groups. 
Choose an a E kemel(Ff ). Because the composite map 

.!... 9 0(M) forget~ map Y;;(M) 

is a homotopy equivalence (by Theorem A.I and Step III of this proof), it 
follows that a E kemel(AI), where AI: 7l /(C90(M)) - 7l /(90(M)) is the map 
induced by A: C90(M) - 9 0(M). Represent a by a map g: Sf - C9"o(M) , 
and let G: D f+1 - 9 0(M) be a null homotopy for GI8Df+1 = Fog. We apply 
the smooth version of the argument of Step II in the proof of Theorem A.l to 
the map G: d+1 - 9 0(M) to get homotopies g,: Sf - C9"o(M) , t E [0, 1], 
and G,: Df+l _ 9"o(M), t E [0,1], that satisfy the following properties. 
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A.I7. (a) F 0 gt = GtI8DI+I for all t E [0,1]. 
(b) Image(GI) c C90(M; Y) for some Y as in A.I6. 

Since the restricted map FI[C90(M) x N90«U;=1 Ci)U(U;=1 Sl))] is the equiv-
alence of A.I6, it follows from A.I7 that the map g I : Sl --+ C 9 0 (M) is null 
homotopic in C90(M). Thus, a = 0, showing that FI is an injective map. 

This completes the proof of Theorem A.2. 

Remark A.IS. In this remark, we formulate fiber bundle versions of Theorems 
A.I and A.2. We note that the proofs of these more general theorems follow 
the same pattern as the proof of Theorem A.2. 

Let p: E --+ M denote a homotopy fibration over the smooth manifold M 
(with 8M = 0). Following the ideas of [65, Appendix], we define the "ho-
mology Q-spectrum" for :T( ) over M, denoted by H(M ;:T(p)) , as follows. 
Choose a triangulation K for M. Define .9j(p) to be 

l~K .9j(p -I (/1)) x /1) / ~, 
where the equivalence relation identifies .9j(p -I (/1)) x /1 with .9j(p -I (/1')) X /1' 
via the inclusion induced map for every pair /1, /1' E K with /1 c /1'. There 
is a natural inclusion map i: M --+ .9j(M) defined by fitting together the base 
points of the pieces .9j(p-I(/1)). The delooping maps .9j( ) --+ n.9J+I () induce 
maps .9j(p)/i(M) --+ Q(.9j+1 (p)/i(M)). We define the jth element in the 
Q-spectrum H( M ;:T (p)) by 

H)o(M ;:T(p)) = olim Qi(Y")o+o(p)/i(M)). 
l-+OC I 

There is a natural map of Q-spectra A: H( M ;:T (p)) --+ :T (E) called the 
amalgamation map. At the jth level, A is defined to be the composite 

lim Qi(Y")o+lo(P)/i(M)) ~ lim QiY"+lo(E) =:: Y")o(E) , 
1-+00 1--+00 } 

where '" is induced by the union of the inclusion induced maps .9j+i (p -I (/1)) 
--+ .9j+i(E). We denote by N:T(p) the cokernel Q-spectrum for the amalga-
mation map A: H(M;:T(p)) --+ :T(E). 

If in the preceding paragraph we replace the Q-spectrum valued functor :T ( ) 
by the Q-spectrum valued functor 9 ( ), then we obtain the homology Q-
spectrum H(M ;9(p)), the amalgamation map A: H(M ;9(p)) --+ 9(E), 
and the cokernel for this amalgamation map denoted by N9(p). 

Note that in the preceding two paragraphs we must use the semisimplicial 
definitions of stable pseudo-isotopy spaces .9j(E) , 9iE ) , which are given 
in [65, §5], if E is not a smooth manifold. Likewise, these semisimplicial 
definitions must be used in the definitions of H(M ;:T(p)) and H(M ;9(p)). 

In the following two theorems, we let M denote a real, complex, quater-
nionic, or Cayley complete hyperbolic manifold. We let I: (Ui Ci) U (Ui Sl) --+ 

M denote the map of Theorem A.I and p': E' --+ (U i Ci ) u (U i S I) denote the 
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pullback along [ of the fibration p: E -+ M. Note that there is a canon-
ical mapping [*: E' -+ E of fibrations that covers the map [. By using 
p' : E' -+ (U; C;) u (U; S') in place of p: E -+ M in the preceding para-
graphs, we can get the homology Q-spectra H«U; C;) U (U; S'); Y(p')) and 
H«U; C;) U (U; S') ;9J(p')) , the amalgamation maps 

and 

and the cokernel Q-spectra of these amalgamation maps denoted by NY(p') 
and N9J(p'). 

Theorem A.lS.l. Let M be any real, complex, quaternionic, or Cayley complete 
hyperbolic manifold. The maps [: (U; C;) U (U; S') -+ M and [*: E' -+ E 
induce the following equivalences of Q-spectra. 

(a) NY(p') == NY(p). 
(b) N9J(p') == N9J(p). 

We remark that Theorem A.18.1 holds also for any Riemannian manifold 
M having finite volume and whose sectional curvature values lie in an interval 
(c, ,c2) with c, < c2 < O. 

Theorem A.lS.2. Let M be any real, complete, hyperbolic manifold. Suppose 
that the homotopy fibration p: E -+ M has no holonomy up to homotopy. Then 
in the category of Q-spectra, each of the amalgamation maps A: H(M;Y(p)) 
-+ Y(E) and A: H(M ;9J(p)) -+ 9J(E) has a left inverse. 

We remind the reader that the fibration p: E -+ M is said to have no holo-
nomy up to homotopy if for any map g: S' -+ M from the circle the pulled 
back fibration of p: E -+ M along g is fiber homotopy equivalent to a product 
fibration over S' . It seems likely to the authors that the holonomy hypothesis 
of Theorem A.18.2 is not necessary. 

Recall that a group r is called K-f/at if Wh(r x A) = 0 holds for all finitely 
generated free abelian groups A (cf. [23, §O]). 

Corollary A.lS.3. Let M be any real, complex, quaternionic, or Cayley complete 
hyperbolic manifold. Then 1C, M is K of/at. 

Special cases of Theorems A.18.1 and A.18.2 have been announced in [22]. 
Corollary A.18.3 has been announced in [23]. There are versions of Theorems 
A.18.1 and A.18.2 where p: E -+ M is a stratified fibration over the hyperbolic 
orbifold M. Special cases of these orbifold versions of Theorems A.18.1 and 
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A.18.2 were announced in [22]. The details will appear in later publications of 
the authors. 

In the remainder of this appendix, we will give brief indications of the proofs 
of Theorems A.18.1, A.18.2 and Corollary A.18.3. 

We will concentrate on the functor 9( ) as the proofs are the same for 
the functor :T( ). Let X denote any codimension zero smooth submanifold 
of M, let Y denote any open subset of X, and let D denote any compact 
subset of X. For any e > 0, we let 9(X; Y . e. D) denote the subset of all 
stable smooth pseudo-isotopies in 9(p-'(X» that are e-controlled over Y 
(with respect to the projection p: p-'(X) --+ X) and whose support lies over 
the subset D (again with respect to the projection p: p -, (X) --+ X). Denote 
by C9(X;Y.D) the space of all paths q: [0.00) --+ 9(p-'(X» such that 
q(t)E9(X;Y.(t+I)-'.D) holds for all tE[O.OO). Define C9(X;Y) to 
be the direct limit space limD-+x C9(X; Y . D). By applying the arguments 
given in [65] (see, in particular, [65, §6 and the appendix)) to the functor 9( ) , 
we can derive the following. 

A.18.4. (a) C9(X) is an Q-spectrum. (Here C9(X) = C9(X;X).) 
(b) There is an equivalence of a-spectra 

C9(X) ~ H(X ;9(plp -, (X»). 

We can now consider the proof of Theorem A.18.1. We may assume that for 
each positive integer n the restricted map In = II(U7 C)U(U7 S') is a smooth 
embedding. Let Tn denote a tubular neighborhood of Image(In) in M such 
that Tn C Tn+, holds for all n. We consider the following commutative dia-
gram of maps of a-spectra: 

C9(Tn) in 9(p-'(Tn» qn N9(plp-'(Tn» --+ --+ 

in ! i~ ! j~' ! ., 
q~ C9(M) In C9(M; M - Tn) Sn --+ --+ 

'n ! r; ! 
·11 

C9(M - Tn) In C9(M - Tn) --+ 

where all the maps in' i: . i~ . jn . j: ,j~ are induced by inclusions, 'n and ,~ 
are the restriction maps (see [65, §6 and the appendix)), and qn' q~ are the 
canonical maps to the cokemel Q-spectra for in' i:. Note that the two left 
columns are fibrations and the top two rows are also fibrations in the category 
of Q-spectra. Note also that i~ is an equivalence of Q-spectra (in fact, it 
is the identity map). We conclude that j~ is an equivalence of Q-spectra. 
Let Noo denote the direct limit a-spectrum limn-+oo N9(plp-'(Tn», and 
let Soo denote the direct limit Q-spectrum limn-+oo Sn' Note that taking the 
direct limit of the maps j; yields an equivalence /:x,: Noo --+ Soo of Q-
spectra. On the other hand, it follows from a smooth fibered version of the 
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argument in Step II of the proof of Theorem A.l that the direct limit 0-
spectrum limn_ oo C91(M;M - Tn) is equivalent to the a-spectrum 91(E) 
via the inclusion induced map. From this last fact and from A.18.4, we con-
clude that Soo is equivalent to N91(p). Moreover, Noo is equivalent to the 
O-spectrum N91(p'). Thus, the equivalence j::O: Noo -+ Soo is really the equiv-
alence N91(p') == N91(p) of Theorem A.18.l(b). This completes the outline 
for the proof of Theorem A.18.l. 

We now consider the proof of Theorem A.18.2. Using a fibered version of 
the argument in Step I of the proof of Theorem A.2, we can argue that the 
following equivalence of O-spectra exists. 

A.18.S. 91(p-I(Tn)) == C91(Tn) x N91(plp-I(Tn)). 
(It is in carrying out the fibered version of Step I in the proof of Theorem 

A.2 that we use the holonomy hypothesis of A.18.2.) The equivalence of A.18.S 
provides us with "inclusions" gn: N91(plp-I(Tn)) -+ 9J(p-I(Tn)). The direct 
limit of these inclusion maps is an "inclusion" G: N9J(p') -+ 9J(E). Let 
F: C91(M) -+ 91(E) denote the map that sends a path q: [0,00) -+ 91(E) 
(such paths represent points in C91(M)) to the point q(O) of 91(E). We 
now have the direct sum map F E9 G: C91(M) x N9(p') -+ 9(E). By using 
Theorem A.18.l, A.18.4, and A.18.S, one can argue that F E9 G is the desired 
equivalence of O-spectra in A.18.2. This completes our outline of the proof for 
Theorem A.18.2. 

Finally, we can deduce Corollary A.18.3 from Theorem A.18.l as follows. 
Let A be any finitely generated free abelian group. We wish to show that 
Wh(7tIM x A) = O. Note that A = 7t1 Tn for some n, where Tn is the n-
dimensional torus. In Theorem A.18.l, let p: E -+ M denote the projection 
of E = M x Tn onto its first factor. We must show that 7t 1 (Yo"(E)) = O. Since 
Ho(M;9'"(p)) -+ Yo"(E) -+ NYo"(p) is a homotopy fibration, it will suffice to 
show that 7t 1 (Ho (M ; 9'" (p))) = 0 and 7t 1 (N Yo" (p)) = O. There is a spectral 
sequence beginning with terms of the form H/M; 7tk (Yo"(Tn))) and abutting 
to 7t j +k (Ho(M ;9'"(p))) (see [6S, Theorem 8.7]). Since 7tk (Yo"(Tn)) = 0 for 
k = 0,1 (cf. [19]), it follows that 7t1(Ho(M;9'"(p))) = O. Note that by 
Theorem A.18.l we have that 7t1(NYo"(p)) = 7t1(NYo"(p')). Moreover, there is 
the homotopy fibration 

Ho (( Y c) U (ysl) ;9'"(P')) -+ Yo"(E') -+ NYo"(P'). 

So to show that 7t1 (NYo"(p)) = 0, it will suffice to verify the following: 
(i) 7t1 (Yo"(E')) = O. 

(ii) 7to(Ho((Uj CJ U (UjSI ) ;9'"(p')) = O. 
Since each Cj ' and SI , is a compact closed aspherical manifold with virtually 
poly-Z fundamental group equality, (i) follows from [19]. (ii) follows from 
[19] and a spectral sequence argument. 
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